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Summary

The first application of automatic control to a physiological variable during general anesthesia

was reported in 1949. Since then a lot of research has been devoted to this topic. Still, today
there is no commercial anesthesia system available with the patient in a feedback loop. One

reason for this is that research has mainly been focused on controller design. Important aspects

of clinical practice such as the treatment of measurement artifacts and faults have only marginally
been addressed. In this thesis exactly such problems which are usually tacitly neglected but which

are of great relevance are addressed. We are referring to these aspects as supervisory functions.

Before addressing these supervisor functions some foundations are established. This involves in

the first place a hard- and software research platform that allows to implement and test control

algorithms as well as the supervisory functions in the operating theater. It is our view that

fault handling must start with the design of a system. Special attention is therefore paid to the

selection of the platform components and the software design. The software structure is built

with special emphasis on extendibility. A second foundational building block is a mathematical

model which describes the dynamic relationship between vaporizer concentrations and surgical
stimulations on the input side and the inspiratory and endtidal Isoflurane concentration as well

as mean arterial pressure (MAP) on the output side. A thorough review of the physiological
background is followed by a step by step development of the model equations. Modeling is

finalized with the identification of the system parameters and validation experiments.

Since the design of control algorithms is not the main focus, controllers are taken form a thesis

by Marco Derighetti. They are refined for broader applicability where necessary. The result

of extensive clinical validations of an observer based state feedback (OBSF) controller for the

endtidal Isoflurane concentration and an OBSF with endtidal overrides for MAP are presented.
In view of the limited ability of this MAP controller to compensate heavy disturbances a control

scheme based on disturbance anticipation is suggested.

For the supervisor functions first a structure is suggested which allows to allocate all functions

postulated in literature. A selection of these is developed in more detail. First, an elegant strategy
to handle measurement artifacts in the framework of OBSF controller is proposed. It is based on

a nonlinear modification of the output injection gain. The stability of this algorithm is proved and

recordings of several successfully suppressed artifacts are shown. A large part of the thesis is then

dedicated to fault tolerant control (FTC). Following a sequential design procedure developed by
Prof. M. Blanke a strategy for handling the most critical faults in the system is obtained. In

this context the concept of recoverability for linear time invariant (LTI) systems is developed.
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This concept is utilized to analyze to what degree the functionality of a faulty system may be

recovered in case of a fault. Finally, a man machine interface (MMI) is designed. Aspects of

MMI are important in this context since a well designed MMI increases operational safety.

The main contribution of this thesis is to show that mathematical process models are a useful

tool in dealing with faults also in a biomedical environment.



Zusammenfassung

Seit der ersten automatischen Regelung einer physiologischen Messgrösse während einer Gene¬

ralanästhesie im Jahre 1949 wurde eine Vielzahl von wissenschaftlichen Arbeiten in diesem Gebiet

publiziert. Trotzdem existiert bis heute kein kommerzielles Anästhesiesystem bei dem sich der

Patient in einem geschlossenen Regelkreis befindet. Ein Grund dafür liegt darin, dass in den

publizierten Arbeiten Aspekte, des klinischen Alltages wie Fehler und Messartefakte, die eine Re¬

gelung arg beeinträchtigen können, oft ausgeblendet werden. In der vorgelegten Arbeit befassen

wir uns mit gerade diesen Problemen. Wir subsummieren diese Fragestellungen unter dem Begriff

Supervisorfunktionen.

Bevor allerdings diese Supervisorfunktionen behandelt werden, werden zwei Grundvoraussetzun¬

gen diskutiert. Dabei handelt es sich einerseits um eine Hard- und Softwareplattform, die es

erlaubt, Regelalgorithmen und die Supervisorfunktionen zu implementieren und im Operations¬
saal einzusetzen. Nach unserer Auffassung muss die Fehlerbehandlung beim Systementwurf be¬

ginnen. Deshalb wird spezielles Gewicht auf die Auswahl der Plattformkomponenten und den

Softwareentwurf gelegt. Die Softwarestruktur orientiert sich stark an der spätem Erweiterbar-

keit des Systems. Als zweite Grundvoraussetzung wird ein mathematisches Systemmodell ent¬

worfen, das die dynamischen Zusammenhänge zwischen den Eingangsgrössen Anästhesiegas im

Frischgas und chirurgischer Reiz und den AusgangsgrÖssen inspiratorische und exspiratorische

Anästhesiegaskonzentration sowie dem mittleren arteriellen Blutdruck beschreibt. Dazu wird zu¬

erst eine detaillierte Zusammenfassung der benötigten physiologischen Grundlagen geliefert und

darauf werden die Modellgleichungen schrittweise entwickelt. Die Modellierung wird durch die

Bestimmung der Modellparameter und einige Validierungsexperimente abgeschlossen.

Der Entwurf von Regelalgorithmen selbst ist kein eigentlicher Schwerpunkt dieser Arbeit. Es

werden deshalb Regelalgorithmen übernommen, die von Marco Derighetti in seiner Dissertation

entworfen wurden und für die klinische Validierung angepassi Für einen beobachterbasierten

Zustandsregler für die endtidale Anästhesiegaskonzentration und für einen Blutdruckregler mit

endtidalen Override-Reglern werden Resultate einer umfangreichen klinischen Validierung vor¬

gestellt. Motiviert durch die begrenzte Fähigkeit der Blutdruckregelung grössere Störungen zu

kompensieren wird ein Regler basierend auf einer Störgrössenantizipation vorgeschlagen.

Für die Supervisorfunktionen wird zuerst eine Struktur entworfen, die alle in der Literatur postu¬

lierten Funktionen beinhaltet. Einzelne dieser Funktionen werden dann eingehender behandelt.

Zuerst wird eine elegante Möglichkeit aufgezeigt, wie die beobachterbasierten Zustandsregler in¬

sensitiv gegen Messartefakte gemacht werden können. Sie basiert auf einer nichtlinearen Gewich-
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tung der Ausgangsrückführung im Beobachter. Die Stabilität dieses Verfahrens wird analysiert
und mehrere Beispiele erfolgreich unterdrückter Artefakte werden gezeigt. Ein grosser Teil der

Arbeit befasst sich dann mit der fehlertoleranten Regelung. Wir folgen einem Entwurfsverfahren,

das von Prof. M. Blanke in Aalborg entwickelt wurde und gelangen dadurch zu einer Realisie¬

rung, die die schwerwiegendsten Systemfehler handhaben kann. In diesem Zusammenhang wird

das Konzept "recoverability" entwickelt, welches es erlaubt zu beurteilen, wie weit ein fehler¬

haftes System seiner ursprünglichen Funktion gerecht werden kann. Zum Schluss wird für die

Bedienung des Systems eine Benutzerschnittstelle entworfen. Benutzerschnittstellenfragen sind in

diesem Zusammenhang wichtig, weil eine klare Benutzerschnittstelle die Sicherheit eines Systems
erhöht.

Neben verschiedenen originären Beiträgen besteht der Hauptbeitrag dieser Arbeit darin zu zeigen,
dass mathematische Prozessmodelle auch in einem medizintechnischen Umfeld zur Behandlung
von Fehlern herangezogen werden können.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Purpose and history of anesthesia

The history of surgery dates back into the prehistoric ages From bones found it is presumed
that very early even cranial surgery was performed It is reasonable to assume that m parallel to

the progress of surgery adequate pain relief was sought For example reports of the application
of opium may be found in the antique In the middle ages as diverse methods as compression

of nerve trunks, loud music and alcohol were tried [216 364, 332 241] - with little success

The "quick knife" of the surgeon was basically the only relief It took until 1846 for the first

scientific publication [39] reporting the application of general anesthesia during surgery performed
by William Morten and John Warren An over-dramatized illustration of this event is given in

the painting by Robert Hinckley (figure 1 1) The term anesthesia was suggested by Oliver

Holmes to express the absence of sensation But since reports about the narcotic effects of ether

and nitrous oxide (N2O) may be found earlier there is a certain debate on who the inventor of

anesthesia really is

The early anesthesia systems only consisted of a glass bulb with two attached glass cylinders and

a sponge inside [364] Through one cylinder the patient was inhaling the ether evaporating form

the sponge tinctured with ether The other cylinder was used to replenish ether Since then

clinical anesthesiology has changed considerably in terms of equipment drugs, and procedure
[332] Today, the selection of procedures and drugs is tailored to the special requirements of the

surgical procedure This is important since the different objectives of anesthesia which are

0-1 provide hypnosis (unconsciousness amnesia)

0-2 ensure analgesia (relief from pain)

0-3 relax muscles

0-4 maintain vital functions
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Figure 1.1: An over-dramatized Illustration of the first general anesthesia during surgery - also

know as ether day.
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are not always equally important. For example for removing small skin anomalities it is not

required to make the patient completely unconscious. It is rather sufficient to insensitize him/her
locally. This leads to a classification of anesthesia into local, regional and general anesthesia

[332]. For local anesthesia anesthetics like Lidocaine are injected into the tissue surrounding
the site where the surgical procedure shall be performed. It normally covers an area of several

cm2. A typical application is dental surgery. With regional anesthesia a whole body region like

a limb is insensitized. This is done by injecting local anesthetics onto or immediately adjacent
to nerve trunks. An example is the blocking of spinal nerves during a hip joint replacement.

During regional and local anesthesia the patient is (more or less) conscious. In contrast, general
anesthesia affects the whole body. The patient is completely unconscious. Usually the muscles

are relaxed and artificial ventilation is required.

1.2 Drugs and measures

To achieve the different objectives of anesthesia (0-1 to 0-4) various drugs are at disposition.
While some drugs support several objectives other drugs only support a single objective.

Hypnosis is achieved with volatile anesthetics like N20, Xenon, and halogenated Ether anesthetics

or with intravenously applied anesthetics like Thiopental, Propofol, and others, Analgesia is

achieved mainly with opiods like Alfentanil, Remifentanil, and others. For muscle relaxation

intravenously applied agents like Vecuronium, Atracurium are used.

The maintenance of the vital functions is a more disperse problem. An important element is the

artificial ventilation. On one hand the ventilation delivers oxygen and removes carbon dioxide

form the patient. On the other hand it also delivers the volatile anesthetics to the patient.
Another important element in this context is the oxygen fraction of the fresh gas stream. A

further important aspect is the hemodynamic stability. To some extent this is achieved with

hemodynamically active hypnotics and with analgesics. In case of large blood loss the lost blood

volume needs to be replaced. This is either done through infusions of physiological NaCl solution

or conserved blood.

And in some rare cases it is necessary to utilize strong hemodynamically active substances like

ephedrine or others.

The formulation of objectives also immediately asks for measurements for these objectives. Of the

four objectives the vital functions are most easily measurable. Standard patient monitors provide
numerous measurements like inspired oxygen concentration, expired carbon dioxide concentration,
blood pressure, heart rate, and many more. Fairy well established measures aiso exist for muscle

relaxation. Relaxation might be assessed by electrically stimulating a nerve (e.g. ulnar nerve) and

by measuring the response of the enervated muscle. This response is generally assessed by the

anesthetist in physical contact with the patient. That is standard patient monitors do not provide
measurements of relaxation. Less established measures exist for the remaining two objectives.
Several measures of unconsciousness were proposed based on the EEG signal. The motivation for

this seems obvious since unconsciousness is expected to be correlated with brain activity. A short
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Figure 1.2: Viewing drugs and instrument settings as inputs and objectives as outputs anesthesia

may be represented as a multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) system.

review of the use of EEG parameters in anesthesia may be found in [313] or [386]. Alternatively
to spontaneous EEG, activity of the EEG evoked by external stimulations might be used. Most

common is the EEG potential evoked by auditory stimuli as used in [277] for control purposes.

No general measure is established for analgesia. The goal of analgesia is the absence of pain.
But pain requires pain perception. Pain perception, however, is subjective and unconsciousness

also disables pain perception. Studies conducted with almost pure hypnotic agents [519] revealed

that the stress response of the body to noxious stimuli was basically undamped. The stimuli must

have been received by the body without explicit pain perception. Measures for analgesia have

thus been proposed based on body response to artificial stimuli. But until today no adequate

quasi continuous measure is available.

Viewing drugs and instrument settings as inputs and objectives as outputs of a multi-input-multi-

output (MIMO) system anesthesia may be represented as shown in figure 1.2.
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surgeon s area anesthetist's area

Figure 1.3: Usually the workplace of an anesthetist is clearly separated from the surgeon's area.

1.3 The anesthetist's workplace

A typical setup of a workplace of an anesthetist is shown in figure 1.3. A first thing we note is

that there is a blanket that separates surgeons and anesthetists1. This leaves limited view for

an anesthetist onto the site of surgery. The anesthetist also has limited access to be patient.
Often this is a forearm which carries catheters and oximeter. And sometimes there is access to

the patient's head (see figure 1.4). The state of the patient must thus mainly inferred from the

measurements provided by the patient monitor. Based on these measurements and the objectives
the anesthetist regularly adjusts drug application and device settings. The idea to support the

anesthetist through automatic feedback controllers in his/her task is thus straight forward.

^-Note at this point that we will distinguish between anesthetists and anesthesiologists. Anesthetist denotes

the person conducting the anesthesia. In Switzerland this may be a doctor or a nurse with special training.
Anesthesiologist denotes a person that had studied medicine and is specialized in anesthesiology.
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Roughly five different phases of anesthesia may be distinguished (compare figure 1.5). These are:

Induction, Waiting, Begin, Operation, and Emergence.

During the induction the patient is prepared for surgery. From the anesthetist's side this involves

• inserting venous and arterial catheters

• set up monitoring through application of sensors like ECG electrodes, EEG electrodes, pulse
oximeter, gas sampling line, etc.

• start the application of hypnotics, analgesics, and relaxants

• intubation.

In parallel all other preparations not related to anesthesia are made. This phase lasts normally
from half an hour to an hour.

Following the induction there is a short waiting phase where the patient is moved into the OR

and where last preparations of the surgeons are made. This phase lasts approximately 10 to 30

minutes.

The beginning of surgery is usually characterized by the opening of the skin. This event provokes
a heavy response of the body in terms of blood pressure and heart rate increase. It is a phase
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Figure 1.5: The different phases of anesthesia.

where the anesthetist pays much attention to damping this stress response. He/she is normally

increasing drug application shortly before skin incision occurs. This phase typically has a duration

of several minutes.

During the operation (phase 4) there are mainly the objectives 1 to 4 to be achieved. Most

surgical procedures and most patients require less attention by the anesthetist in this phase than

in phases 1 and 3. Depending on the type of surgery this phase lasts from half an hour to eight
or more hours.

In the emergence phase at the end drug application has been stopped and the patient is slowly

waking up. Monitoring and tracheal tube are removed as soon as the patient is awake. This

phase depends on the duration of the operation as well as the amounts and the types of drugs
that were used. It lasts from approximately 10 to 30 minutes.

Concerning the application of automatic control, phase 4 is certainly most suited, in particular for

operations with long durations. However, also in the phases 2 and 3 the application of automatic

control would be feasible.

1.4 Feedback control in anesthesia

Since the first reported application of automatic feedback control of a physiological variable

during general anesthesia [38] numerous researchers have applied various control techniques to

various physiological variables. Among the controlled variables are mean arterial pressure (MAP),
EEG parameters, muscle relaxation, as well as inspired and endtidal gas concentrations. The

control techniques applied include PID control, Fuzzy logic and neural network control, model

based controllers, as well as adaptive controllers. For several physiological variables models for

simulation have been built independently of control applications.

An exhaustive overview over feedback application during anesthesia lies outside the scope of this

introduction. Nevertheless, applications known to the authors are summarized in the overview

table 1.1. More detailed overviews are provided by the review publications [82, 106, 272, 355,
220, 303, 422].

The pro arguments for automatic control are several. First, there is the relief from routine tasks.
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[255]

[32] [306]
[326][510]
[307][382]
[304] [305]
[256]

[175][126]
[498]

Intravenous hyp¬
notics and anal¬

gesics

[40] [478]
[282] [295]

Control of EEG

parameter or

brain concentra¬

tion

[390] [416] [84]

Control of evoked

potentials

[276] [277]

Control of muscle

relaxation

[465][278]
[280][273]
[274][293]
[294][309]
[310][345]

[346][398]

[321][357] I

[356]

i

i

[281][279]
[280][273]
[274] [293]
[292][294]
[297] [296]
[298][432]

Control of ventil¬

ation

[473][111] [76] [260] [81][131]

Other applica¬
tions

[381][275] [520] [227][257]
[275] [350]

Table 1 1 Classification of a selection of publications on feedback control in anesthesia.
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This is expected to leave the anesthetist more capacity for patient supervision. Automatic control

of one physiological variable might be viewed like automatic cruise control in a car. A drawback

is that the anesthetist could loose some of the ability to conduct the anesthesia manually. An

aspect that will have to be dealt with should automation make its way into clinical practice.

A second argument concerns the reduction of drug consumption. It is argued [518] that anes¬

thetists tend to overdose and that feedback systems will only apply the dose necessary to achieve

the desired objective.

A further motivation is a bit futuristic. Satava [408] gives a vision about the possible appearance

of the future battlefield. He postulates a trauma pod that provides a life supporting environment

for wounded while awaiting or during transport to a rear echelon. This trauma pod is envisioned

to be an "enclosed, modular stretcher, with a miniaturized portable ventilator, cardiopulmonary

support, monitoring devices, remotely actuated therapeutic devices and a closed cycle environ¬

mental control unit". Such a pod best has automatic control loops for certain physiological
variables or is completely autonomous.

Although automatic feedback control potentially reduces drug consumption the savings on gas will

hardly justify the costs of developing a feedback loop. If, however, the introduction of feedback

loops is able to reduce personnel the savings are of a different order. It might be envisioned that

at some point in the future instead of one anesthetist per patient there will be two anesthetist

supervising five patients. For such a vision to come true it is not sufficient to introduce a

single feedback controller it would rather require an autonomous or semi-autonomous anesthesia

system which is able to handle the complete MIMO control problem and which is equipped with

supervisory and diagnostic functionality.

Despite the good arguments for feedback control or for anesthesia systems that are even autonom¬

ous to some degree and despite the large amount of research no commercial anesthesia workplace
is available with feedback from a physiological variable Why this might be so will be discussed

in the next section.

1.5 Automated anesthesia systems and complexity

To discuss the various aspects that add to the complexity of the problem we will follow the general

design process for control systems. That is

» problem formulation

» plant modeling

• controller design and implementation

• testing

• routine use .
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1.5.1 Aspects of the problem formulation

There are three factors of difficulty. First, it is the MIMO nature of the control problem. Second,

there is the large variety of drugs available. And third, there are the difficulties of defining and

measuring adequate anesthesia.

It is important to note that a lot of research has not addressed the MIMO problem yet. Very
often an isolated SISO aspect is treated, for example control of endtidal CO^ concentration

through adjustment of the minute volume or the control of mean arterial pressure with sodium

nltroprusside infusion. Simply integrating such SISO control loops into an automated anesthesia

system will in general not work because of interdependencies. For example a ventilation controller

will affect a controller for volatile anesthetics since changes in the minute volume alter the

uptake characteristics. That is controllers intended to work simultaneously can not be designed

independently.

Some MIMO control problems have been considered though. For example control of CO and MAP

through sodium nitroprusside and dopamine or as in this and in Derighetti's thesis control of MAP

through Isoflurane with guaranteed endtidal concentration limits But even these applications
treat a small portion of the whole problem. Only, as long as a considerable part of the control

loops is closed manually the value added by automatic control loops will be relatively small.

Similar reasoning applies to the drug variety. Only if feedback controllers in an anesthesia machine

are able to handle the majority of available drugs will it be possible to sell them. However,

since research often addresses only one drug in a particular setup considerable effort will still be

necessary to make a specific control strategy applicable to other drugs.

One reason for the observed "theory practice gap' is the fact that from a feasible control loop
for a single drug in a SISO setup to a salable product a lot of effort is required

In addition, the adequate state of anesthesia for a patient is inferred by an anesthetist from monitor

readings, the history of drug application, as well as the medical history of the patient. Although
attempts have been made to formalize this inference process [401, 213] no "gold standard" has

been established yet. Thus, an anesthetist has to pay more or less constant attention to the

progress of anesthesia anyway even with selected feedback loops.

1.5.2 Aspects of modeling

Dynamic models are not just needed for controller design but also for the simulation validation

prior to clinical tests. Building models for physiological processes is more difficult than model

building for physical processes. The reasons are that there are no first principles, limitations

in applicability of modular modeling, the inter-patient variability, and difficulties in parameter
estimation and model validation.

First principles are applicable to some extent when modeling drug transport. The drug effects,
however, are modeled rather phenomenologically
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The modular modeling paradigm suggest to build models from subblocks that are easier to

describe. For physiological systems models may be obtained in this manner but subblocks are

not necessarily easier to model. In particular when it comes to parameter identification. That is

it is often easier to perform an experiment that involves the whole body than just a single organ.

The inter-patient variability plays an important role especially with respect to drug effects. This

makes it difficult to build individualized models as they would be needed for individualized drug

administration.

Finally, the limitations in performing in vivo experiments makes parameter estimation and model

validation difficult. If for example one decided to build a black box model to avoid the troubles

with physiology based models then the model parameters need to be determined experimentally.

This requires an experiment that excites the system sufficiently rich. And for processes with time

constants ranging from minutes to hours such an experiment will have considerable duration.

The difficulties in model building explains why researchers usually develop algorithms for one

particular drug only. Extending an algorithm to other drugs will require considerable modeling
effort but would bring little "academic credit" for a control engineer. The effort consequently
will need to be made by a potential manufacturer.

1.5.3 Aspects of contml1er design

The main challenge for controller design is the inter-patient variability. Since this variability is

less pronounced for drug distribution variability is e.g. less of a problem for control of endtidal

concentrations. It is more pronounced for MAP or relaxation controllers where drug effects are

controlled. Possible solutions to the problem are: robust control and adaptive control. The prob¬

lem with robust control is that if the variability is broad potentially very conservative controllers

result. And for adaptive control there is hardly enough time and excitation to guarantee a proper

adaptation. What is required is some kind of pre-adjustment which must be possible based on a

simple pre-operation experiment. Few work has been done in this direction.

1.5.4 Aspects of testing

One difficulty for testing is inherited from variations in drugs and procedures as well as patient

variability. Another issue are ethical aspects

Variations and variabilities require a large number of clinical validations until the applicability is

"statistically proved". For example to obtain statistically significant answers for the validation of

the controllers to presented in chapter 4, 22 patients were required. However, the validation was

done for a limited class of patients under low flow conditions and constant ventilation. As soon

as such restrictions are removed a larger number of trials will be necessary.

Ethical considerations require that first extensive simulations are performed, then "hardware in

the loop" tests follow, and finally several pilot studies under the close supervision of the control
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engineer in the OR are performed before a clinical study can start. The time required for these

"preparations" can take up to a year. During the study every patient participating has to give
written consent. And there are many people who are afraid of surgery already and who are not

willing to take further "risk". Such a study easily also extends over a whole year.

Some research groups go through a test phase with animal experiments. Only, due to the

potential parameter differences between humans and animals a successful animal experiment is

no guarantee at all for successful tests on humans. This is the reason why our group does not

perform animal experiments.

1.5.5 Aspects of clinical use

So far mainly control engineering aspects have been discussed. With the clinical routine use

further problems arise. These aspects may be characterized as supervisor aspects. Some of these

are handling of measurement artifacts, faults, and man machine interaction.

Artifacts are - as will be discussed in chapter 6 - unavoidable temporary invalidations of the

measurements which - if not treated - deteriorate controller performance or endanger the patient.
While for clinical studies artifacts can be avoided to some extent this is not possible during clinical

routine use.

Faults are "out of spec." functioning system components. These can be hard- as well as software

components. One might argue that this is also the case for manually conducted anesthesia.

However, on one hand feedback algorithms potentially amplify the effects of faults. On the other

hand the anesthetist - consciously or not - continuously checks the plausibility of measurements

based on his/her expectations. This will likely be less the case when applying automated feedback

systems. That is plausibility checks must also be performed by the feedback system.

Human machine interaction in this context includes not just the problem of designing a graphical
user interface (GUI). It also concerns the separation of responsibilities. What decisions should

the automated system be allowed to make and what not? Should the system be enabled to

autonomously switch from one control mode to another in case of a fault? Similar questions
have of course to be answered in any automated system - the answers to the questions, however,
are likely to be application specific. Another topic concerns the update of the anesthetist in case

of a problem. Suppose the automated system has been running autonomously for some time and

a fault occurs that forces the system to ask for human assistance. What is the information that

the anesthetist needs to be able to take over? This is a question which has not been addressed

so far.

1.5.6 Conclusions about the complexity discussion

First, a large effort is necessary to bring a feasible controller to clinical practice. Second, a large
effort is also required to transfer a feasible control strategy from one drug to other drugs.
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On the other side the additional cost for an automated system must pay off. We conjecture that

this is only possible if reductions of the cost on personnel are possible. This in turn seems only
possible if a system has a reasonable degree of autonomy.

That is the requirements towards a salable automated anesthesia system are high and the gap

between these requirements and published research results is still enormous. We view this fact

to be the main reason why no commercial feedback systems are available.

1.6 Scope of this thesis

The previous discussion reveals two main directions in which research can evolve. A "horizontal"

direction would more broadly address the actual control problem. That is extend the patient
domain, address larger portions of the MIMO problem, or transfer existing solutions to new

drugs. A "vertical" direction addresses the questions arising when intending to bring a feasible

controller to clinical practice. That is the supervisor aspects. This is what will be done in this

thesis.

The individual aspects addressed by the thesis are best discussed with figure 1.6. The "founda¬

tions" of the whole system are a solid hard- and software platform as well as good mathematical

models. Both also build the foundations for the control algorithms. However, they need to be

more "solid" for the vertical extension. Just like a tall building requires better foundations than a

small building. Details on the hard- and software platform are discussed in chapter 2. The model

is discussed in chapter 3. The control algorithms for which the clinical validation experiments
will be provided are discussed in chapter 4. The main part of the thesis is devoted to the vertical

extension of the system with supervisor functions. In chapter 5 the structure of the supervisor
is outlined in more detail. Chapters 6, 7, and 8 discuss artifact tolerant control, fault tolerant

control (FTC), and the human machine interface (HMI), respectively.
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Figure 1.6: Schematic representation of the scope of this thesis.



Chapter 2

The research platform

2.1 Introduction

In chapter 1 we have pointed out that several research groups are active in the field of applying
automatic control to anesthesia. The developed control algorithms are normally implemented on

prototype hard- and software platforms (as for example described in [311] or [308] ) designed
to provide minimum functionality for demonstrating the feasibility of automatic control for a

certain physiological variable. Moving from feasibility studies to a more routine use of automatic

control in the OR increases the requirements to such a platform. A routine application of a

(still experimental) feedback system is for example to apply a well defined level of anesthesia

for clinical studies. While during feasibility studies control and software engineers are usually

present in the OR to guarantee safe operation of the system, a single anesthetist not involved

in the development process might be using the feedback system routinely. For such applications

requirements in particular towards safety and user interaction grow. While it is sufficient for the

control engineer to operate the feedback system via arrow and number keys on the keyboard this

is generally not accepted by an anesthetist using the system routinely. Further, prototype systems

implementations tend to be "quick and dirty", meaning that almost no attention is being paid
to later extensions or modifications of the system.

Such a prototype system had been used for the first clinical trials in our project. It was im¬

plemented on a PC operating under MSDos using the programming language Modula II [48].
Although a number of clinical studies could successfully be completed [318, 515, 412, 104] the

system suffered from considerable limitations. In particular

L-l The PC hardware provided poor extendibility. Only two serial ports (RS232) were available

which limited the number of devices to be connected simultaneously to the system.

L-2 The 64k-Byte block size restrictions under MSDos made it necessary to break up modules

that in principle would have formed a entity. The logical coherence of the software structure
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Figure 2 1 "Hardware tower" hosting the first prototype system
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suffered enormously from this limitation.

L-3 Modula II did not provide graphical components that could have been used to conveniently

compose graphical user interfaces (GUI). Although data was displayed quite structured (see
figure 2.2) doctors found it not very convenient to work with.

L-4 The software grew during different project phases. The first implementations were made

during a thesis by Steck [443]. From there it was extended during the theses of Meier and

Nieuwland [316, 317] as well as Loppacher and Liithi [286]. Finally, major extensions were

made by Derighetti during his PhD thesis [111]. This evolutionary software design lacked

a clear design philosophy which made it difficult to extend and maintain it.

L-5 All the devices needed to implement the control algorithms (computer, hemodynamic mon¬

itor, gas monitor, mass flow controller, etc.) were mounted on a separate cart (see figure

2.1) which had several disadvantages. First this heavy and spacious piece of equipment
constituted an obstacle in the OR. Second, all devices required at least one connection

to the anesthesia workplace used clinically. Due to this cabling a laboratory engineer was

required to install the system in the OR.

Faced with promising results that triggered further research projects [518, 418, 517] and the

limitations of this ad hoc system it seems natural to turn the experience gained into a more

solid founded system design. Desired were a more compact integration on a standard anesthesia

workplace and a new hard- and software platform for implementing the control algorithms.

The different steps in the design of this new hard- and software platform are discussed in the

following sections. The first step represents the selection of suitable platform components. The

requirements fro the individual components are discussed in section 2.2. The actually selected

components are discussed in sections 2.3 to 2.6. Section 2.7 provides details about the software

design. Section 2.8 discusses the hardware safety concept. And finally, concluding remarks about

current state of the research platform are given in section 2.9.

2.2 System requirements

A list of requirements was collected from the group of potential users at the beginning of the

redesign phase [155]. This group of users included the project supervisors (professors), senior an¬

esthesiologists, laboratory engineers, as well as PhD students of the automatic control laboratory.
These requirements may be condensed into the following four main requirements:

R-l A high level of safety

R-2 Acceptable reliability and availability

R-3 Extendibility and easy to maintain

R-4 User friendliness
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The potential users of the system may be grouped into three different classes (see also the context

picture in figure 2.6). They are: the software engineer, the control engineer and the anesthetist.

The requirements do not have the same weight for the different classes of users. Requirements R-

1, R-2 and R-4 are of main interest for the anesthetist. For the control engineer who occasionally
needs to change, alter or add a control algorithm, requirements R-3 and R-4 are of main interest.

For the system and software engineer it is mainly requirement R-3 that counts.

The specifications R-l to R-4 influence both, the selection of the platform components discussed

in section 2.3 as well as the systems design, and in particular the software design discussed in

section 2.7.

2.2.1 Comments on safety

Safety is of increased importance as the system moves from the designer to the user. According
to [219] or [121] a system is deemed safe if the risk lies below a certain threshold (see also

[187, 283, 202]). Where risk is defined as

Bisk — Harm, x Probability of Occurrence (2-1)

that is the product of damage which an incidence may cause and the probability with which

that incidence might occur. The quantities harm and probability of occurrence are not always

easy to quantify. [264] gives some guidelines on how to deal with these quantities for medical

applications. According to equation (2.1) risk can be decreased in two ways. First constructive

measures may be taken to reduce the probability that a fault occurs, i.e. by reducing the potential
sources of errors. For software applications for example one might use a programming language
which restricts the use of pointers or performs a strong type checking at compile time to reduce

the probability of run time errors. However, fail safe behavior may not always be achieved by
constructive measures. For these cases the harm may to be reduced by detecting the fault and

by taking counter measures. Exception handling as provided by some programming languages
is of this nature. Malfunctions may either be detected by a human supervisor or an algorithmic
supervisor.

For a prototype system risk is considerably reduced by the presence of a person from the design
team. Knowing about the structure of the system this person is able to detect a lot of malfunctions

early. A fall back concept on the hardware level as will be discussed in section 2.8 allows to bring
the system back into a safe state any time. The routine user may of course also rely on that

fall back concept in case of a critical situation. Algorithmic supervisor functionality as will be

described in chapters 5, 6, and 7 must support the human operator. However, for reasons

discussed below it is first aimed at trying to select components and design methods such that

the probability of occurrence of a malfunction is decreased so that fewer malfunctions need to

be detected.
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2.2.2 Comments on reliability and availability

Reliability and availability are both important properties if the feedback system is to be a relief

Both are linked to safety. Reliability (Zuverlässigkeit) characterizes how well a system is able to

fulfill its purpose over a given interval of time. According to [219] it is defined as

Reliability ^ Mean time between failures. (2 2)

Availability (Verfügbarkeit) is according to [219] defined as

.

, , ,
Mean time between faillites

Availability = --r
- -—- -— (2.3)

Mean time between failures 4 Mean downtime

Clearly, both quantities are influenced by the rate at which faults occur. Thus any means that

helps to reduce the probability of occurrence of malfunctions increases both reliability and avail¬

ability.

2.2.3 Comments on extendibility

The current feedback system incorporates feedback loops for blood pressure, endtidal and inspir¬

atory concentrations of anesthetics. However, it is planned to add feedback control for ventilation

and intra venous drugs in the future. Further, it must be expected that different actuators for

gas dosage or monitors will be introduced. These extensions and modifications must be possible
without major changes to the design of the system. This requirement induces requirements on

the software structure and any programming language which enforces a modular or object ori¬

ented design adds in this respect Extendibility is also required concerning the hardware Adding
new devices might require additional l/O-ports at a later stage of the project. It might further

be desirable to host supervisor functionality on a separate processor, as is often done for safety
critical systems.

2.2.4 Comments on user friendliness

Finally the acceptance by the end user (anesthetist) will heavily depend on the user interface.

Thus any programming language for which there exists a class library providing elements for the

design of a state of the art user interface will be in favor.

2.3 Platform component selection

The hard- and software platform represents a core element of the whole experimental system.
And the selection of its components should thus be done carefully with respect to the overall

system specification listed in section 2 2.
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Figure 2.3: The platform space.

With 'platform' in this context we refer to an element of a set which might be viewed as the

Cartesian product of the sets computer hardware, operating system, and programming language
i.e.

Platform. G HW x OS x PL. (2.4)

Figure 2.3 illustrates that - although not all combinations lead to valid platforms - there are

numerous potential combinations. Finding the most suitable platform would in principle require

the realization of the system on every platform and perform an a posteriori evaluation. This

would be, however, outside of the scope of this thesis and the evaluation had to rely on a priori
information instead - taking into account the know how available at our institute of course.

From the specifications R-l to R-4 we derived the following selection criteria for the platform

components

S-l Industrial standard HW

S-2 Real time OS

S-3 Object oriented (oo) programming language
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The industrial standard hardware criterion mainly aims at requirement R-3 on the hardware side.

It particularly includes the possibility of a multi processor system.

The term real time is sometimes used to indicate that a system is able to react quickly to external

events. Under this perspective our application would probably not fall into the category of real

time systems. However, rather than speed real time systems address the problem of predictability

[71, 198]. That is operations are not to be performed "fast" but within a guaranteed amount of

time. And as we will see in section 2.7.2 there are a number of tasks that require a guaranteed

repetition time and therefore also have a termination deadline. In addition real time operating

systems usually provide multitasking capabilities. For a prototype system real time like features

might be realized by the programmer on a non real time operating system (see e.g. [308]).
However, by using an a priori real time operating system, a potential source of implementation
errors is eliminated.

Concerning the selection of the programming language it should be mentioned that the problem
of software in safety critical system has received increased attention in recent years (see e.g.

[420, 485, 161, 283, 199, 392, 202]. Failures in software systems are of a fundamentally different

nature than in hardware systems since software does not suffer from aging or wear [183. 59. 199,

202]. The sources of errors are [59]:

- inaccuracies in the problem specification

- errors introduced during software development

- errors introduced during compilation and linking.

Prominent examples of the second type are the ARIANE 5 disaster [124] or the problems in

the Pathfinder mission [493], A less prominent but well studied software problem m a medical

application is the Therac-25 incident discussed in [269]. Other software problems of the same

type that appeared in medical systems are reported in [52]. For the third type of errors a logically
correct source program is translated into incorrect machine code. That is there is an error of the

first or second type in the compiler or linker. A short discussion on this type of faults may be

found in [59].

Considerable research effort is put into developing formal methods that allow the verification of

the correctness of software in a strict mathematical sense. But, there is no satisfactory solution

for large software programs [59, 199]. There are .however, some guidelines for the design of

software for safety critical systems (see e.g. [392, 199]).

A first rule is to keep the design as simple as possible [199, 201, 202] since the simpler the design
the more intuitive it is and the easier it may be verified. The object oriented design paradigm
very much supports this idea [429].

A second rule concerns the restriction of the allowable language constructs. In [420] Obérons is

introduced as a subset of the standard Oberon language and [392] gives numerous suggestions
for how to improve safety by avoiding certain language features in general and for C in particular.
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Finally, [200, 199] reasons that object oriented design inherently improves safety of software

systems. Meyer [323] even states that there is no building of mission critical software without oo

techniques. The OO criterion in addition supports requirements R-3

A further aspect for the component selection is shown in figure 2 4 We conjecture that there

exist components of optimal complexity to solve a particular problem of given complexity. A

similar relation is stated in [204] for the error density in programs versus the average component

complexity. We postulate that such a relation holds in general for error density in systems

composed of smaller entities. More specific the error density in the final system depends on the

errors in the components used (e.g. compiler or operating system) and the errors introduced

with the design. The more complex a component the likelier it contains errors. The more

components of low complexity are used to build a system the more likely errors are introduce

with the design. This basically means that for our system of medium complexity components of

adequate (medium) complexity are probably most suited

In view of all the above aspects we chose a VME/PC Target/Host computer hardware, the

XOberon real time operating system (developed at the Robotic Institute of ETH [120, 119, 61])
and the object oriented programming language Oberon-2 A detailed discussion of the properties
of all the other possible platform components will be omitted here First, since any discussion

would remain incomplete and second since a lot of the arguments true today are likely to be

invalid in a year. We will therefore restrict ourself to briefly introduce the features of each of

the chosen components. We will explain how these components satisfy R-l to R-4 and S-l to

S-3. Comments on how the chosen components are different from other potential choices will be

made where appropriate. For some more details the reader is referred to [155].
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Figure 2.5: Compact integration of the feedback control system on a standard Cicero EM. Non

standard elements are labeled in bold face text.
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2.4 Computer Hardware

The computer hardware consists of two computers: a 'target' computer system and a 'host'

computer (compare figure 2.6). The target computer system is a VME-Bus system with a

PowerPC board. The host computer is a standard Intel Pentium PC. Host and target computers

are linked via an Ethernet connection. This provides great flexibility in terms of the location of the

different computers. That is the host computer may either be local or remote. The target and a

local host computer are mounted on the same frame together with the necessary I/O boards and

integrated on a standard anesthesia workplace CiceroEM manufactured by Dräger AG. Lübeck

(compare figure 2.5). This eliminates the limitation L-5. The option of a remote host computer

is of particular interest during software development. It allows that software development is done

at ETH in Zurich while the code is run on the target computer system located at the hospital in

Bern.

The real time critical tasks i.e. input and output of data, the control algorithms as well as

supervisor functionality are implemented on the target computer. The modularity of the VME

system guarantees for the extendibility on the computer hardware side. The host computer hosts

the development environment and functionality for data visualization and data storage. This

separation of functionality is quite standard It is for example found in professional systems like

Tornado/VxWorks or Matlab's Real-Time-Workshop with RealLmk32. During the development

phase or for system configuration a keyboard and mouse are used for user interaction while the

system is operated through a touchscreen in the OR.

2.5 Operating Systems

Corresponding to the two hardware systems there are two different operating systems.

2.5.1 XOberon (Target)

The XOberon operating system on the target computer provides standard real time features

such as parallel processes, priorities, mechanisms for inter process communication and exception

handling. The priorities of different processes are assigned in a way very intuitive for control

engineers (see figure 2.7).

PTl

WEM apt H H^PW

m 1~ Ian

Figure 2.7: Rate monotonie scheduling of XOberon tasks.
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The system provides real time (RT), i.e. time critical, and non real time (NRT) tasks. For RT

tasks it is further distinguished between periodic (PT) and aperiodic tasks (APT). For the periodic
tasks the frequency with which they are to be repeated is specified. The frequency then also

determines the priority of the process. That is the operating system regularly interrupts processes

of lower frequency to schedule processes with higher frequency. The remaining time between

periodic tasks is then divided among non periodic tasks. For any RT task the programmer has

to specify a duration and a deadline. The creation of a task can be compared to signing a

contract: the handler must guarantee to terminate by consuming at most duration microseconds

of computation time. The scheduler on the other hand needs to test whether it can guarantee to

give the task duration microseconds computation time before the deadline passes. The duration

thus specifies an obligation of the task handler, while the deadline specifies an obligation of the

scheduler which implies

period > deadline > duration > 0. (2.5)

The allocation of computation time to the non real time tasks (threads) is based on a "round

robin" scheme. This guarantees that each thread eventually receives a minimum of computation
time and avoids priority inversion situations [425],

For data exchange between processes, code segments can be protected from mutual access and

signals are provided for inter process synchronization.

An important feature concerning system safety it the handling of exceptions. An exception handler

is a procedure which is called by the operating system if a run time error like a reference to un¬

allocated data or a floating point overflow occur. In its simplest form this procedure switches

back from electric to manual dosing (see also section 2.8).

We conclude this introduction to XOberon by briefly mentioning the features that distinguish
it from other operating systems that were evaluated. The most important difference between

XOberon and the commercial Tornado/VxWorks for our purpose is the way how task priorities
are specified. While VxWorks requires that timer interrupts with priorities are defined this mech¬

anisms are nicely encapsulated by XOberon. Particularly with respect to MMI implementations
WindosNT represented an interesting alternative. However, the realization of real time features

requires considerable low level knowledge about the operating system [336, 197, 456]. This

violates the simplicity design criterion.

2.5.2 Oberon System 3 (Host)

The standard Oberon System 3 [393, 495, 394, 192, 138] serves as an operating system for the

host computer. The two tasks running on the host computer are data storage and visualization.

Both tasks demand an average computation time but no strict timing specifications need to be

met. Thus, no real time features are needed here. A main feature of the Oberon System is its

graphical interface components called Gadgets some of which are shown in figure 2.13. The use

of these Gadgets with Oberon follows the Model-View-Controller (MVC) concept [429, 57]. The

MVC methodology was introduced with Smalltalk and its basic idea is to partition the program
into three parts (see figure 2.8):
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User

User
Controller

User

Figure 2.8: The original MVC concept intro¬

duced with Smalltalk.

Figure 2.9: The MVC concept used in Oberon

System 3.

• Model refers to the core modules of an application. It is responsible for managing the

information being manipulated. Model captures some relevant features of some real-world

situation. For example, things to be shown in a window have a corresponding data repres¬

entation. The model then handles this data representation.

• View transforms the data handled by the Model into an image that can be seen by the

user(s). A Model can be connected to several different views showing the same data but

(probably) in different ways.

• The Controller coordinates input from user with View and Model. It. is thus responsible
for coordinating between the Model and the View, so that if one of them changes, it knows

how to communicate that fact to the other.

For illustration consider a classical computer system consisting of keyboard, screen, and computer

board. And imagine a spread sheet application being run on the computer system. "Controller"

in the MVC frame work refers to the program part handling the keyboard and passing the inputs

to the program part handling the spread sheet content. That is the part which is referred to as

the "Model". "View" refers to the program part responsible for nicely displaying the spread sheet

contents on the screen. The control engineer should note that the terms model and controller

have a different meaning than in control engineering.

In Oberon this concept is used slightly differently in the sense that Controller and View are

combined simply into views. In Oberon System 3 they are referred to as Model and View Gadgets,

respectively. The advantage is that the model may be designed independent of how its contents

will be displayed. As a simple example consider a variable containing a REAL value. This value

may be displayed using a text field or a scroll bar. It is not relevant at the time at which this

variable is introduced how it finally will be displayed.
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2.6 Programming Language

The decision about the programming language was made in favor of Oberon-2. This choice

was strongly influenced by the Oberon-2 know-how available at the automatic control lab. But

Oberon-2 has also several objective advantages. Oberon-2 is an object oriented language with

similar properties as is ancestors Pascal and Modula II. Features which are important with respect
to safety are strong type checking at compile time, runtime type checking, no pointer arithmetic.

With these properties Oberon-2 is inherently safer to use (it reduces the probability of occurrence

of certain types of faults) than C or C++- Note that also a lot of these properties were later

adopted for the design of JAVA [185, 265] as well, which makes JAVA and Oberon-2 very much

alike (with respect to their properties not their syntax). The general advantages of JAVA over

C++ discussed for example in [22] therefore carry over to the comparison of Oberon-2 and C++.

The language Oberon-2 alone is not well suited for real time application [413]. Some extensions

are discussed however [494, 193]. The same is true for JAVA [361]. For Oberon-2 only the

real time extensions provided by the XOberon compiler render it a suitable alternative to other

languages. Another candidate programming language was Ada [354]. Ada was originally designed
for the implementation for mission critical software. It inherited several concepts introduced in

ALGOL 68 and Pascal [36], it is well structured, modular and strongly type checked. The major

disadvantage is that it is very large and complex [198]. A more detailed discussion of some oo

programming languages can be found in [404, 409].

2.7 Software design

Choosing suitable platform components is an important step towards fulfilling requirements R-l

to R-4 for an automatic feedback system. Particularly for fulfilling R-2 and R-3 a well structured

software is mandatory. The methods for designing oo software are very mature [429, 404, 57]
and differ not significantly. They all rely on some kinds of object diagram, class diagram and

interaction diagram. Real time systems in addition need to be decomposed into different tasks.

Structuring methods for real time systems are described in [184, 69, 88].

[184] suggests to start with a behavioral model where it is assumed that all objects are concurrent.

And leave it to a next step to determine which objects are also realized with concurrent tasks. It is

thus possible to start with the design of the object structure following the standard procedures and

the decision which objects need to be concurrent (or active) and which not is decided afterwards.

In identifying the different tasks a tradeoff is to be made. On one hand introducing tasks clarifies

and simplifies the design and on the other hand too many tasks may make the implementation
too complex and cause considerable scheduling overhead. The approach in [69] is similar. Here

the different objects are deemed passive, active, protected, etc. already during the design of

the object structure. We will here follow [184] by first designing a top level object model which

also allows to describe the general system behavior. From there the object and class structure is

further detailed and the different tasks are identified.

At the beginning of a design process a context picture (see [429]) helps to get an overview of
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the design problem. Figure 2.6 shows such a context picture for our project. The main devices

involved are the target and host computers, the respirator, the patient monitor, and an electronic

gas dosing device consisting of mass flow controllers and an electrically driven vaporizer. In

an earlier project phase a compact electronic gas dosing device (GADOS) from Dräger was in

evaluation and in the future an EEG monitor and an infusion pump will be required [418]. Patient

monitor and respirator communicate via a serial interface (RS232) while the gas dosage requires
three digital-analog converter channels.

We further have the three types of users: system's engineer, control engineer, and anesthetist.

Each of them has different requirements towards the software design. The anesthetist is expecting
a system which is easy to use. His main requirement concerns the man machine interface. The

control engineer occasionally needs to change, alter, or add an algorithm. This may require

adding a new device, displaying or storing different variables, and to adjust the user interface.

He is expecting to make these alterations on a rather abstract level. The system and software

engineer will have to trace and eliminate errors or provide new device drivers.

2.7.1 Object structure

The most important step in oo software design is to determine the objects. The standard oo

literature [429, 404, 57] gives some guidelines on how to find the appropriate objects. But

eventually there are different object structures that would lead to a successful implementation
and we will therefore briefly discuss our reasoning which led to the particular object structure.

From the control systems point of view the essential objects are the input and output signals
and in principle it does not matter whether a certain measurement is provided by a device of

type "A"or "B". Similar arguments hold for the output signals. Thus a possible design would be

to provide measurement variable objects (e.g. an MAP-object or an Sp02-object) which always
provide an up-to-date measurement to the controller, are able to retrieve that measurement from

any suitable device and thus 'hide' the device specific aspects from the control engineer. However,

although principally it does not matter what device a measurement is derived from, practically it

does matter because some device specific information is usually needed for the design of a control

algorithm. For example the accuracy (precision) of a measurement plays a role in filter design
and knowledge about actuator limits is needed for anti windup measures. Also the dynamic
characteristics of the two gas dosing devices mentioned in figure 2.6 are very different which

has to be taken into account for controller design. Therefore input/output devices and control

algorithms are usually not independent. This reasoning let us conclude that the most intuitive

object structure results if reality is mapped into software more or less one to one. Note that this

design is also consistent with the guideline given in [429] to have a close map from reality to

software structure. Figure 2.10 shows the object on the top level where every input/output device

is represented by an individual software object. These device (driver) objects hide the software

handshaking and protocol interpretation from the control engineer.

We now have allocated one object for every input or output device. Further, we let mode control

logic (see section 4.3) as well as control and fault detection algorithms (see chapters 4 and 7) be

represented by individual objects. Control and fault detection algorithms are natural candidates
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Figure 2.11 Device hierarchy.
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for objects since they have a clear defined state and behavior. The same is true for the mode

control logic. It represents the central object of a control application and it is essentially the

realization of a state automaton. That is it coordinates the sampling from the monitor (1), call

of controller methods (2), and writing to the output devices (3). The mode control object thus

realizes an important part of the functions that will be allocated to the 'Supervisor' in chapter 5.

Finally there is one model object for every device object, every algorithmic object and the mode

control object. The model object may be viewed as being an image of the object it represents.

They serve as interface elements between the elements of the user interface on the host and

the objects on the target. That is they 'collect' all data available in their original and make it

available to view elements located on the host. Their name (model objects) is expressing their

function of a model in the MVC concept. The role of these model objects is described in some

more detail in section 2.7.4. The primary motivation for this concept is that it allows to decouple

the interface design completely from the control application (see also chapter 8).

Figure 2.11 shows the class structure (hierarchy) of the I/O devices. The abstract classes of

actuators, sensors and imitators are derived from an abstract device class. From these abstract

classes (actuators, sensors, imitators) the concrete I/O device (drivers) are derived.

There is not much in common for these different devices that could be generalized in the abstract

classes. Introducing them still has some potential. E.g. for exception handling purpose all

actuators may be added to a 'list of actuators'. A shut down procedure then may run through
this list and invoke the safety switch method of each device.

The class of imitators seems somewhat odd. Imitators serve to 'calm' devices which have several

links of which only some are used by the control system. The PM8060 for example requires
links to a gas dosing device and a respirator. In our setup the port originally intended for the

gas dosing device is used by our system. The respirator is also connected to our system instead

of the monitor. Without a connected respirator, however, the monitor is constantly producing a

"VENT COM" alarm. It must be soothed by regularly sending any syntactically correct respirator

response. This is done by the Divanlmitator class.

A question that arises is whether it could be useful to introduce generic abstract classes for patient
monitors, gas dosing device and respirators. Let us discuss this issue for the gas dosing device.

A meaningful generic gas dosing device provides the minimum functionality that a gas dosing
device must posses. A possible definition of the minimal functionality is to utilize the functionality
available in the manual operation mode. By this it will always be possible to functionally replace
manual gas dosing with a dosing device extended from the minimal gas dosing device. Utilizing
the nomenclature used in figure 2.11 such a minimal device must at least have the methods

- set02Con()

- setAgasConQ

- setFreshgasFlowQ

- setCarrierAirQ

- setCarrierN20().
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However, the IfAGados device does not posses all this functionality. It therefore does not make

sense to derive IfAGados and GADOS form one generic class of gas dosing devices.

A similar class diagram could be derived for the controllers. However, in [111] no use of the

object oriented concepts was made.

2.7.2 Task structure

In [184] guidelines are given which help to determine the task structure from the behavioral dia¬

gram where all objects potentially are still concurrent. The following categories of task structuring
criteria may be utilized to obtain a suitable task structure:

- I/O tasks structuring criteria. This addresses how I/O devices are mapped into tasks

which requires a closer look at the different devices. Consider a device that communicates

via D/A or A/'D channels (e.g. the gas dosing device IfAGADOS). For such devices the

driver need not be implemented as a concurrent task. On the other hand there are devices

like the patient monitor PM8060 that do not run synchronously with the control application.
For such cases it makes sense to implement the corresponding driver objects as concurrent

ones. At this point it should be mentioned that multiple inheritance would provide a means

to deal with this situation where certain device drivers are also processes. How this concept

is implemented in Oberon is discussed in section 2.7.6.

- internal task structuring criteria. These try to identify the internal tasks of the system.

According to figure 2.10 potential internal tasks are associated with the mode control

object, the algorithmic objects, the storage manager, and the user interaction. Not ail of

these tasks need to be concurrent as will be discussed next.

- Task cohesion criteria. This analysis aims at grouping tasks that exhibit some kind of

cohesion. Important here are temporal and sequential cohesion. Temporal cohesion groups

tasks which are triggered by the same event and sequential cohesion groups tasks that need

to be executed sequentially. Using sequential cohesion arguments shows that mode control

objects, algorithmic objects and file saver need not be implemented as concurrent objects.
It is namely the mode control task defined in the mode control object which determines the

sequential execution of sampling the monitor devices, request of output values of control

and fault detection algorithms, and which writes to the actuator devices (see figure 2.10).
It makes sense also to let the mode control task initiate the storage of all values since this

guarantees the consistency of the data within one control interval.

- Tasks priority criteria. Once the different concurrent tasks have been identified their

priority needs to be determined. In a first step time critical (RT) tasks are separated
from non-time critical tasks and then periodic and aperiodic tasks are distinguished. The

only non time critical tasks are the user interactions. In a system with a sampling time

of 10 seconds it does not matter whether the display is updated 2 seconds earlier or

later. Active (concurrent) device drivers are to be implemented as time critical tasks since

the connected devices usually require timing constraints to be met (the PM8060 monitor
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Figure 2.12: The different tasks with their exchanged data and signals.

requires a command to be sent even/ 2 seconds (at least a NOP) otherwise it falls back into

its idle state). The mode control task is time critical also and in general it is periodic with

the sampling time. Since the control algorithms developed by Derighetti in [111] need to be

synchronized with the breathing cycle this period needs not to be a constant. Such cases

might be implemented by generating a new aperiodic time critical task for every sampling
period Alternatively, we mapped these tasks into a high priority thread implementing an

endless loop waiting for a synchronization signal from a breath cycle detector.

Figure 2.12 shows the task structure of the system (the notation is taken from [184]) where

the three different types of tasks can be distinguished. First there is the mode control task

which is defined through the application object and which is responsible for the sampling of the

input devices, the call of the control algorithms and the writing to the output devices. Further,

every device driver is implemented as a individual periodic process and may thus be viewed as an

active object. Finally, there are the asynchronous requests from interface elements of the host

computer which are handled as threads by the target operating system. It is also shown what

data is exchanged between the different tasks which indicates which data needs to be protected
from mutual access. In addition, the signals exchanged among the tasks are shown.

2.7.3 Writing a new control application

Input and output device objects and a skeleton mode control object are provided by the platform.
To create a new "control application" (total software package required to use feedback controllers

in the OR) this framework needs to be extended which requires the following activities. First
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Figure 2.13: A selectin of different View Gadgets available in Oberon System 3.

the new control algorithms must be implemented as a control algorithm object (if not existing).
Second, if internal variables of the control algorithm object are to be available for displaying or

storing, also a model object corresponding to the control algorithm object must be generated.
Finally, a few statements need to be added to the mode control object.

A feature of the XOberon system which proves to be very helpful in the testing and debugging
the software is its dynamic loading and linking capability To test the mode control object only
the module defining this class needs to be recompiled, freed and reloaded, the rest stays resident.

2.7.4 Remote gadgets

The Oberon System 3 [192, 191, 138] provides components for the design of graphical user

interfaces (GUI) some of which are shown in figure 2 13 It is of course desirable to utilize these

existing components for the design of a GUI for our control application. This is not straight
forward first since the Gadget system utilizes messages instead of method calls and second since

the data to be visualized is localized on the target computer. In this section we will discuss the

concepts introduced to allow the use of the System 3 Gadgets with an XOberon application.

To do so we need to introduce briefly the Gadgets messaging system (see figure 2.14). Since

we are only able to lay out the very basic concepts the interested reader is referred to [138] for

details. Every Gadget (View Gadget or Model Gadget) is an extension of the base class objects.
All Gadgets have one message handler (method) and the Gadgets communicate by exchanging
messages which are interpreted by the message handler The messages themselves are record

types that are extensions of a generic object message type This concept makes the Gadgets
system very flexible and extendible. The two message types required for the discussion to follow

are update messages and attribute messages.

We are now ready to describe the basic concepts required to allow the use of the Gadgets library
with an XOberon application The mechanism is illustrated in figure 2.15. The figure shows the

different objects involved if the mean arterial pressure value read from the PM8060 ought to be

displayed with a Gadget on the host computer display
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Figure 2.14: The basic ingredients of Oberon System 3 are objects and messages.

On the host side we have a View Gadget located on the display and a remote Gadget. With the

Gadgets.Link command of the Oberon operating system a remote Gadget is created and linked

to the view Gadget. This remote Gadget has five attributes of interest:

• IP Nr.: This attribute specifies the IP number of the target computer.

• Library: This attribute specifies the model object on the target computer (compare also

figure 2.10).

• Field: This attribute specifies which datum of the target object should be displayed.

• Refresh rate: This attribute specifies how often a new value shall be requested.

• Value: Finally represents the current value of the datum.

The remote Gadget further has an Oberon task This task is responsible for regularly sending a

request for an new value to the target, for polling the connection for the target answer, and after

successfully receiving an new value for sending an update message to the display. The display
forwards the update message to the view Gadget which upon receipt gets the actual value from

the remote Gadget by sending an attribute message.

On the target side we have an inspector daemon, a target object model (the PM8060 model in

our example), and the corresponding target object (the PM8060 device object). The inspector
daemon is automatically activated by the XOberon operating system upon opening of a connection

from the host computer. Such a connection is opened the first time that a remote Gadget sends

a data request to the target computer. The daemon re-translates the host data request which

arrives in string-format into a Gadget message and sends this message to the model object (the
PM8060 model) specified by the library attribute of the remote Gadget. The model gets the

required datum (MAP value) from the corresponding device object (the PM8060 device object).
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It sends the datum back to the daemon again in the form of a gadget message. The daemon

then sends the new value to the host computer in string-format where it is received by the remote

Gadget.

2.7.5 Composing user interfaces

Although the mechanisms for target host communication with Gadgets involves several steps

(see section 2.7.4) the actual task of composing a graphical user interface (GUI) is not more

complicated than with Oberon System 3. The different View Gadgets may be placed on a panel

with "drag and drop". After linking the view Gadget to a remote model the Gadgets's Columbus

tool might be used to set the required attributes of the remote model (IP Nr., Library, Field,

Refresh rate). And that's it.

Clearly, the flexibility in designing GUI's provided by Oberon System 3 carries over to the target

host application. In particular the GUI may be designed completely independent from the target

application. In principle it would even be possible the modify the GUI at run time on line.

2.7.6 Comments on the use of object orientation

What exactly the key concepts of object oriented software design are depends a bit on the source

(see e.g. [404, 57, 334, 204]). The following are generally mentioned:

• Information hiding or encapsulation: The complex implementation of data Is encapsu¬

lated in an object and clients can only access the data via a well defined interface.

• Abstraction: An information hiding object so far only exist once. Objects therefore are

defined as abstract data types of which multiple instances may be defined.

• Inheritance: allows existing abstract data types to be extended to a new type and where

this new one inherits all the data and operations from its parent. Existing operations may

even be modified. This makes it possible to design semi-finished products and classes that

can handle these semi-finite products. An end user might extend these semi-finite products

to his needs and may still manipulate them with the existing classes for handling them.

A typical example are the base classes of objects and messages of the Oberon System 3

described in 2.7.4.

• Polymorphism: If procedures are bound to an object dynamically (at run time) then it is

possible to store in a variable of type T not only objects of type T but also any extension

of T. Thus variables can be polymorphic. Extensible abstract data types with dynamically
bound procedures are called classes. And objects are instances of classes.

[334] summarizes: ''Object-oriented programming means programming with abstract data types

(classes) using inheritance and dynamic binding". Not all of these concepts are of equal import¬
ance for this design.
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Figure 2.16: Using multiple inheritance to define patient monitors classes.

Most use was made of the encapsulation and abstraction. Encapsulation is the main tool for

structuring a system (compare also [429]). It requires to clearly define boundaries and interfaces of

software entities (objects) and by this forces to do a lot of thinking before starting implementation.
Abstraction plays a role when multiple instances of the same class are desired. It is used in the

device hierarchy and controller hierarchy. In the device hierarchy a MedibusDriver object is needed

for most Draeger devices. In the controller hierarchy the class of observer based state feedback

controllers is defined. Multiple instances of observer based state feedback controller class are

used in the endtidal controller and in the MAP override controller.

In section 2.7.1 we have already mentioned where inheritance is of use in defining the device

hierarchy. The target object models (figure 2.10) are all extensions of the basic Gadgets object

type which enables them to understand the Gadgets messages. Extensions are necessary since

their actual behavior depends on the target object that they represent.

It was also mentioned that the device hierarchy would provide a useful application of multiple
inheritance (which is not supported by Oberon). Multiple inheritance allows an extension to

inherit not just from one class but from several. The problem with multiple inheritance is that it

leads to conflicts if the classes are not orthogonal. Multiple inheritance would allow to compose

devices from smaller entities. Consider for example a patient monitor and imagine we have defined

abstract classes for generic MAPMonitors AgasMonitors, ECGMonitors, etc. Depending on the

actual properties of the monitor a patient monitor might be composed from generic monitor

types by means of multiple inheritance. This situation is illustrated in figure 2.16. There is a way

around multiple Inheritance which is described in [334]. This method was used in our design to

realize active devices (see figure 2.17) which are devices and also a real time task. The idea is

to define an extension of the device class and add a record field for a real time task and define

another extension of the real time class task by adding a field for a device and then to "mate"

them by corresponding pointers. Although practical for double inheritance situations we feel that

this method is not appropriate for larger combinations.
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Figure 2.17: Avoiding multiple inheritance for the definition of active devices.

At a number of occasions it is desired to overwrite methods in extended classes. This is for

example the case when performing hard ware in the loop simulations where the handler methods

of the I/O devices need to be overwritten. It is, however, not required to modify them at run

time. In fact, for the whole target software it is true that no use of polymorphism must be made.

It is only on the host computer within Oberon System 3 where polymorphism plays an important

role.

2.8 Safety aspects at the platform level

In section 2.2 we have listed safety as a major system requirement. In the chapters to follow

a number of algorithmic means to increase the safety of this automated anesthesia system will

be discussed. A number of faults (e.g. power loss of the target computer), however, can not

be handled on an algorithmic level. Furthermore, safety also has to be guaranteed during the

development phase of these supervisory algorithms. For such cases safety strategies at platform
level have to be provided. These strategies resulted as a direct consequence of a risk analysis

[136] which was conducted following [121]. Besides the description of the research platform and

the legal aspects the following failure scenarios are identified (the reader is referred to figure 2.5

for reference to the different devices):

FS-1: Failing of any actuator or sensor. For the control loops developed up to now this concerns:

FS-la: The mass flow controllers for oxygen or nitrous oxide may either fail to dose the correct

amount of gas or pressure reduction valves might break so that the gas enters the

respirator at supply pressure.

FS-lb: The electrically driven vaporizer might be stuck or empty.

FS-lc: The gas concentration measurements might be wrong.

FS-ld: The blood pressure measurement might, be wrong.

FS-2: Loss of electric power or supply pressure.

FS-3: Malfunctioning of a control algorithm.

Recall equation 2.1 which defines risk. For the scenarios described above risk must be reduced

by reducing the harm. This is achieved by the following counter measures. Note that according
to the industrial standard [2] the measures only have to deal with single point failures.
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CM-1: Counter measures for sensor and actuator failure scenarios.

CM-la: For the case of an incorrect flow additional flow meters allow an optical verification

of the flows by the supervising anesthetist. An emergency button allows to activate

manual dosing immediately. The details of this fall back strategy are described below.

Damage in the case of broken valves is prevented by the respirator which is equipped

with a relief pressure valve.

CM-lb: The position of the electrically driven vaporizer can visually be inspected easily due

to additional extra large markings. The level of anesthetic in the vaporizer can be

checked with the standard level indicator. Again the emergency button allows to

inactivate the electric vaporizer immediately.

CM-lc: A redundant gas monitor allows to verify the PM8060 measurements. The alarm

thresholds of this second monitor are to be set.

CM-ld: A fully redundant invasive blood pressure measurement would require a second arterial

cannula which is clinically not acceptable. To provide a redundant blood pressure

measurement an upper arm cuff must be connected to the PM8060 to enable non

invasive blood pressure measurements.

CM-2: There are two possible power loss scenarios, a breakdown of the power supply or an

accidental switching off of the computers. The first power failure case is covered by
with a uninterruptable power supply (UPS) and in the second case a fall back concept

automatically switches to manual control. The same is true for the case of supply pressure

loss.

CM-3: In case of a controller with insufficient performance or which is unstable the supervising
anesthetist is able to inactivate automatic control by either switching the controller off via

the control panel or by pressing the emergency button.

A number of counter measures have been mentioned that rely on a fallback strategy. This strategy

is schematically shown in figure 2.18. According to this the gas flow can either be dosed manually
or electrically. Switching from one dosing mode to the other occurs with the pneumatically driven

valve PV. Where in the pressureless state the manual dosing is active.The pressure supply for

the valve PV is controlled through the two valves MV and EV. MV is a manually operated valve

located at the rear of the research platform. EV is an electrically operated valve. There are three

switches in series that control EV. Of course all of them need to be closed to switch EV. The

switch WD denotes the hardware watchdog and the switch EB denotes the emergency button.

The switch GS is driven by an analog output of the target computer system. This output is

switched at the moment when the control system changes from the state PASSIVE to the state

DOSING (see section 4.3 for reference). Thus, the research platform falls back to manual dosing
whenever either the watchdog is triggered or the emergency button is pressed or if the control

system is in state PASSIVE.

Note that before switching to electronic dosage the anesthetist is able to set a preset flow for the

manual dosage which becomes active as soon as the system falls back to manual dosing.
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Figure 2.18: Fall back concept at platform level.

2.9 Conclusions

The research platform as shown in figure 2.5 has been used in several clinical studies. The

compact integration on a standard workplace and the fact that it can be used for normal manual

anesthesia as well as for testing feedback controllers significantly reduces the procedural difficulties

encountered with the first prototype system. It allows to use the same workplace from the

beginning to the end of surgery and time required until automatic controllers are ready is shortened

since no wiring needs to be installed. The experimental system is now at a stage where a instructed

anesthetist is able to use the system without engineer's support.

With the XOberon system a non commercial tool was used. Since the number of users (e.g.
[421, 476]) and therefore testers is considerably lower than for commercial products one would

expect a much higher error density. The fact is that we ran into two nontrivial problems on

the XOberon Software level, which were solved by intensive teamwork with the designer. For

comparison, we roughly had to spend twice as much time to eliminate software problems on the

application level due to implementation errors.

From our experience, caution is required when using classes written for Oberon System 3 ap¬

plications. In a library developed at our lab which implements matrices and the corresponding

operations, extensive use of memory allocations (NEW) is made and a lot of garbage is created.

This is not a problem in the standard Oberon System 3 since it is equipped with a garbage
collector. In real time tasks, however, memory allocation must be avoided because of its unpre¬

dictable duration.

Different use could be made of object oriented programming paradigms. Important were encap¬

sulation and abstraction, polymorphism was negligible.
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Extending the MVC concept to the target-host-architecture gives great flexibility in GUI design

(see also chapter 8). In particular since future XOberon versions will provide a Web-server on the

target it will also be possible to draw from available JAVA libraries like [435] for GUI design.



Chapter 3

The Model

3.1 Introduction

In section 1.2 it has been discussed that the complete description of the system to be considered

for - manual of automatic - control during anesthesia results in a large MIMO model. The

mathematical models to be discussed in this chapter will, however, only represent a subsystem
of that. And since this thesis is concerned with fault tolerant control of mean arterial blood

pressure (MAP) via Isoflurane the model will describe the relation between the concentration of

anesthetics mixed into the fresh gas stream and the measurements of inspiratory and exspiratory
concentrations of anesthetics as well as MAP. In addition the strongest source of disturbance of

MAP - the surgical stimulations - is also included in the model. This situation is illustrated in

figure 3.1.

Cvap

=
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fc~
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Figure 3.1: Submodel with two inputs and three outputs.

The model in figure 3.1 may be split into the respirator part and the physiology part as shown in

figure 3.2, which shall be discussed separately.

Concerning volatile anesthetics and MAP several models may be found in the literature.

For the uptake and distribution of volatile anesthetics, four physiology based models are discussed

and compared in [299]. References to earlier models with questionable physiological assumptions
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Figure 3.2: Two subparts are to be modeled. One is a technical device (ventilator) and the other

represents in vivo physiological processes (patient).

are also given. The four models agree in their way of modeling the different organs in terms of

compartments but differ in the way how blood transport in arteries and veins is modeled. For one

model, transport phenomena are entirely neglected, two models explicitly introduce transportation

delays and the fourth model accounts for the blood transport with a separate arterial and venous

compartment (pool). The authors conclude that neglecting circulation times leads to systematic
errors mainly in the first few minutes after beginning or termination of drug administration. That

is, the difference is pronounced mainly at high frequencies. Little difference was found between

the different approaches of modeling arterial and venous blood transport.

A further physiology based model is introduced in [267]. It models the different organs in the

same way through compartments as the four models compared in [299] and it accounts for blood

transport with separate venous and arterial blood pools leading to a model with 13 body com¬

partments. Pharmacodynamics (cf. definition 3.2.1) and patient dependency of the parameters

are neglected but in a broad clinical validation [268] a reasonably good fit was obtained. The

largest errors are observed during fast transients, i e. at high frequencies.

Another model exclusively dealing with the uptake and distribution of volatile anesthetics was

introduced by Yasuda et al. in [503, 505 504]. It is a classical mammillary compartment model as

discussed for example in [225] with five compartments. The values of the volumes and exchange
rates were derived from step response data. The physiological interpretation of the volumes and

time constants was made a posteriori.

Fukui and Smith [157, 158] present a model that combines the effects of a volatile anesthetic

(Halothane), ventilation, CO?, and hemodynamics. The model is very detailed and consequently
very complex. It models cardio vascular dynamics beat-to-beat and it includes baroreflex effects.

The numerous parameters of the model are unpublished and the effects of surgical stimulations

are not modeled.

A model which focuses on the changes of MAP due to inspired Isoflurane is used by the group of

Linkens in several simulation studies [273, 274, 280, 279, 293, 297, 296]. The model is of first
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order with a time delay, i.e.

G(s)

with

r = 25 s
— 0.42 min

T = 2 min

K — —15 'mmHg/%

In the first paper where this model is used [281] they describe, how the parameters are justified.

They basically rely on published data by Millard et al. [327].

Smith and Schwede [437] also derive an input/output model to relate a volatile anesthetic

(Halothane) and MAP experimentally In dogs. They performed step response and frequency

response experiments. For their step response experiments they find that four exponentials (cor¬
responding to a forth order system) are sufficient to characterize the response. In the frequency

response they observe little deviations from a first order system.

Concerning the understanding of surgical stimulation and pain perception a lot of work has been

done ([379, 380. 499, 479]). In this research the goal is to find a relationship between drug
infusion and pain perception during and after surgery. The effects of standardized painful stimuli

to physiological reactions is analyzed qualitatively. The main objective of this research is to find

optimal strategies of drug administration in critical care. The dynamics of physiological reactions

to surgical stimulations was not of interest for this type of research. Concerning the mathematical

modeling of pain an overview is given in [62]. The focus of the literature discussed therein is to

model the neural aspects of pain, and the authors identify three levels at which the problem has

been addressed: the molecular level, the cellular level and the level of large neural networks. The

hemodynamic aspects are not discussed. An example of a model for dental pain perception can

be found in [142, 143, 144], In these references the authors derive a linear black box model for

the perception of temperature induced dental pain. As a measure of pain they use the finger span

voluntarily applied by the subjects under test. That is the subjects were instructed to match their

finger-span between thumb and index finger to the perceived pain intensity [142]. The span was

then measured with a linear potentiometer. The model thus covers the transfer from afferent

nerve activity to the voluntary finger span measure. Unfortunately it is not possible to transfer

their results to our problem, first since the authors don't give any physiological interpretation of

their transfer function and second since it covers a large portion of the efferent nervous system
while the blood pressure response is mainly an effect of the response of the afferent nervous

system.

Deriving models for the respiratory circuit is expected to be simpler since it may be done based

on first principles. However, not much can be found in the literature. For the development of an

adaptive controller for closed circuit anesthesia described in [477] or [226] the authors establish

mass balances in the respirator to optimally adjust the fresh gas composition. But the dynamic
aspects such as transportation delays are neglected. The model of Leron et al. discussed above

[267] also accounts for the ventilation circuit. The authors model the closed circuit system with

an additional first order differential equation derived from mass balances.
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There is thus no model available describing the relations depicted in figure 3.2. This gap is

closed by Derighetti in his thesis [111] where he has derived a model that combines all the above

mentioned input and output signals. The model builds on a model for the uptake and distribution

of volatile anesthetics introduced by Zwart et al. [524, 438] for Halothane. It was adopted in

an MD thesis by Nicolet [344] for Isoflurane and other common volatile anesthetics. This part

describing the kinetics of volatile anesthetics has been used successfully for controller design and

simulation by other authors [516, 337, 110, 153]. This model was augmented with a model for

the influence of surgical stimulations [112] and the dynamics of the respirator [111]. Derighetti
used numerical methods to reduce the order of the model. And he successfully used the reduced

order model to derive model based controllers. In preparing the controllers of Derighetti for a

broad clinical validation and in validating the models for fault detection purposes, however, we

discovered several points of refinements and improvement potential. These refinements concern

pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic parameters of the Isoflurane model, structure and para¬

meters of the model for the effect of surgical stimulations, as well as structure and parameters

the model for the respiratory circuit. The aim of this chapter is to present an updated version of

the model introduced by Derighetti in his thesis [111]. In contrast to Derighetti our goal is finally
to use the model for fault detection purposes. For this it is important to trace the influence of

every parameter in the model to allow runtime adjustment of the fault detectors. The ease of

having a low order model is much less important. No effort will therefore be spent on model

reduction.

We organized the chapter as follows. In section 3.2 the physiological background is provided. The

reader will realize that In some cases more background is provided than is later used in the model.

This is done intentionally. With this we want to give a clear indication where simplifications were

made and we also want to provide starting points if someone intends to improve the model. In

section 3.3 the - in our view - relevant physiological aspects are modeled in terms of nonlinear

physiology based differential equations. In section 3.6 the parameters of the model are determined

and in section 3.7 several validation experiments are provided. A linearization of the model is

given in section 3.8 and some remarks on the bandwidth of the model are made in section 3.9.

Concluding remarks are given in section 3.10. The equations and the parameters of the model

are summarized in section 3.5 and table 3.6, respectively for reference.

3.2 Physiology

In this section the physiological foundations which will be used for the derivation of the model

are reviewed. For a more thorough treatment of this matter the interested reader is referred to

literature exclusively dealing with the physiological basis of anesthesia. A good reference in this

respect is [97].

In studying drugs and their relation to the body it is distinguished between pharmacokinetics and

pharmacodynamics. The exact definitions depend a bit on the source [171, 109]. We will use the

definition given in [109] which is as follows.

Definition 3.2.1 Pharmacodynamics (PD) can be defined as the quantitative relationship between
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(observed) plasma and/or tissue concentration (s) ofan active substance and the magnitude of the

(observed) pharmacological effect(s). In contrast Pharmacokinetics (PK) describes the quantitat¬
ive relationship between administered drug and (observed) plasma and/or tissue concentration(s).
Loosely speaking pharmacokinetics describes what the body does to the drug while pharmacody¬
namics describe what the drug does to the body [4]

3.2.1 Solubilities, partial pressures, and concentrations

Before going further into physiology some physical facts about gases are briefly reviewed. First,

recall that the total pressure of a gas mixture is given by the sum of the partial pressures of every

component, i.e.

N

where N denotes the number of components in the mixture. If there are two phases, e.g. a

liquid phase and a vapor phase, then the partial pressure of every component in the two phases
are equal in equilibrium. If they are not equal, molecules move from the phase with higher partial

pressure to the phase with lower partial pressure until equilibrium is reached. The driving forces

for exchange are thus partial pressures.

If mass balances are to be derived concentrations rather than partial pressures are of interest.

The number of molecules per volume In the liquid phase (i.e. the concentration) is described by

Henry's law given by

c, = «A (3.3)

where a denotes the solubility coefficient. For volatile anesthetics this relation is usually stated

in terms of partition coefficients (À) instead of solubilities [129]. The partition coefficient of any

two phases (e.g. gas/blood or blood/tissue) describes the ratio of the concentrations in the two

phases at equilibrium, i.e.

^gas/blood = ~—~ [~ ] (3.4)
^hlood

In our model gas/blood and gas/tissue partition coefficients will be used. Note that the gas/blood
partition coefficients may be related to the solubility coefficients, if the partial pressure is expressed
in terms of a concentration.

3.2.2 Physiological background of volatile anesthetics

Most of the physiological mechanisms to be described hold generally for volatile and in particular
fluorinated Ether anesthetics like Isoflurane, Enflurane, etc. When discussing aspects that are

common we will refer to volatile anesthetics and whenever differences between the different
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anesthetics exist we will discuss the particular case of Isoflurane which is used throughout the

whole thesis.

Since volatile anesthetics are applied by mixing them into the inspired air during artificial ventil¬

ation some aspects of respiratory physiology shall be discussed first. During normal spontaneous

and artificial ventilation not the whole lung volume is replaced in every breath. According to figure
3.3 the total lung volume may be partitioned into different volumes based on their physiological
importance.

2.5/

«0.5/

« 1,5/

« 1.5/

Figure 3.3: Partitioning of the lung volume into parts of different physilogical importance see

also the references [23, 431, 145, 230].

The volume exchanged during a normal respiratory cycle is the tidal volume (VT). Especially
during exercise, however, the thorax is expanded much wider such that there is an additional

volume that is available during inspiration and which is called the inspiratory reserve volume

(Vir)- Analogously, additional exspiratory volume is available if the thorax is compressed more

than normal. This volume is called the exspiratory reserve volume (Ver)- Finally, there is a

residual volume (VRes) which can not be removed from the lung. Together with the exspiratory
reserve volume it forms the functional residual capacity (Vfrc)- During artificial ventilation the

tidal volume is moved in and out of the lung by a mechanical ventilator. Functional residual

capacity stays resident in the lung also during mechanical ventilation. The total ventilation of

the lung qv is specified by the anesthetist in terms of respiratory frequency Jr and tidal volume

VT, i.e.

<]\ = IrVt- (3.5)

This product is also referred to as minute volume (MV).

Volatile anesthetics now are carried into the lungs through the normal respiratory mechanism.

On the way into the lung the bronchi branch about 20 times until they end in the alveoli. The

exchange of gas between inspired air and the blood takes place in the alveoli only. The whole

bronchial system does not participate in gas exchange and is referred to as the anatomic dead

space. These facts are illustrated in figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: See also [431, 66, 230] for reference.

In figure 3.5 the situation in the alveoli is schematically shown. Alveoli have a diameter of about

0.3mm. They are separated form the capillaries by cells and a membrane of about 0.2... 0.6/xm.

The total area of alveoli is in the range of 50.
..
100m2. Recalling Ficks's law (see e.g. [189])

which governs diffusion through a membrane

qqai - 4P=r {3-6)
a

where qga$ denotes the mass transport across the barrier, A denotes the surface, D denotes the

diffusion constant and Ap denotes the partial pressure difference across the barrier of thickness

d. The diffusion constant

is proportional to the solubility of the gas in the membrane À and the square root of the mo¬

lecular weight m. From this equation it becomes clear that diffusion is a powerful mechanism of

transportation at the scales encountered in alveoli.

Further, for gases like nitrous oxide that don't bind to hemoglobin and do not have high solubility
in blood, the partial pressure in the blood passing an alveolus rapidly equilibrates with the partial

pressure in the alveolus [486]. The time required for equilibration is much shorter than the time

required for the blood to pass the alveolus. The transport of such a gas is thus said to be

perfusion limited [486]. In contrast carbon monoxide is bound to hemoglobin. This allows a lot

of CO to transfer the barrier without significant changes in partial pressure. The time of passing
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the alveolus does not allow equilibration. The transport of such gases is said to be diffusion

limited [486],

Isoflurane seems to lie between these two extremes. At least [258] gives experimental evidence

that no complete equilibration occurs since the authors find a finite alveolar-pulmonary -end-

capillary partial pressure difference. They are not able to give a final explanation for this but

attribute some of the problems to the large molecular weight of Isoflurane compared to 02 and

C02.

Figure 3.5: Schematic of the anatomic aspects of alvolar gas exchange. See for example [23,
431, 66] for reference.

The amount of anesthetic being carried away in the pulmonary blood is determined by the partial

pressure of anesthetic in the blood and its solubility in the blood.

Not all alveoli participate in the gas exchange. In fact, four abnormal situations may be distin¬

guished as illustrated in figure 3.6.

First an alveolus might not be ventilated (Aj On the other hand a capillary might not be

perfused (B). Third there are ventilated alveoli with perfused corresponding capillaries but where

no diffusion occurs due to for example increase diffusion length (C). And finally there are cases

where a direct anatomical shunt from the venous side to the arterial side exist (D). The first three

cases are pathological and may be a result of a disease of the lung like pneumonia while the last

case is a birth defect. The cases where venous blood is transfered to the arterial side without gas

exchange are referred to as pulmonary or lung shunt (Is). And the alveoli that are ventilated but

do not participate in gas exchange are building the alveolar dead space (Vad)- The net alveolar

ventilation is thus decreased by alveolar and anatomic dead space, i.e.

qAV = fR(VT- Vn-VAD). (3.8)
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from

bronchi

Figure 3.6: Different cases of abnormal gas exchange situations [23, 431, 145].

Volatile anesthetics are carried to the lung and into the alveolar through the normal respiratory

mechanisms. In the alveoli diffusion is responsible for the exchange of anesthetics between the

alveoli and the blood.

The net uptake of anesthetic is thus determined by (see also [129, 513, 514]):

a) the alveolar ventilation

b) the solubility (blood/gas partition coefficient)

c) the cardiac output

d) the alveolar to venous anesthetic partial pressure difference

e) ventilation or perfusion abnormalities

The anesthetic is then carried to all the different organs by the blood Similarly to the bronchi

the arteries branch several times on the path to an organ. While the aorta has about a diameter

of 2...3cm the capillaries have a diameter of about 0.9pm [431]. The corresponding velocity of

the blood flow is 60cm,/s and 0.5cm/s respectively [431, 116, 347], The capillaries in tissues

form a meshwork with a roughly uniform distribution of capillaries in local regions of uniform

structure and metabolic demand. Each capillary roughly supplies tissue in its neighborhood of
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about 0.003...0.0003mm2 [225, 348]. At these scales diffusion processes again are responsible

for a rapid equilibration of the partial pressure in the blood and the tissue. The main factor

determining the uptake of anesthetics by tissue are.

1 = 2 - 3/»

Figure 3.7: The conditions for blood flow through the vascular system change significantly
between the ventricles back to the atria of the heart in the large vessels leading to and from the

peripheral capillaries the velocity of blood flow is high compared to the velocity in the capillaries.
In a first approximation the pure transportation delay is therefore usually neglected. See also

[431] or [66] [347] for reference.

a) the size of the tissue

b) the affinity of the tissue for anesthetic (tissue/blood partition coefficient)

c) perfusion of the organ

d) the partial pressure difference between blood and tissue
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And the tissue capacity relative to blood flow determines the amount of anesthetic taken up and

thus the rate at which the partial pressure In the tissue changes (see e.g. [129, 513, 514]).

Volatile anesthetics are metabolized at different rates [100]. For Isoflurane the metabolization

rate is less than 3% [100]. And since the elimination of anesthetics through the skin is negligible

[512] exspiration is the main source of elimination for most volatile anesthetics.

Up to now we have discussed what happens with volatile anesthetics that enter the body, that is

the pharmacokinetics. But anesthetics also act on the body. This is described by the pharmaco¬

dynamics.

A first effect of volatile anesthetics is a reversible paralysis of the central nervous system (CNS)
[66]. The main results of this are unconsciousness and a decrease of the reflex effectuality. The

actual degree of suppression of the CNS functions is dose dependent. The fact that volatile

anesthetics affect the CNS activity was used in several attempts to derive an indicators for

anesthetic depth. A number of depth indicator have been derived from spontaneous EEG signals.

[386] gives an overview on spontaneous EEG features used in anesthesia. The first studies [173]
concentrated on time domain features to asses anesthetic state. Later with digital computers

making fast Fourier transform (FFT) practical also frequency domain features were analyzed.

Typical features are the energy content in different frequency bands and parameters from the

bispectrum [20, 430]. Several depth indicators combine time and frequency domain features as

for example [313]. The latest indicator of this type is the bispectral index (BIS) [285] introduced

by Aspect Medical Systems Inc. Alternatively to spontaneous EEG. activity of the EEG evoked

by external stimulations might be used. Most common is the EEG potential evoked by auditory
stimuli as used in [277] for control purposes,

The exact mechanisms behind the narcotic effects of volatile anesthetics are not yet completely
understood [66]. It is established that there does not occur a blocking of any receptors by the

anesthetics. This becomes obvious from the fact that Xenon as a noble gas exhibits similar

anesthetic effects as the fluorinated ether anesthetics. It is thus very likely that some physical

phenomenon is responsible for the CNS palsy. Empirically it was found that there is a correlation

between lipid solubility and anesthetic potency [449, 452, 402]. It is conjectured that the effect

is due to the solution of anesthetics in neural membranes [66].

Of further interest for our purposes are the hemodynamic effects of volatile anesthetics. All

the halogenated ether anesthetics qualitatively act in the same manner with the exception of

Halothane. They decrease MAP [103, 100] which is caused by a decrease of cardiac output

(CO) as well as peripheral resistance [100]. The peripheral resistance decreases as a result of the

vasodilating properties of most halogenated ether anesthetics.

As the CO is given by

CO = HR SV (3.9)

i.e. as the product of heart rate (HP) and stroke volume (SV) the effects on those hemodynamic
variables need to be discussed separately. While increasing HE ether anesthetics also decrease

SV so that a net decrease in CO results [100] at steady state. The increase of HR is a result

of the sympatho mimetic effect of some ether anesthetics [128, 483]. This effect consequently
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also leads to increased norepinephrine levels in the plasma under Isoflurane anesthesia [483, 343]
and it is modified by opioids [508]. The reduced stroke volume is a consequence of the reduced

myocardial contractility [290].

3.2.3 The physiology of surgical stimulations

Surgical stimulations are very stressful incidences to which the body reacts heavily. During
anesthesia these reactions might be modulated by different drugs but they qualitatively occur

also under anesthesia. In particular, in absence of analgesics the hemodynamic response under

Isoflurane anesthesia was shown to be almost independent of the level of anesthesia [519].
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Figure 3.8: Schematic representation of the parts of the autonomous nervous system. Similar

diagrams might be found in the textbooks [453, 431, 96]

The stress response of the body to surgical stimulations is an involuntary reaction of the autonom¬

ous nervous system. The effector part is divided into two components: the sympathetic and the

parasympathetic part, as shown in figure 3.8. Both parts are composed of two neurons. One

neuron carries the neural impulse from the CNS to a ganglion where the impulse is transferred to

a second neuron innervating the effector organ. The neuron closer to the CNS is consequently
called the preganglionic and the one further from the CNS is called the postganglionic neuron.

Most organs are Innervated by sympathetic as well as parasympathetic fibers. Despite these

similarities the two systems differ in several ways. The main differences are [453]:
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• origin of the preganglionic neuron in the CNS

• location of the ganglion

• the chemical transmitters involved

• the effects on the effector organ.

The stress response triggers the sympathetic part of the autonomous nervous system. This

system can be considered as an emergency mechanism usually activated under conditions of

stress, infection, hemorrhage and of course pain. The stimulation prepares the body for critical

situations. It leads to physiological reactions such as pupil widening, increase of heart rate and

blood pressure (leading to better blood flow in the main organs) and contraction of skin vessels

(to decrease blood loss in case of injury). Generally speaking the human body is being prepared
for "fight or flight" [162]. The qualitative aspects of surgical stress response interesting for our

model are qualitatively summarized in figure 3.9. These facts may be for example derived from

physiology textbooks like [145, 96, 162].

Concerning the hemodynamics the sympathetic system triggers a neural and a humoral reaction.

The neural reaction of sympathetic activity leads to norepinephrine release from the associated

nerve endings into the synaptic cleft (the space between the nerve endings and the effector cells)
and the released transmitter then activates specific adrenoceptors located in the membrane of

the postsynaptic effector cell producing the characteristic response of the effector organ. The

sympathetic activity further leads to epinephrine and norepinephrine release from the adrenal

medulla which is under direct sympathetic control of the central nervous system (CNS) (see e.g.

[207]). These hormones are discharged into the blood stream and exert their effects when they

are carried to the effector ceils.

With respect to our work the changes in cardiac output and peripheral resistance are of interest.

In the following sections the different aspects of the sympathetic response will be discussed.

3.2.4 The neuronal reaction

The details concerning the neural activity discussed in this section are illustrated in figure 3.10.

General references describing the mechanisms of adrenergic neurons are [70, 365, 96].

At adrenergic nerve endings norepinephrine is synthesized and stored in vesicles. The arriving nerve

impulses trigger the release of norepinephrine in the synaptic cleft through exocytosis, i.e. fusion

of the vesicle with the cell membrane in such a way that the vesicle interior becomes continuous

with the extracellular space. The release in the individual nerve ending is thus quantized. But

the average amount of norepinephrine released increases linearly proportional to the logarithm
of the frequency of arriving nerve impulses [215]. Upon release norepinephrine diffuses across

the synaptic cleft to the effector cell where the stimulation of receptors leads to the cell specific

response. There are different adrenergic receptors (a, 3) invoking the different, cell responses as

will be discussed in section 3.2.6.
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Figure 3.9: Qualitative description of the physiology of how surgical stimulation affect MAP. A

stimulus propagates through the nervous system from the origin of the stimulation to the CNS

followed by a stimulation of the sympathetic system. The sympathetic nervous system evokes a

neuronal and humoral reaction which causes specific reactions of effector cells. The hemodynamic
reactions of importance are changes in peripheral resistance and cardiac output (CO).
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As soon as the neuronal reaction is terminated there is a rapid decrease of norepinephrine in

the sympathetic cleft due to a very fast absorption of epinephrine by the nerve ending. That is

90 % of released norepinephrine is reabsorbed by the nerve ending [363, 96] where it is either

restored in vesicles or inactivated by monamine oxidase (MAO). This ensures the locally restricted

action of synaptic NE
.
A second mechanism of deactivation is the destruction of norepinephrine

molecules not recaptured and that are metabolized by the enzyme catechol-o-methyl-transferase

(COMT) [96]. Finally some of the released norepinephrine diffuses into the blood vessels. This

phenomenon is referred to as "spill over".

The release and re-uptake of norepinephrine In the nerve ending is modulated by several local

mechanisms. Epinephrine positively influences norepinephrine release via stimulation of /32 recept¬

ors at the nerve ending [339, 444]. Stimulation of a2 receptors at the nerve ending by synaptic

norepinephrine acts as a negative feedback on the norepinephrine release [70, 365].

Figure 3.10: Schematic drawing of the details of adrenergic transmission. Similar representations
can be found in several texts like [70, 145, 96],

3.2.5 The humoral reaction

The adrenal medulla synthesizes and stores the catecholamines E and NE
. Analogously to the

situation in nerve endings the storage is in vesicles at a ratio of 4:1. The adrenal medulla is under

direct, sympathetic control [484, 207] receiving direct innervation from preganglionic fibers [96].
Sympathetic activity causes the discharge of E and NE into the venous blood [471]. The ratio

of E and NE released is not fixed and the release can be modulated by other drugs [471, 484].
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Receptor «i-Receptor cv2-Receptor ßi-Receptor ß<2- Receptor

Sensitivity NE hi [496, 453]
E hi [453]
E > NE [96]

NE hi [496, 453]
E hi [453]
E > NE [96]

NE hi [453]
E hi [453]
E = NE [239, 96]

NE low [496, 453]
E hi [453]
E > NE [239, 96]

Heart increased con¬

tractility

increased heart

rate

Smooth vascu¬

lar muscles

constriction constriction relaxation

Smooth bron-

cheolar muscles

constriction constriction relaxation

Table 3.1: Table showing the effects of the stimulation of the different adrenergic receptors. The

information is extracted for [431] pg. 57 [97] pg. 293 and [145] pg. 130.

From the adrenal medulla these catecholamines first pass through the lung and then through the

periphery. Both have the ability to uptake and store catecholamines [471].

Physiologically the lung is not just responsible for gas exchange. In addition it performs important
metabolic functions [139, 49], With respect to the catecholamines it is of importance that the

lung removes about 35 % of the traversing NE while E passes unaffected [176, 471]. Responsible
for the elimination are the endothelean cells (cf. figure 3.5) through transcellular transport and

subsequent metabolization by MAO [49],

The passage through the vascular bed finally removes more than 80 % of the circulation E and

NE [176, 471]. There are several mechanisms responsible for this rapid removal. First there is the

uptake by sympathetic nerve fibers. [176, 471] reasons that this only accounts for a small part

of the removal and that the gros amount Is removed by uptake and metabolization in other cells

(smooth muscle cells [471] or erythrocythes [141] and others). Finally there is some evidence

that the clearance is decreased under normal levels of anesthesia [108].

3.2.6 Receptors

The interaction of catecholamines and the effector cells occurs by means of adrenergic receptors.

Of importance for the cardiovascular effects of E and NE are rv and ^-receptors [496] among

which 0:1,0:2, ßi, ß2 receptors may be distinguished. », and ß-\ are excitory while cv2 and ß2 are

inhibitory [96]. For our work we only need to discuss the qualitative and quantitative effects of

receptor stimulation. Readers interested in the physiological details are referred to the specific

literature, e.g. [239, 53, 371, 6].

The response to E or NE of depends on:

• the site (organ) where the receptor is located

• the sensitivity of a receptor to either hormone
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For example stimulation of cardiac ß-\-receptors causes an increase in heart rate [496] while ßT
stimulation in the peripheral vascular beds causes vasodilation [496]. And E possesses a.\- and

/3-adrenergic activity while NE possesses a- and /^-adrenergic activity. The effect of a and ß

receptor stimulation on different organs is summarized in table 3.1.

The net effect of synaptic or circulatory E or NE on an effector organ consequently depends on:

• the amount of E and NE present at the site

• the number of receptors of a certain type [363, 496].

This leads to qualitatively different responses for E and NE
.

3.2.7 Autoregulation Mechanisms

There are several autoregulation mechanisms for control of circulation. A detailed physiological
discussion may be found in [117]. A brief and more engineering oriented summary of the different

mechanisms may be found for example in [194] and a nice illustration is given in [92] (pg. 8).
The reference [194] also provides information on the effectiveness (reaction time and gain) of the

different control mechanisms. The most important ones are briefly summarized here:

• The baro reflex is the fastest and a very strong auto regulation [194]. It is for example

responsible for a fast blood pressure increase when rising from horizontal position. It is also

the probably best studied and well modeled mechanism [25, 26, 10, 24, 378, 87, 17, 118, 86].

Increase of arterial pressure excites stretch receptors located in carotid sinuses and the wall

of the aortic arch [162]. There is evidence that different types of receptors exist [378].
Type I receptors are sensitive to changes in the mean and type II receptors are sensitive

to the derivative of the pulse wave. The receptor signals trigger the response of the

parasympathetic part of the autonomous nervous system [162] with a subsequent reduction

of CO via decrease in HR. If arterial pressure falls below normal this mechanisms operates
in reverse.

• The chemo reflex regulation mechanism is somewhat slower and weaker than the baro

reflex [194]. It is triggered when pressure falls to reasonably low values (< SOmmHg)
[194], If blood pressure falls to such values chemoreceptor cells do not receive enough
oxygen and accumulate carbon dioxide. These changes in gas concentrations cause the

chemo sensitive cells to transmit signals to the brain which in turn leads to an increase in

cardiac activity and peripheral vaso constriction.

• The central nervous system ischemic response is again somewhat slower (response
time on the order of several 10 seconds) but very potent [194]. It is activated at very
low values of arterial pressure (especially below 40m,mHg) through direct excitation of the

vasomotor center of the CNS. It also leads to increase of cardiac activity and peripheral
vaso constriction. It's main purpose is to ensure adequate perfusion of the CNS.
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• The stress relaxation of the circulation is considerably slower (response times of several

10 rnin) and also less potent then the previously mentioned [194]. This mechanism is local

and causes vessels to stretch when blood pressure increases.

• There are further auto regulation mechanisms [194] which either are much slower or less

potent then the ones described so far and which therefore will not be discussed here.

Not all of these auto regulation mechanisms have been studied under anesthesia. The baro reflex

has and [249] quantifies how the baroreflex is decreased during Isoflurane anesthesia. [471] finds

that circulating catecholamines appear to have no effect on the baro reflex.

3.3 Physiology based nonlinear local grey box model

We are now ready to develop the mathematical model for the the combination of volatile anes¬

thetics, surgical stimulations and mean arterial pressure as shown in figure 3.1. In this context

mathematical model means a description in terms of differential equations. The model equations

are physiologically motivated. Since in some cases just phenomena are modeled it is not a true

first principles model. On the other hand it is also not a complete black box, because of the

physiological interpretation of most of the parameters. It will thus be referred to as a grey box

model.

Something else must be kept in mind when building, identifying and validating models. A model

is always an abstraction of reality. Its purpose is to describe and predict certain aspects of interest

of reality while other aspects are neglected. Thus there does not exist a "true" model. And model

quality can only be assessed with respect to the purpose of the model. This facts is probably best

captured by the phrase "as simple as possible but as complex as necessary". Some discussion

along this line is provided in [35] concerning models in anesthesia, General texts on physiological

modeling are [171, 225, 460, 396, 93].

The central aspect of the model is a circulation model describing the hemodynamics (see figure

3.11). Static pharmacodynamic equations describe the effect of anesthetics and the stimulations

on the circulation model. Pharmacokinetics then define the time evolution of anesthetic con¬

centrations (see figure 3.13) and sympathetic activity (see figure 3.17). Finally, the equations

accounting for the respirator dynamics are added.

As pointed out in the introduction this model is a refined version of the model used by Derighetti
in his thesis [111]. The structure of PK of volatile anesthetics are unchanged but some para¬

meters were adjusted. For the hemodynamic model, however, an important modification is made

by consistently including the sympathomimetic effect of Isoflurane. The PK/PD of the stress

response model are built on the same ideas but otherwise the model is completely changed. The

respirator dynamics at last are described by a model of lower order than Derlghetti's.
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1 myocard (heart muscle)
2 brain gray matter

3 brain white matter

4 well perfused organs

5 poorly perfused organs

6 splanchincus (stomach,intestine)
7 skeletal muscle

8 fat

9 skin shunt

L lung
A arterial system

V venous system

Table 3.2: List of the different compartments

3.3.1 The hemodynamics (circulation model)

The circulation model (figure 3.11) is used to model the hemodynamics. It describes the blood

flows in all different compartments and their relation to MAP and CO. The average blood

flowing out from the heart (i e. the cardiac output denoted by CO) is distributed among different

parts of the body (referred to as compartments). The different compartments considered in this

model are listed in table 3 2. Each of these compartments exhibits a certain conductance to

blood flow denoted by gt. MAP, CO and g, are now related analogously to voltage U, current

I, and conductance G in Ohm's electrical law

CO i / ^

MAP(t) = -^-. (3-10)
-i

This equation suggests that CO(l) and the g,{t) must be measurable for the continuous compu¬

tation of MAP(t). Although they are not the equation is not useless If it is possible to compute

CO(t) and the g,(t) from secondary variables equation (3.10) might still be used to compute

MAP(t). The dependence of CO(f) and the g,(f) from other variables is discussed in the next

sections.

3.3.2 Modeling the auto regulation

In section 3.2.7 we have listed the various blood pressure auto regulation mechanisms. Taking
all of these into account would over complicate the final model and we thus make the following
simplifying assumptions:

A-l The auto regulation of blood pressure can be modeled as a single mechanism. This as¬

sumption seems justified since closed loop identification of the baro reflex as performed e.g.
in [10] is not able to distinguish between the effects of the different mechanisms and that
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Figure 3.11: The circulation model models the hemodynamics. The variable CO denotes cardiac

output and the g1 denote conductivities.

thus these experimental models include the effects of all mechanisms. This is also implied

e.g. by [25] where all neural regulation effects are allocated into one transfer block This

basically amounts to modeling the most dominant i e. the baro reflex and neglecting the

less effective ones.

A-2 The auto regulation does not interfere with the sympathetic nervous system. According to

[194, 162] the baro reflex works via invocation of the parasympathetic system.

This feedback acts decreasingly on CO via the heart rate in response to deviations of MAP from

its base line as shown in figure 3.12. In the literature the baro reflex response has often been

identified as a linear transfer function [25, 509 10, 24, 457, 328, 17. 86] which shows mainly first

order behavior [25, 509. 10]. Some scepticism towards a linear baro reflex model might arise at

this point. Note, however, that there is evidence that local feedback mechanisms seem to have

linearizing effects on the baro reflex [464],

The gain is usually expressed in \kBn} - ,7^777- That is, it expresses by how many 771s the heart

period is prolonged per mmHg of change in blood pressure. Consequently the baro reflex is

modeled equation wise through

CO(t) =

COn

1- -t- kBRHR0rb
(3.11)

and

1

rh[t) = (AMAPlt) - rh) = — (MAP(i) - • MAP0 - rb) (3.12)
'BR 'IBB

where kBn denotes the baro reflex gain. rBi? denotes the time constant of the reflex, and rb

denotes the associated state. Note that equation (3.12) implies [rh] — mmHg.
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co^
= MAp

Figure 3.12: Schematic drawing of the blood pressure auto regulation mechanism.

Equation (3.11) is derived as follows

CO(rb) = SV-HR(rb) =

CO,

SV SV SV

To + AT(?'(,) To + kuRri) T0(l -f TfrkBRfb)

1 + kBpHR0rh

where T0 denotes the nominal heart rate period.

(3.13)

3.3.3 The pharmacodynamics

The pharmacodynamic relations describe how cardiac output CO and the compartmental con¬

ductances </, change as functions of other underlying variables. It is through the time dependence
of these underlying variables that the time dependence of CO(t) and g,{f) are induced. Following

the physiological facts described in section 3.2 three components need to be considered, these

are the effects of the anesthetic agent, of the neural activity, and of the humoral activity. In

establishing these PD relations the following assumptions were made:

A-3 The humoral component of the stress response can be modeled through the E concentration

only. This assumption is based on the following observations. First, Cryer [102] studied

E and NE plasma concentrations under different physiological and pathophysiological con¬

ditions. He finds that plasma NE concentrations during surgery are far below plasma con¬

centrations required to produce measurable hemodynamic effects. Plasma E concentrations

are in a range, however, where they produce measurable hemodynamic effects. Second,

[471] suggests that NE has little significance as a circulating hormone. Consequently, also

the spill over from synaptic cleft into blood vessels is neglected since this only influences

the NE concentrations in the plasma. Note, however, that there might, be other vasoactive

substances involved with the body stress response (see e.g. [484]) which would need to be

subsumed in that humoral component.
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A-4 The pharmacodynamic effects of the stress factors and of anesthetics are additive. This

assumption basically says that volatile anesthetics do not interact with the receptors that

are stimulated by E and NE
.
This assumption is supported by a study of Zbinden et

al. [519] where the authors study the hemodynamic response to different noxious stimuli

and where they find that "Isoflurane used as a sole agent depresses pre-stimulation blood

pressure, but the blood pressure response per se to stimulation is virtually concentration

independent".

A-5 The pharmacodynamic effects of the the neural and the humoral component may also be

described by affine functions. This implies that the amount of receptors stimulated at the

effector cells and the subsequent response of the cells is proportional to the concentration

of E or NE present at the site. This assumption does certainly not hold in general since the

activation of receptors usually exhibits saturation effects at high concentrations in the form

of the Michaelis-Menten-kinetic [445] or a Hill [460] equation. However, studies such as

[102] suggest that plasma epinephrine and norepinephrine concentrations during anesthesia

are still low compared to plasma concentration during heavy exercise or under pathological
conditions. Note that this corresponds to an implicit linearization of the above mentioned

nonlinear relations. The use of linearizations is only justified since the concentrations are

far below the saturating concentrations.

A-6 The pharmacodynamic effects of the of the volatile anesthetics may be described by affine

functions [524].

A-7 There is no adaption to anesthetic agent, circulating E or neural activity. This means that

the PD relations do not change over time.

With these assumptions we get the following pharmacodynamic equations for the compartmental
conductance and the cardiac output:

fii - gifi(l + ßtPi + ~/iCp + mn) (3.14)
CO - COq (1 + q i p{ + otzpA + a4cP + a6n) (3.15)

In these equations COq and gifi denote the initial values for CO and g{ without surgical stimula¬

tion and anesthetic agent. This implies that the E concentrations c(t) and the neural activity n(t)
are to be understood as deviations from a base line, p, denotes the partial pressure of anesthetic

agent in the corresponding compartment, cP denotes the E concentration in the periphery, and

n denotes the neural sympathetic activity. Note that the PD coefficients a{ and ßt must not be

confused with the a- and ^-receptors described in section 3.2.6.

The conductance (gf) of a certain compartment is according to equation 3.15 depending on the

partial pressure of volatile anesthetics in the compartment (p7), the peripheral E concentration

(cP), and the neural activity (n). The neural and the humoral activity are fast messaging systems

whose activities are activated and deactivated equally rapidly in all regions of the body. In

contrast different body regions exhibit very different capabilities in taking up and storing volatile

anesthetics. Thus, while the time evolution of the partial pressure of volatile anesthetics are

modeled separately for every compartment the E concentration and the neural activity are modeled

as being equal in all the compartments. For more details about the PK model of n and cP it is
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referred to sections 3.3.5 and 3.3.6 as well as figure 3.17. The different factors ß,, %, and «,

account for the compartment specific strength of the response.

The pharmacodynamic equation for the cardiac output 3.14 has four influencing terms. The

anesthetic partial pressure in the heart (p\), the arterial partial pressure (pa), the peripheral

E concentration (cP), and the neural activity (»). The original Halothane model by Zwart et al

[524] proposed three influencing anesthetic partial pressure terms, that is those in the heart, in

the brain, and in the arterial blood. The influence of the anesthetic partial pressure in the heart

represents the direct effect of the anesthetic on the contractility of the myocardial fibers [290].
The influence of the brain partial pressure represents the sympatho mimetic effect exhibited by

some anesthetics [483], The influence of the arterial partial pressure might be explained by effects

as a result of the direct contact of myocardial tissue and arterial blood in the heart chambers. The

model used by Derighetti [111] was extended by Derighetti et al [112] with neural and humoral

components to

CO = COq (1 + aipi 4 \a2P2} + o-ipA 4- cl4.ce 4~ [flhCiVEi 4 a§n). (3.16)

This modification resulted from the modeling of surgical stimulations. The influence of neural

activity represents the effects of sympathetic activity. And the two humoral components represent

the effects excreted by the circulating E and NE released from the adrenal medulla.

The arguments for simplifying equation (3.16) to (3.14) are as follows. First, by assumption
A-3 circulating NE is neglected. Second, the sympatho mimetic effect should for consistency be

included in the neural (sympathetic) activity.

The time evolution of these individual influencing terms will now be discussed in the following
sections.

3.3.4 Uptake and distribution of volatile anesthetics

In this section the model for uptake and distribution of anesthetics will be introduced. It is a

one to one translation of the model for Halothane by Zwart et al. [524] to Isoflurane. The

only change is an additional output representing the endtidal concentration measurements. This

output will be modeled following [489] which is slightly different from how it was modeled by

Derighetti [111]. In view of figure 3.2 this model describes the anesthetic's part of the patient
block where the inspiratory concentration (c„,,p) represents the system input and the endtidal

concentration (cPV(jt) represents the system output. For the model we will use the following
convention concerning concentrations and partial pressures. If it is referred to a measurement

provided by the patient monitor (e.g. cmap or cc„dt) it |S done in terms of a concentration. To

the state variables inside of the body we will refere to in terms of partial pressures. We do this

since the governing forces are the partial pressures while measurements are usually displayed in

terms of concentrations. In deriving this part of the model the following assumptions are made.

A-8 The model can be realized with a finite number of compartments. It is common practice
in physiological modeling to lump different organs and group of organs together that have
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Figure 3.13: The physiological model describes uptake and distribution of volatile anesthetics.

The variables p7 denote drug concentrations, the q, denote blood flows and Is denotes the lung
shunt (i.e. blood that passes the lung unaffected).

similar properties with respect to the phenomenon to be modeled. This implies that there

is complete mixing in the capillary bed and the exchange between capillary blood and tissue

is rapid enough so that blood and tissue volume can be lumped (see [74, 225, 460, 93]
for a more fundamental discussion of compartmental modeling) The list of compartments

chosen here is given in 3.2 and their interconnection is shown in figure 3.13

A-9 Ventilation and blood flow can be described as nonpulsatile phenomena since equilibration
times are large compared to cardiac and respiratory cycles. This assumption is standard

in compartmental modeling. Consequently the input and output signals (c„,,p, cen(n) are

modeled continuously also. In reality however, inspired and endtidal concentration meas¬

urements are sampled from a continuous curve at discrete time instances as shown in figure
3.14. That is, the monitor is continuously sampling gas from the Y-piece at the patients
mouth and it thus analyses a continuous gas stream representing the inspiratory phase
as well as exspiratory phase. The inspiratory concentration measurement (c„lip) represents

the concentration during the inspiratory phase and the endtidal concentration measurement

represents the concentration at the end of the exspiration phase. The input and output

signals cin<.p(t) and ceudt(t) may then be viewed as the continuations of the discrete time

signals c17l,ip(k) and cendt(k).

A-10 Transportation times can be neglected. Recall figure 3.7 which illustrates the fact that

blood flow velocity is relatively high in the connecting part of the vascular system. In

addition Mapleson showed in [299] that an arterial pool compartment accounts well for the

transportation delay which justifies this assumption
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Figure 3.14: Although inspiratory and endtidal concentrations are values valid at discrete time

instances they are modeled like continuous signals.

A-ll Ventilation is kept constant. Although not always true in practice this assumption at least

holds over long time intervals since ventilation parameters are adjusted not very frequently.
In this model alveolar ventilation would need to be adjusted in this case. Note also, that this

aspect needs especially be taken into account when running an automatic C02 controller

in parallel which frequently adjusts ventilation parameters.

A-12 There is no other way of exchange between different compartments than transport by the

blood.

A-13 Equilibration within a compartment is instantaneous. This assumption is common when

deriving pharmacokinetic models and is also referred to as "well mixedness" assumption
[93].

A-14 The inhalation agent is not metabolized. This assumption is justified because Isoflurane is

only marginally metabolized (~ 3 %) [100].

Each compartment consists of a tissue part and a blood part (see figure 3.15). Anesthetics enter

the compartment with the blood steam and partial pressure pA. The blood and the tissue part
of the compartment instantaneously equilibrate so that blood leaves the compartment with the

compartmental partial pressure pir
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Figure 3.15: The model for a normal tissue compartment consists of a blood part and a tissue

part with volumes V\h and V,.f respectively. Each part has different solubility Xh and A, but (by
assumption 13) the same drug concentration.

This description leads to the following equation for the evolution of anesthetic partial pressure in

a normal body compartment [524] (indices 1 to 9):

AfeV/h + A, V
? t

(3.17)

In this equation q,(t) denotes the blood flow through the compartment, V^ and V^f denote blood

and tissue volume and A& and Xt denote the corresponding solubilities The flow qj[f) is governed

by

qßt)^gM) MAP(t). (3.18)

The lung compartment has a slightly different structure. There is in addition to the blood and

tissue volumes the functional residual capacity that has to be taken into account and there is a

second way (besides transportation with the blood) how anesthetics can enter the compartment.

This leads to the equation [524]:

pL{t) =
YV-r7Tr-T77 IMil(C >M+) ~ P'M + QavH) [Pmsp(t) - Pl(*)p.l9)
Ab^ifi 4" A, \'ij + V FRC

where qAv(t) denotes the alveolar ventilation given by equation (3.8).

Arterial and venous compartments differ from the normal compartments in the balance equations
since there are different streams that enter and leave the compartment. The equations are:

/ \ XhCO(t) r x . / „ , \ M

/M*) = Yv^TwT" ^Pr'/)/s +Pl{[ ~ *s ~PA^
AfXh+ XAV^t

(3.20)

Pv(t) ,=

h

\Vul) 4 A(T r,

j^qMMV-COMMt)
L?-t

(3.21)

where Is the lung shunt, that is the portion of CO which passes the lung without participating
in gas exchange. The different contributions to the shunt have been discussed with figure 3.6.

It remains to state the output equation for the endtidal concentration measurement which is

following [489]

Pendt(1) = -TT- Pmip(i) + (1 ~ "—) pL(t)
' I I 1

(3.22)
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Figure 3.16: Partitioning of the tidal volumes according to different contributions to gas exchange.

where Vad denotes the alveolar dead space and I y denotes the total alveolar space. For an

intuitive understanding of this equation consider the partitioning of the tidal volume during

exspiration according to figure 3.16. Of the total tidal volume (VT) a portion filled the anatomic

dead space (V®)- This gas did not participate in gas exchange which exclusively occurs in the

alveoli. The composition of this gas remains therefore unchanged. This gas leaves the lung at

the beginning of the exspiration phase and contains anesthetic still at the partial pressure pmsp.

The remaining portion of V} (VA) reaches the alveoli. There it equilibrates with resident gas of

the functional residual capacity (VpRC)- Of the total number of alveoli a certain fraction does

not participate in gas exchange. They form the alveolar dead space (see section 3.2.2). The

gas composition is assumed not to change. In those alveoli that do participate in gas exchange

equilibration between gas, tissue and blood occurs. That is the anesthetic partial pressure reaches

pL. Now at the end of the exspiration phase the alveolar gas leaves the lung. This gas is a

mixture of gas from the alveoli that did participate in gas exchange and from alveoli that did

not. Consequently the endtidal concentration is a combination of pin,p and pL weighted with the

respective volumes Va - VAD and VAD, respectively.

Derighetti modeled the endtidal partial pressure with

Peridl(t) = h,pmsp(t) 4 pL(t) (3.23)

where Ks is postulated as a gas shunt, i.e. "gas amount that will not be mixed in the lung
and flows directly into the endtidal path" [111]. No physiological interpretation for Ks is given,
however.

3.3.5 The neuronal activity

At the very fine scale of the single neuron and the single synaptic cleft the neural activity is a

quantized process. To simplify the respective model we make the assumption:
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A-15 The neural activity can be modeled as a continuous process where the dominating dynamic

element results in a first order linear process. The continuous process assumption is based

on the fact that numerous neurons are involved to a achieve a certain effect so that the

average firing rate of the whole ensemble of neurons is quasi continuous. The first order

process assumption seems arbitrary. It will be, however, justified by the experiments to be

presented in section 3.6.2.

Further simplifications are made by assuming that:

A-16 The modulating effects of the circulating plasma catecholamines on the neural activity are

neglected.

A-17 The effects ofsurgical stimulations and anesthetics (sympatho mimetic effect) are additive.

Under these assumptions the dynamics of the neural activity n(t) are given by equation 3.24.

T„n(t) - -n(t) + fn\ds(l- Tn)\~ià2p2 (3.24)

The response of an effector cell at the nerve ending depends on the amount of NE in the cleft.

The variable n(t) could therefore be interpreted as the mean NE concentration in the ensemble

of synaptic clefts. This approach was taken by Derighetti [111]. However, this concentration has

never been measured. In addition, it is not certain, whether indeed the synaptic cleft is determining
the observed first order dynamic. The variable n{t) is thus to some extent hypothetical. In view

of this we prefer not to assign units to n(t), i.e. \n(t)] = [—}. rn describes the activation time

constant of the neural activity. The surgical stimulation is denoted by ds and the time required

for the nerve signal to travel through the nervous system is denoted by Tn. Finally, /„(•) is a

possibly nonlinear function relating the stimulation and neural activity. It accounts among others

for the logarithmic relation between NE release and the firing rate [215]. ds is an unknown and

unmeasurable disturbance input. The quantity ,/„[(7s(t — T„)] is therefor also unknown and it is

also not measurable. Both ds and fn[ds(t — Tn)\ may thus equally well serve as disturbance input
for the model. For simplicity we let rf, — f„\ds[i — T„)} represent the disturbance input.

3.3.6 The release and distribution of the catecholamines

In an earlier model [112] the distribution of catecholamines E and NE was modeled utilizing the

same 12 compartments as those listed in table 3.2 for the volatile anesthetic. However, while

anesthetics are taken up and stored by tissue no such storage happens for catecholamines. The

circulating catecholamines NE and E might be viewed as a broadcast messaging system. They are

released form the adrenal medulla selectively pass the lung and are almost completely removed

by the periphery [471]. We thus make the following simplifying assumption-
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;

Figure 3.17: The physiological model for the pharmacokinetics related to surgical stimulations.

A-18 The kinetics of E can be modeled by means of two compartments - the lung and the

periphery. Although there is no elimination of E from the lung it still introduces a lag
which will be modeled by a compartment in the general sense.

A-19 Metabolism by enzymes is usually governed by a Michaelis-Menten-model (see e.g. [445]).
However, applying the arguments used with assumption A-5 we will replace the nonlinear

kinetic with a linear intrinsic clearance.

A-20 The concentration is uniform on the venous side from right atrium to pulmonary arterial

and on the arterial side from pulmonary vein to arterial tree. This assumption is also made

by Mari for the insuline model [301, 302] and it simplifies our model by eliminating the

arterial and venous compartment. The assumption may be justified further by noting that

the time the blood spends in the large arteries and veins Is small compared to the time

spent in the peripheral parts of the body. In the model for the circulation of the volatile

anesthetics in section 3.3.4, the venous and arterial compartments mainly served to combine

the individual blood streams after lung and periphery respectively.

A further assumption is:

A-21 The release ofE from the adrenal medulla into the venous pool is proportional to the neural

activity n{t).

With the above assumptions we are left with two compartments as shown in figure 3.17 that is

the lung and a combined peripheral compartment. Note that the same structure is for example
used in [301, 302] to model glucose kinetics.

The dynamic equations for the concentration of E may be written-

cL(l) = ß[Cp(t)-cL(t)) + ^n(t)
Vi. V

(3.25)
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respiratory system

gas sampling

patient

Figure 3.18: Schematic drawing of the whole respiratory system.

cP(t)
CO it)

Vp
\('i(t) - cp(t)] - kEcP (3.26)

Where cL(t) and cP(t) denote the E concentration in the lung and peripheral compartment

respectively. Vj, and Vp denote the corresponding distribution volumes. And kß models the

linear intrinsic clearance in the periphery compartment (A-19).

3.4 Modeling the respiratory system

According to figure 3.18 the term "respiratory system" refers to the actual ventilator device plus
all the connecting tubes and other external elements that need to be considered when deriving
the mathematical relationship between inspiratory anesthetic concentration (cjnsp), the vapor

position which is proportional to cvup and the endtidal concentration (cendt). Figure 3.18 depicts
this setup schematically. For a more detailed description one might consult the manual [125].

It operates as follows. The piston is moving the gas mixture in and out of the lung according to the
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anesthesia techinque flow | typical compositions

minimal flow 0.5 l/min 02: 0.3 l/min, N20: 0.2 l/min
low flow 1 l/min 02: 0.5 l/min, N20: 0.5 l/min
high flow > 4 l/min -

Table 3.3: Anesthesia techniques defined based on the total fresh gas flow taken from [31].

desired respiration frequency. With the specific location of direction valves the air flows through
the upper branch during inspiration and it flows through the lower branch during exspiration.
Thus if there was no external supply or no exhaust the gas mixture would circulate in this loop
built by pump, lung and the two connecting branches of tubes.

With every breath a fraction of the 02 in the inspired air is replaced by C02 and is subsequently
removed when passing through the C02-absorber located in the inspiration branch. In addition

there is a net uptake of volatile anesthetic agents. A fresh gas stream entering on the inspiratory
branch compensates for this consumption of volume. At steady state of an oxygen/nitrous oxide

anesthesia this consumption is about 0.381/mm [31], It is roughly 0.251/min of 02 and the rest

is N20 [31]. Depending on the total fresh gas flow different anesthesia regimes are distinguished
which are summarized in table 3.3. The excessive gas is exhausted from the exspiration branch

through valve V2 which is open in the exspiration phase. Clearly the larger the fresh gas flow the

more is replaced every time unit and the faster the reaction to composition changes of the fresh

gas. When working with low and minimal flow as in our case the dynamics associated with the

respiratory circuit become important and must thus be included in a model for controller design.

In his thesis Derighetti [111] developed two different models for the respiratory circuit. The.

first takes into account various nonlinearities as well as any state (pressure) dependent switching
of valves. The resulting differential equations for this nonlinear hybrid system are very stiff

and can only be treated with specialized simulation software. The model may serve to study
certain circuit configurations but it is too complex for controller design. Derighetti also derived

a simplified model that neglects the pressure dynamics and models only mass transport. It is,

however, still of order 8. In this section we propose a first order model derived from average
mass balances. The main difference to Derighetti's model is that pure time delays resulting from

transportation are neglected. In his model [111, 113] he includes such delays for the transport
of the gas to the ventilator, from the ventilator to the patient, and from the patient back to the

ventilator. The consequences of these simplifications are discussed In section 3.9.

The main simplifying assumption for is

A-22 The respiration circuit may be modeled by a single storage volume. This amounts to

lumping all volumes of the circuit (pump, tubes, absorber, ...) into one single volume

and assume an average anesthetic partial pressure. For this volume the 'well stirredness'

assumption might seem unjustified. However, since both valves \\ and V2 are only open

during exspiration phase a partial mixing of exspired gas and fresh gas is achieved. In

addition, the comparison with the model derived by Derighetti which attempts to model

also the recirculation revealed small enough differences.
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The mass balance yields the following equation for the partial pressure in this lumped respiratory
circuit volume

Vr pR(t) = FFPvop(t) + h(] h _ rD _ ViD) \pL(t) - PR(t))

-(FF-Q-
V
AD

V
'IT) ip

:i
VAD-

'Va PL (3.27)

The terms of this equation have the following interpretation. With />#(t) denoting the average

anesthetic partial pressure in the respiratory circuit 14 ])r(£) represents the change of mass

of anesthetics in the circuit. With FF denoting the fresh gas flow FFpvap(t) represents the

anesthetic delivered with the fresh gas stream. The term

Ir(Vt - VD - Vad) [piM - Pit(t)] = <Tiv(t) bWO " Pi® (3.28)

denotes the net transfer of anesthetics to the patient. For interpretation of the right hand side

recall figure 3.16. The last term accounts for the exhausted anesthetics. The net flow exhausted is

given by (FF — Qa) where Q/\ denotes the net uptake. The exhausted mixture carries anesthetic

gas with partial pressure per,dt- It is so since in the early phase of expiration the piston is pulling
the dead space so that during the time when 1 2 is open a portion of the alveolar mixture is

exhausted.

With the simplification of modeling an average partial pressure in the respiratory system we have

Pnnpit^ PR(f). (3.29)

To comply with figure 3.2 equation (3.27) may also be written as

Pr(1) = -^Pr(0 + y^P,„p(0 4 ~ (FF - QA + j)AA) Pcr<di(t). (3.30)
Vi? \ r Vr

3.5 The Summarized Model

In this short section we summarize all the equations required to describe the relation in the

MIMO system depicted in figure 3.1. We also list all the parameters required for the complete
characterization of the system This list of parameters will then serve as the starting point for

the parameter determination in section 3 6

We will utilize the general description for nonlinear systems i.e.

x(t) ^f(x(t).n(i))

y(/) -h(x(0-u(0)

where the inputs and their units are

u t =

'cvop(r) d,{t)

(3.31)

(3.32)
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the outputs and their units are

y(*) =
c.

insp (*)
Uendt(t) [%1 (3,33)

and the states and their units are

xl (t)
pp(t) Pl(t) i p,(t) pL(t) pA(t) pv(t) rb(t) n(t) cL(t) cP(t)

= [%] m m [%) [mmHg] [--) [%] ß].
royi roy

(3.34)

The different components of the function f(-, •) are given by:
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With

p. _ dh.

kA =
A

ava^KaVaA

kr. =

ky

1

h

^l)Vy,b + AyVyt

And the output equations are:

inspiratory

measure¬

ment

exspiratory

measure¬

ment

PinspiA =Pn(t)

Pendl{t) = T' 7~ PR + 0 ~

77
TT-) P*<

1'T
- Vd I-'t

— Vd

(3.44)

(3.45)

MAP

equation
MAP =

COo(l 4 Oipi 4 ci'sPa +- 04CP + «e''1)

(1 + kßFiHBnrh ) è Ch.oA + i'A'Pj + ljcP + Kjn)
(3.46)

For the parameters it will be distinguished between pharmacokinetic (PK) and pharmacodynamic

(PD) parameters. Following definition 3.2.1 parameters describing an effect will be viewed as PD

parameters and the others will be allocated to PK parameters.
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3.6 Estimation of the model parameters

The aim of this section is to provide estimates for the model parameters listed in table 3.4. There

are two distinct ways how such estimates can be obtained. First, one might perform experiments

and identify the parameters from input-output data. Or one might retrieve them from the

published physiological literature. Both paths have their limitations. An experiment which excites

the system such that all parameters can be identified accurately would require several hours. For

example Yasuda el al. [505, 504] had to perform a three hour experiment to estimate the kinetics

of Isoflurane with a single step response. On the other hand normally not all parameters can

be determined from published sources. We will therefore follow an intermediate path. That

is, parameters will be taken from literature sources wherever reliably available. Parameters not

available will be obtained from experimental data.

The result of this parameter estimation section will be summarized in table 3.6. Note that these

parameters are now specific to Isoflurane.

3.6.1 PK arid PD parameters of the baro reflex

There are two parameters to be determined that is the time constant rBn and the gain kPp. As

pointed out in section 3.3.2 a number of publications present identification results concerning
auto regulation of blood pressure. Estimates for the auto regulation (baro reflex) gain under

Isoflurane anesthesia are published in [249] and [481]. According to [249] we have

fc», - -^- (3.47)
mmHg

at 1.3 % Isoflurane. This is in agreement with [481]. The two publication do not provide, estimates

for the time constant. Such an estimate is provided in [86] with

rpp ^ a s. (3.48)

3.6.2 Parameters for the dynamic response to surgical stimulations

The parameters of the disturbance model will be estimated before estimation of the PK and PD

parameters for Isoflurane because the parameters associated with sympathetic activity reappear

in the later model Concerning the quantitative dynamic aspects of surgical stimulations on

hemodynamics not much can be found in the literature. Typically only isolated characteristics

like maximum MAP increase after stimulation [519] or average plasma concentrations of E [102]
are studied It was therefore necessary to perform experiments that would allow to estimate

these parameters [374, 214]. For the experiment a well defined painful stimulus was applied to

volunteers under Isoflurane anesthesia. The stimulus consisted of a 5 s train of electric pulses.
Each pulse had a duration of 0.23 ms, a current of 60 mA, and it was repeated every 20 ms.

Arterial pressure, ECG and plethysmography (perfusion measurement) were recorded during the
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Parameter Description, Interpretation unit

PK parameters of the anesthetic agent

co0 (nominal) cardiac output at rest [£/min]

Oi,Q (nominal) compartment conductivity at rest [£/min mmHg]

vijt volume of tissue part of compartment m
vi>b volume of blood part of compartment M
\ solubility of anesthetic in compartment tissue H
xb solubility of anesthetic in blood [-]
Is lung shunt H
Vfrc functional residual capacity m
ÎR respiratory frequency [l/min]
VT tidal volume M
Vd anatomic dead space m
Vad alveolar dead space M

PD parameters of the anesthetic agent

»i CO effect parameter heart compartment [i/%] n

«2 CO effect parameter heart compartment [i/%]
CK3 CO effect parameter arterial compartment [i/%]
ßi parameters describing the effects on the conductivities [i/%]

PK parameters of the neural activity

Tn activation / deactivation time constant [l/min]
PD parameters of the neural activity

a6 sympathetic effect on cardiac output H
Ki sympathetic effect on compartment conductivity H

PK parameters of the baro reflex

TßR baro reflex time constant [m in], [s]
PD parameters of the baro reflex

kßR heart period prolongation constant of the baro reflex [ms/mmHg]
PK parameters of epinephrine

vL distribution volume of the lung- m
Vp distribution volume of the total periphery m
kE intrinsic clearance of epinephrine in the periphery [l/min]
kAM release constant for epinephrine from the adrenal medulla [pg/min]

PD parameters of epinephrine

a4 effect of epinephrine on cardiac output T^/pg]
li effect of epinephrine on compartment conductivity [«/Pg]

(PK) parameters of the respiratory circuit

FF fresh gas flow [f/min]
vB volume of respiratory circuit M
Qa net uptake by patient [f?/min]

Table 3,4: List of model parameters.
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experiment. And blood samples were taken every 30 s after stimulation and plasma epinephrine
and norepinephrine concentrations were determined. For Illustration the results obtained from

one volunteer are shown in figure 3.19 to 3.22.
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Figure 3.19: Beat-to-beat MAP values after

stimulation. The oscillatory behavior repres¬

ents the pressure variations due to the respir¬
ation. The gaps in the recording were caused

by the removal of blood sampling artifacts.
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Figure 3.21: Plethysmography curve measured

via the absorption in pulseoximetry.
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Figure 3.20: Heart rate recording after

stimulation. The stair case like graph results

from the fact that the monitor only computes

integer valued heart rates.
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Figure 3.22: Plasma E concentrations recor¬

ded after stimulation. The rather erratic beha¬

vior must probably be attributed to the insuf¬

ficiency of the laboratory method.

From figure 3.19 showing the beat-to-beat MAP values the neural and the humoral component

may clearly be distinguished. This clear separation will be utilized for estimation of the parameters

associated with either component. Figure 3.20 shows the heart rate recording after stimulation.

Due to the quantization and averaging over several beats the humoral component may not
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as clearly be recognized. Figure 3.21 shows the plethysmography curved measured with the

pulseoximeter. It is derived from the absorption measured by the oximeter [468, 140] and it

mainly represents a measure for the peripheral resistance. Finally, figure 3.22 shows the sampled

plasma epinephrine concentrations. Unfortunately they do not show the expected behavior. At

the current state of knowledge we have to attribute this to the insufficient laboratory method.

3.6.3 PK and PD parameters of the sympatho-neural activity

The parameters to be estimated are r„, q6, and kz. An estimate for the neural time constant rn

can directly be obtained from the MAP response curve as shown in figure 3.23. For the eight

patients studied

rn --= 9.5 rt- 0.9 s (3.49)

proved to be a good choice. To get an estimate for oh we first recall equation 3.9 and note

that according to [96] the stimulation of ß-\ and cu receptors by NE increase both heart rate and

contractile force. If we assume

A-23 HR and SV are equally affected by stimulations of ß{ receptors through E or NE
.

This is supported by table 17-8 in [96].

Then an estimate for 073 is given by

0 IHR
«e - -f—üp (3-50)

For the seven test persons where ~/~ could be evaluated an average of 0.1628 ± 0.0294 was

obtained which yields

ar> = 0.6291 ±0.1190. (3.51)

For the k, two sources are combined. First, from [96] the relative effect on the conductances

of the different compartments k, is determined. To obtain absolute effects k,. data from the

experiment is utilized again. A rough estimate for the relative effects k, may be obtained from

table 17-8 in [96]. The table lists the receptor types located in the arterioles of different organs

and the strength of a constrictive or dilative response on a scale from "4-"' to "44+-4-" Table

3.6.3 summarizes these facts. Translating "+" with h, = -1, "44" with «7 = —3, and "+4-4-"

with kt = —10 and taking into account the fact that NE has little effect on ß2 receptors we

estimate

kT -- [-L 0 0 --10 -10 -10 -3 -10 -10]. (3.52)

where i= 1 • • • 9 corresponds to the nine compartments listed in table 3.2. To obtain the absolute

effects k, = jß, the normalization Fh can be found by matching the peak value of the blood

pressure response which is given by

rn

MAPmai=-q ^^
T (3.53)

E 9ipre(l f 77^moJ
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Figure 3 23' Typical stimulation response used for parameter identification

from where we obtain

K, = —

M Armcn 77 g, p/ ehj, ïlm Vr

COo(l + abnmar) - :\i lPnll11 </; g.
(3.54)

p? e

and where ghp7e denotes the pre-stimulation conductivity considering the Isoflurane influence. It

is computed according to 3 14 From the experimental data KK is estimated Kh — 37 6 ± 2 0

yields

kt = [-0.0266 0 0 -0.2660 -0.2660 -0.2660 -0.0798 -0 2660 -0 2660].
(3 55)

3.6.4 PK and PD parameters of epinephrine

There are six parameters that need to be determined which are \\, Vp, kpJt kAu< «i. and yt.

Again different sources will be utilized

The distribution volumes \'L and \F may be obtained from I ] h and \ßt through

q

Û-AfVL), + ln. and rP ^ ]T [Api;f-. i; 6) (3.56)
/-i
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Arterioles Receptors Effect

Constriction (aA Dilation (/?,)

Coronary ai,a2)ß2 4 4-+

Cerebral a p. - «0

Renal «i. a2; ß\. d2 -44-+ 4

Salivary glads o/\. op
- +44

Abdomnial Viscera tn; 82 4++ +

Skeletal Muscle ap â2 4" 4 4 +

Skin and Mycosa O'l. (>2 4-4+

Pulmonary <ti ; 02 4 +

Table 3.5: Excerpt from table 17-8 in [96] summarizing the effects of a- and /3-stimulation on

peripheral resistance in different organs.

How V(]t and Vhb may be determined is discussed in section 3.6.5. Ap accounts for the ability of

tissue to uptake and store adrenaline [471]. A value of

Ap — ). 1 + 0.4

was determined based on the localization of the peak of humoral activity.

(3.57)

The intrinsic clearance kE may be computed from the total body or organ clearance. Clearance

describes drug elimination at steady state It is defined as [172]

Cl = q
tin (-ovf

(3.58)

where c,n is the plasma concentration of the blood entering the organ and c0llt the concentration

in the blood leaving the organ, and q denotes the blood flow through the organ. To relate total

clearance CI and intrinsic clearance kE consider the differential equation describing the time

evolution of the concentration in an ideal compartment given by

-kjrC-4- 777 (C„, — Cm,i)

with covt — c at steady state we obtain

k;
Q <+, col,t

\ C-ovt

which can be expressed in terms of the clearance as

Cl q
kp

V q - CI

(3.59)

(3.60)

(3.61)

From the fact that the elimination for epinephrine in the periphery is > 0.9 [471] we estimate for

CI := 0.96

*-f -- 0.3611. (3.62)
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which is in agreement with a halftime constant of 2 • • 3 m,in suggested in [363].

To determine the excretion rate of E from the adrenal medulla, plasma concentration measure¬

ments are required. The measurements obtained in [374, 214], however, do not allow to compute

such an estimate. But since a mismatch in Ä*n/ linearly affects the epinephrine concentrations

cp and cp, such a mismatch might be compensated by adjusting oa and % accordingly. Physiolo¬

gically meaningful values for kAM might be obtained by relying on catecholamine concentrations

published in the literature. Publications studying the catecholamine changes during anesthesia

are [102, 271, 5, 209, 351]. The papers explicitly comparing catecholamine concentrations before

and after painful stimulations [210, 271, 209] observe an increase of plasma epinephrine from

45^ to 140£ir for heavy stimulations like skin incision. In view of these facts we chose to set
ml ml J

kAM^o [-±9-] (3.63)
mm

which leads to plasma E concentration increases of about 40^. With assumption A-23 we may

estimate cv4 analogously to equation 3 50 as

2 All /?
tt4 = ^ o 3112 ± 0.0524. (3.64)

Cp max JA Lx

where AHR is now measured at the time of cpma7. For estimating the % the same procedure as

for the k, is applied. First from table 3 6.3 rough estimates for the relative values 7 are derived.

Considering the dilating effect of /3-stimulation through epinephrine

7T=[3 0 0 -3 -10 -3 0 ~L0 -3]. (3.65)

is obtained. With a time constant of r„
- 10s the neural activity has practically decayed

completely when cp(t) achieves its maximum value Cn„ot so that

MAPmai -

-j (-Y^\ 7 (3.66)
1, 9ipreA 4

p Umax j

from where the normalization constant K,, may be computed as

Al jAJ
ma-, Y^ Qi.pi pP~1dP,ma.%

C y'mai >t '"!-'HC! E Çi,pic

From the experimental data records A", = öA ±3.12 was found Thus

7T=[0.75 0 0 -0.75 -2.5 -0.75 0 -2.5 -0.751 [—]. (3.68)
pg

is obtained.

3.6.5 PK parameters of Isoflurane

There are three sources that allow to determine the PK parameters. First, COo, Pi.o, K+ and

Vit, are anatomic parameters and they may be taken form the corresponding literature. Second,
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Vp and ,/p are parameters set by the anesthetist and are therefore known. Finally, A,, Xb, Is,

Vfrc< Vad, ar|d Vp are found in physiology texts specialized to anesthesia. In principle Is, VFrc,

Vad, and Vp would be anatomic parameters also. As will be discussed, however, they are to

some extent gas dependent.

From Brody's relation [63] COo may be estimated from the body weight with

_/

-

m in

CO0 = 0.2,77 >9] [7773] (3.69)

where m^9] denotes the value of the body weight measured in kg. For estimation of the con¬

ductivities published data on the distribution of blood flow to the different organs [41, 524, 299,

431, 116] is utilized. Based on the flow distribution we obtain

Stacked into a vector the values for the flow distribution based on [41. 524. 299, 431, 116] are

VT=[o 11.5 3.5 25 2.5 23.5 18.5 2.5 8] [%]. (3.71)

This is in agreement with [524]. Blood and tissue volumes of the different compartments are

given by

V,tt — kiPLylm [I] and V]j, =- khPlh,m \l] where % — 1,..., 9, L, A, V. (3.72)

In equations 3.72 V\^ and 7\t denote the distribution of the total blood and tissue volume to the

different compartments. kf and A7 are constants relating body weight with total tissue volume

and total blood volume respectively. Written in vector form the partitions are according to [524]

V, = [0.5 0.9 1.7 0.6 10.7 6.7 56 9 21.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 O.O] [%] (3.73)
Vb = [2.7 6.8 1.9 16.1 2 1 17.9 7.5 2.9 7.3 6.8 17.6 10.4] [%]. (3.74)

Similar values are found in [23]. The factors for total tissue and blood volumes are according to

[344]

/ /

kf - 0.9 [—j and kh =z 0 08 F- ]. (3.75)

kg A-g
y J

The solubilities of Isoflurane have experimentally be determined by several authors [506]. Sum¬

maries of these results are given in [513, 514, 512]. We note that for some compartments the

values published are not consistent between the different sources. For example the blood/brain
partition coefficient has been estimated between 1.6 and 2.6 [513]. Here we work with

A, = [1.60 1.60 1.60 1.30 2.40 1.90 4.40 64.00 0 2.40 1.46 0] (3.76)

where again 7 — 1,..., 9, L, A. V and with

A6- 1,16. (3.77)
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Values for the functional residual capacity are provided in [97]

Vfrc = 2.57 + 0.43 [/]. (3.78)

Values for the anatomic dead space are provided by most physiology textbooks [95, 431, 23].
According to these sources

Vp = 0.3 VT. (3.79)

For determining Is and Vad we refer t0 the discussion in section 3.2.2 and [258]. [258] provides

average values for Is and Vad where Vad is computed from CO2 partial pressure measurements

and Is is computed from 02 content measurements. If these values for VAd and Is are used to

calculate ideal alveolar and pulmonary end capillary Isoflurane concentrations an unexpectedly

large difference is obtained. The authors of [258] attribute this effect to possibly non ideal

equilibration of Isoflurane in the alveoli due to its relatively large molecular weight. This fact

is also described in [129]. Due to a non ideal equilibration the partial pressure of Isoflurane is

not uniformly at partial pressure pp in the alveolus at the beginning of exspiration. While the

partial pressure next to the membrane is indeed at partial pressure pp the partial pressure towards

the opening of the alveolus to the bronchi is still at pinsp. The average partial pressure in the

active alveoli thus lies between pL and Pinsp. This fact may be accounted for by modeling an

enlarged Vad- The data provided in [258] allows to reasonably select a value for VAD. The paper

provides measurements for inspired, endtidal, arterial and mixed venous partial pressure after

about 25 m,in of applying a constant inspired anesthetic concentration. Figure 3.24 compares

the average values published in [258] and the predictions of our model with

Vad = 0.35 VT. (3.80)

[258] also provides an estimate for Is of

Is = 14.8 + 4.74 [%]. (3.81)

The value obtained for Vad is by a factor three larger than what is normally estimated through
CO2 partial pressure measurements for patients under anesthesia [258]. That, is non ideal mixing
reduces the active alveolar space considerably Note also that Derighetti obtained a similar result.

For his "gas shunt" coefficient in equation 3.23 he provides a value of Ks — 0.3.

3.6.6 PD parameters for Isoflurane

From equations (3.14) and (3.15) there are the PD parameters 07, op, and ß{ with i = 1 • • • 9 for

the direct influence of Isoflurane partial pressure on CO(t) and gßt). In addition from equation

(3.24) there is 07 for the influence of Isoflurane on the sympathetic neural activity. To estimate

these parameters experimental data and published data is combined to a regression problem.

To be able to set up the estimation problem on experimental data we make several approximations.
First, we will neglect the lag between the Isoflurane partial pressure in the CNS (p2(t)) and the
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Figure 3.24: Responses of endtidal, arterial, and mixed venous partial pressure to constant inspired
concentration. Average values and standard deviations for measurements of these responses after

about 25 min as provided by [258] are shown for comparison

neural activity (n(f)). This is justified due to the fast time constant of the neural activity. With

this approximation the CNS partial pressure enters the PD equations directly through »6«2 and

k,,ö2, respectively. The influence of the circulating epinephrine will be neglected in view of the

dominating neural influence We also neglect the lag in the baro reflex since it is fast compared
to changes of the partial pressure variables With these approximations the MAP equation may

be written as

MAP =

(70(1 ( 1 -t- OaPi + 07,02/72 +
CXaPa)

{l+kDRHR0AMAP) £ 9;,o(L

ßßßPA}

fßp, A- K,à2p2)
(3.82)

To transfer equation (3 82) into an estimation problem the pt must be obtained first. These

variables may be estimated with a PK model using the nominal parameters CO0 and gh0. This

is justified since the changes in the compartment flows for low Isoflurane partial pressures (<
0.5 MAC = 0.65 % vol) are on the order of 0- • ± 20% [288, 166, 165, 130] only. With

measurements for MAP and estimates for pßt) available the estimation of the PD parameters
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may be formulated as a regression problem of the form

mm

8
|$0-i'

s.t. SO = B.

(3.83)

(3.84)

The design matrix $ is given by

<7l,oPl(0) • #9.0743(0)

$ =

9i,oPi(t) fAßPA\t)

(-1

COo or,
^

Vf LP(0) J
) p2(o) COopi(O)

MAP(O)

COo/m(0)

MAP(O)

0

E 54o>h
- )P2(0 _ C£gPi (0

MAP(.)

C'Oop^(t)

M4P(t)

the vector 0 is

dT - [A 52

and the observation vector is given by

Jq a2 a i a"; I

rT- COo <5
„

ilMP(O) -.+ <»'

COr

M \P(P
i: .9) o

(3.85)

(3 86)

(3.87)

The short hand notation MAP(t) was used to denote MAP(I 4 kBRHR0AMAP),

The constraints £0 = S defined by equation (3 84) mainly apply to the conductivity changes
and are of the form

6t 4 nà2 = B,

One constraint concerns the change in cardiac output and is of the form

n i 4- »607 J- 07 = Bq.

(3.88)

(3.89)

The constraints Bl and t30 result from steady state information available in the literature. Note

that Bo represents the steady state change in CO at 1 % Isoflurane From [97]

Bo = -0.05[l/%] (3.90)

may be obtained. Similarly the constraints B, represent the conductivity changes at 1 % Iso¬

flurane. They might be obtained from sources like [288, 165, 166, 130, 211]. Note that since

Derighetti [111] did not account for the conductivity changes induced by the sympathomimetic
effect (i.e. the terms à2a6) the values of the B,'$ are equal to the ß, published in [111]. They
are computed according to

Ulr1 qApttA

jj _

A i_P{pfc„7 p o

Pu it

(3.91)
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Figure 3.25: An blood pressure episode with almost no disturbance influence allows to estimate

the Isoflurane PD parameters.

where ptest denotes the steady state test concentration at which MAP{ptesi) and ql(ptest) are

measured. From the data published we obtain in agreement with [111]

i?T=[0.52 0.48 0.48 0.17 0.17 0.22 0.52 0 0.78] il/%]. (3.92)

Experimental data to be used for estimating the PD parameters according to equation (3.83)
should be free from disturbances and persistently excited through the input like the sequence

shown in figure 3.25.

The estimation yields

a, = -4.4454

cv2 = 6.9757

cv3 = 0.0175

(3.93)

(3.94)

(3.95)

and

4) =[0.70 0.47 0.47 2.00 2.00 2.05 1.07 1.83 2.61] [1/%]. (3.96)
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Note that these values are the result of a single case. Due to the lack of undisturbed blood

pressure records it was not possible to perform estimates on a broader basis. Some conclusions

might, however, still be drawn from this example (section 3.9).

3.6.7 Parameters of the respiratory circuit

The fresh gas flow is set by the anesthetist and therefore known. The volume of the respiratory
circuit is easily measurable and is in our case }'r = 3.0 [I]. The consumption of gas through net

uptake of 02 is given by [31]:

V'o2 = lOmj5/^ [ml/mm]. (3.97)

The consumption of gas through net uptake of Ar20 is given by the approximation due to Sever-

inghaus [31]:

VNi0 = 1000 t"t/2 \ml/min] (3.98)

where t = 0 denotes the start of drug application. It should be noted that this equation is only
valid under low flow conditions (see table 3.3). The total consumption QA is then given by

Oa - V0i 4 V\b0. (3.99)

This agrees with average values provided by [466. 97].

3.6.8 Parameters summarized

Table 3.6 summarizes the results of the different parameters estimation steps.
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Parameter Source Value / Equation Unit

PK parameters of the anesthetic agent

COo [63] (3 69) [r!/min]
qio [111] (3 70) [/J/min mmHg]
V, [524, 344] (3 72) m
vlb [524, 344] (3 72) w
K [513, 514, 512, 506] (3 76) h
\ [513, 514, 512, 506] 146 h
h [258] 01 h
\ h RC [97] 2 57 [(]
fn set by anesthetist 9 • 11 [l/min]
VT set by anesthetist 0 1 12 M
vD [258] (3 79) [£}
Vad [258] (3 80) m

PD parameters of

[288, 166, 165, 130]

the anesthetic agent

Oil (3 83) [1/%]
&2 [288, 166, 165, 130] (3 83) [1/%]
«3 [288, 166, 165, 130] i (3 83) [1/%]
0i [288, 166, 165, 130] (3 83) [1/%]

PK parameters of the neural activity

Ai [152] 10
c the neural activity

F[s]
PD parameters ol

a6 [152] j 0 6291 H
Kt [96] | (3 55) Jd _\

PK parameters of the baro reflex

TPR [86] 5 Ms]
PD parameters of the baro reflex

kpR [249, 481] | 25 [ms/mmHg]
PK parameters of epinephrine

[524, 344, 152]
(
(3 56) '¥Vp

Vp [524, 344 152] (3 56) [']
kL [471] 0 3641 [l/mm]
^ \M [152] 300 [pg/min]

PD parameters of epinephrine

Of [152] i 0 3112 F¥/pg]
0 [96] (3 68) 1 [*/pg]

(PK) parameters of the respiratory circi

10

jit

FF set by anesthetist [f/mm]
Vp device specific 3 w
Qa [31] (3 99) [«/min]

Table 3 6: List of model parameters with their values and source The reference [152] denotes
this thesis
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3.7 Model va Iida tion

This section provides a number of validation experiments for the model given by equations (3.35)
to (3.46) and the parameters according to table 3.6.

3.7.1 Validation of the model for volatile anesthetics

The most straight forward validation experiment is to compare measured and simulation pre¬

dictions for the endtidal anesthetic concentration. The typical result of such a comparison is

shown in figure 3.26. The second plot showing the simulation errors reveals larger errors during
transients. This indicates larger modeling errors at high frequencies. A fact that must be taken

into account for threshold selection in fault detection.
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Figure 3.26: Comparison of simulated and measured endtidal concentrations.
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A further validation is provided in figure 3.27 where simulation predictions for the arterial partial
pressure are compared with arterial partial pressure measurements. The predictions obtained with

Derighetti's model are also shown for comparison. Note that the offset present in Derighettis
model (figure 2.9 in [111]) could be removed with the modified value for VAD and Is given by
equation (3.80) and (3.81).

450

Figure 3.27: Comparison of arterial blood samples with the simulation prediction for the arterial

partial pressure. The solid lines denote the prediction obtained with our model, the 'o' denote

the arterial measurements, and the '*' denote the predictions obtained by Derighetti.
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Yet another validation is made based on EEG measurements. In section 3.2.2 we have argued
that brain activity is expected to be correlated with the suppression of the CNS function through
volatile anesthetics. EEG measures of brain activity are thus expected to be correlated with the

anesthetic brain partial pressure. A parameter assessing the brain activity to obtain an uncon¬

sciousness measure is the bispectral index (BIS) [20, 285]. It provides an indicator between 0

and 100. 100 corresponds to the awake state and the lower the value the deeper the level of un¬

consciousness. A device providing this measure is the BlS-monitor form Aspect Medical Devices.

Our model does not include this BIS-measurement since the BlS-monitor became available in our

project just recently. The index still allows a partial validation of our model for volatile anes¬

thetics. More precisely by assessing the correlation between BIS values and brain partial pressure

predictions a measure of the ability of the model to correctly predict brain concentrations is ob¬

tained. Such a correlation plot is shown in figure 3.28. The clear correlation provides confidence

about the correct prediction of brain concentrations with our model.

0.6 0 7 0.

brain partial pressure [%]

0.9 1.1

Figure 3.28: BIS measurements plotted against model based predictions of brain partial pressure.

The presented data was collected during a one hour period of automatic blood pressure control.
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Finally, we provide a direct validation of the PD parameters of the model for volatile anesthetics

in terms of an MAP response. This is done by comparing the response of our model to published
data form a clinical study. In this study Welskopf et al. [483] recorded the MAP response to

a rapid increase of endtidal anesthetic concentrations. The procedure was that volunteers were

kept at 0.55 MAC = 0.71 % vol of Isoflurane for 32 minutes. In this time MAP stabilized at

64 ± ImmHg. Then the endtidal concentration was increased to 1.66 MAC = 2.21 vol

within 100 seconds. MAP measurements were obtained during this transient phase. The data

of the study is shown in figure 3.29. The figure compares the experimental response the the

response of our model under the same conditions. This validation shows that the model is good
in the sense that its response lies within the statistical accuracy of the experimental data.

10 12

time [mini

Figure 3.29: Comparison of experimental data and model response to a rapid increase of endtidal

Isoflurane concentration. The 'o' denote the means and the vertical lines denote the standard

deviations over the twelve volunteers. The solid line represents the model response.
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3.7.2 Validation of the model for the respiratory system

A first validation will be made in terms of step responses. For this experiment an artificial

plastic lung instead of a patient was connected to the system. The artificial lung has mech¬

anical properties equal to those of a real lung C02 production is mimicked by adding C02

during the expiration phase. 02 is not removed Uptake of anesthetics is not modeled. Figure
3.30 compares the measurements of inspired and expired anesthetic concentration determined

experimentally with those obtained by simulating the appropriately modified respiratory system

(3.35) and lung equations (3.37). The model is able to capture the dominant dynamics The

neglected transportation delays lead to errors in particular in the initial phase of the response.

The consequences of this will be discussed in section 3 9

vapor setting

0 L 1
_ 1

, __J
,

1 1

255 260 265 270 275 280

time [mm]

Figure 3.30: Step response validation of the respiratory circuit model. The experiment was

performed with the parameters FF — 1 t/mni, fE - 10 {/mm, and Vtidal — 0.6 L

The experiment was performed with FF -- 1 i I mm, jp = 10 1/mm, and Vtidal — 0.6 £ which

represents a typical parameter set in our applications The fresh gas flow FF is the parameter

determining the dominant time constant The higher this tlow the shorter the time constant.

Tidal volume Vp and the respiratory frequency Ir determine the minute volume. The minute

volume determines the exchange rate between respiratory circuit and lung. Increasing the minute

volume will decrease the dead time at the beginning of the response It will also decrease the

inspiratory / endtidal gradient. Decreasing the minute volume has the opposite effect.
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3.8 A linear model for controller and detector design

Since procedures for controller or fault detector design are much more mature for linear than

for nonlinear systems it is desirable to work with a linear system description whenever possible.

Using nonlinearity measures Derighetti [111] showed that the system is only weakly nonlinear.

This allows to work with linear model approximations instead of the nonlinear model. Linear

model approximations are usually obtained by linearizing the nonlinear system dynamics at an

equilibrium point

f(x.u) (3.100)

Derighetti further showed [111] that there is only one physiologically meaningful equilibrium point.
For the volatile anesthetic pressures this is

FF
P=P, = PR = PL =-P\. = p\

FF-Q
Pvap

A

(3.101)

This equilibrium pressure is Independent of the equilibrium of the other variables. The equilibrium
concentration for epinephrine cP and op are readily derived from equations (3.25) and (3.26).
They are

Cp =
kj\Ai
} pkb

and

ch - kAA[n
1

\PPp CO

(3.102)

(3.103)

Note that CO A f(cp). The equilibrium neural activity is given by

n-d, + à2p2 (3.104)

Finally, the equilibrium of the dynamic state associated with the baro reflex is given by

fb = 0. (3.105)

The linearized systems equations are then given by

exit)6x(t) s

Of

dx~

Sy(t) *

Ok

dx

df_\
c9uk„

Sud)

àx(î) +
(JA
du

Ôii(t). (3.106)

The structure of the different matrices Is given on the next page and the coefficients are provided
in appendix A
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The structural aspects of the linearized model can be emphasized by partitioning the system

states. This structural representation will reveal some of the properties that Derighetti implicitly
assumed. Namely the missing coupling between the partial pressure states and the states of the

stress response model. And it will help to discuss FDI aspects.

To do so let

^Gas

= .PR I

= n

P2 •

n cL

PL Pa Pv

cp

(3.107)

(3.108)

(3.109)

That is Xfi corresponds to the respiratory circuit state, xGas collects all the partial pressure states

of the volatile anesthetic, and xD collects the remaining states. The linear model description

may then be written as

"

XR A-R ApQai

xc« =z
*Gas,R A-Gas

.

*D
.

0 AD,Ga,

Pin sp ^msp.R U

Pendt — Cpndt.R Cen(ipcas
MAT 0 CMAP Gas

0

0

Ar>„

0

0

C \( 1P.D

X/7

XGa5

_

xD

Xr

X-Gas

XL-

$R 0

0 0

0 BD

\Pvap "'s

(3.110)

3.9 Bandwidth restrictions

An important characterization of a control system is the closed loop bandwidth. For observer

based controllers as we will use them in chapter 4 one important restriction for the achievable

closed loop bandwidth is introduced by the bandwidth of the model This is so since for good
closed loop control performance it it required that the bandwidth of the observer is by a factor of

2 to 3 larger than the closed loop bandwidth. The bandwidth of the model should ideally itself

have a bandwidth that is larger than the observer bandwidth. A rough upper bound for the model

bandwidth may be estimated by looking at the dynamics that were neglected in the model.

The bandwidth of the model has also consequences for FDI. Conceptually FDI is based on com¬

paring measured and predicted system outputs (see section 7.8). Faults are detected based on

the excursions in these so called residuals. Clearly, any un-modeled dynamic will also contribute

to these residual signals. Thus, the more un-modeled dynamics the less powerful a detector will

be (see also section 3.7.1).

A further restriction for the achievable closed loop bandwidth of the blood pressure control loop
is the non-minimum phase characteristic of the MAP output.

The next sections quantify these restrictions further.
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3.9.1 Un-modeled dynamics

The following list summarizes the most important un-modeled dynamics.

• Blood transport: With assumption A-10 we explicitly neglected the transportation of

blood in the large vessels. From the values provided in figure 3.7 it may be seen that the

pure transportation delay is of the order of 5-6 seconds. Since the idealizing assumptions

for compartments do not hold in reality these compartments only account for a part of the

lag introduced in the capillary bed.

• Continuous ventilation: With assumption A-9 we neglect the fact that changes vaporizer

settings do not become effective continuously. In the worst case time delays on the order

of the respiration period are introduced here.

• Lumped respiratory circuit: With the simplification A-22 we neglected the transportation

delays in the respiratory circuit. From the experiment shown in figure 3.30 it can be seen

that these delays are on the order of 20 to 30 seconds.

Considering these facts we conclude that the model is questionable above frequencies of 2 —

3 rad/min.

3.9.2 Non-minimum phase zeros

Inverse response behavior as exhibited by the MAP output shown in figure 3.29 are - in linear

systems - caused by non-minimum phase zeros [150]. That is. zeros of the transfer function from

the input (cvap) to the output (MAP) that lie in the right half plane. The pole/zero plot for

this transfer function is shown in figure 3.31. It reveals indeed a zero that lies at

.s0 = 0.0996 (3.111)

in the s-plane. A rule of thumb states that the achievable closed loop bandwidth is less than the

real part of that non-minimum phase zero, i.e.

BW < W(So). (3.112)

That is the upper bound for the bandwidth of blood pressure control is on the order of 0.1 rad/min
which requires an open loop model bandwidth of 0.3 — 0.5 rad/mm.

3.10 Conclusions

This chapter derived a physiology based dynamic MIMO model that relates the inputs 'vaporizer
concentration' and 'surgical stimulations' to the outputs 'inspired anesthetic concentration', 'en¬

dtidal anesthetic concentration', and 'mean arterial pressure' as shown in figure 3.1. Different
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Figure 3.31: Poles ('+") and zeros ('o') of the transfer function from cvap to MAP. Note that

there are a number of close pole/zero locations. This indicates a potential for model reduction.

unmodeled phenomena limit the valid frequency range to 0.5 — 3 rad/min. This restriction has

consequences for the achievable bandwidth for closed loop control as well as for the effectiveness

of fault detectors. The non-minimum phase characteristic observed for the MAP-output will

further limit the closed loop control bandwidth.

The model is of 16th order and has numerous physiological parameters. Other authors have

proposed models of lower order [503, 505, 504, 111] based on either numerical order reduction

[111] or by black box identification from experimental data [503, 505, 504]. in both cases it

becomes difficult to trace the effect of changing physical, physiological or patho-physiological
conditions on the model parameters. We therefore prefer to stay with the high order model

where these influences easily can be traced.

A final comment shall be made about the weight dependence of the system dynamics. From

any of the differential equations governing the evolution of the partial pressures in the body, i.e.

equations (3.17) to (3.21), it is possible to factor out an mA in the numerator and an m in the

denominator. The factor mA in the numerator originates from equation (3.69) and the factor m

in the denominator originates from equation (3.72). The dynamic equations consequently may
be written as

xgos = m~7ifGaAxGas) (3,113)

where we have used xGas according to equation (3.108) to combine all partial pressure states of

the body. That is, the system dynamics only weakly depend on the weight of the patient. This

explains why other authors [503, 505, 504] are able to successfully derive PK models without

introducing this weight dependency.
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Chapter 4

Control Algorithms

4.1 Introduction

In section 1.4 a broad overview about automatic control applied to anesthesia was given. In this

chapter we will first have a closer look at published controllers dealing with control of MAP or

endtidal concentrations through volatile anesthetics. In particular a valuation of Derighetti's work

will be given. The focus of this chapter, however, lies with the clinical validation of the control

algorithms developed by Derighetti in his thesis [111]. These validation results are presented in

section 4.4 for the endtidal controller and in section 4.5 for the MAP controller. Before that the

control algorithms are described in section 4.2. Up to some extensions that will be pointed out

in detail they are identical to those described in Derighetti's thesis. It will therefore be avoided

to go through every detail of the controller development process. However, enough information

is provided for reproduction of the algorithms. Section 4.3, finally, describes the supervisor logic
control introduced for the clinical validation.

4.1.1 Blood pressure regulation through volatile ether anesthetics

Control algorithms for regulation of MAP by means of volatile anesthetics have been published in

[416, 327, 329, 318, 390, 293, 459, 515, 114, 296]. Various control algorithms have been proposed
by these different authors. They include bang-bang [416], Fuzzy Logic [280, 318, 459, 515, 114],
neural networks [390], generalized predictive [296, 292], as well as classical self tuning control

[327, 329].

The use of a bang-bang controller is motivated by the relatively narrow constraints on the input
variables. If fast changes in MAP are desired this normally leads to saturation of the control

signal. The algorithm suggested in [416] uses a simple second order model to determine the

optimal switching times by means of online optimization. While the bang-bang strategy yields
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good results during transients it is less suited for quasi steady state operation. Figures 6, 7, and

8 in [416] show that the control signal is "chattering" during these phases. Nevertheless, the

authors successfully tested the control on dogs.

The arguments for Fuzzy Logic control are the classical ones. It is referred to the nonlinear

dynamics, to the inter and intra patient variability and the fact that the human anesthetist's

experience may be utilized. Similar arguments are used to motivate the use of neural networks

[390]. All authors [280, 318, 459, 293, 515, 114] use PID- or PD-like Fuzzy controllers. Derighetti

[114] suggests an interesting variation by cascading Fuzzy controllers for inspired concentration,

endtidal concentration and MAP. The authors provide different degrees of validation for their

controllers. While Linkens [278, 279, 293] uses simulation tests, others report ten [515] and more

[459] clinical trials.

The use of self tuning control is mainly motivated by inter and intra patient variability which

are said to be difficult to capture in a model [327]. The authors report 34 successful clinical

applications of their controller [329].

The group of Linkens published numerous simulation studies for the use of generalized predictive
control (GPC). It is a predictive control scheme which uses ARMAX models for prediction [90, 91].
In the first approach a unconstrained linear quadratic setup was used [281, 292]. Later constraints

on the manipulated variables were introduced [279. 296]. We feel that the explicit handling of

input constraints should be one of the main motivations for using GPC (or MPC).

4.1.2 Control of endtidal concentrations of volatile anesthetics

Applications of automatic control of endtidal concentration of anesthetics are described in [406,
450, 333, 84, 489, 477]. The suggested algorithms include open loop model based [406], heuristic

[450, 333], PI- [489], and predictive control [477].

The early open loop control application [406] uses a fifth order compartmental model to predict
the endtidal concentration. The predicted concentration is then used in the feedback control

algorithm resulting in an open loop control scheme. No details about the model nor about the

controller are provided. Acceptable performance is demonstrated in a series of animal experiments.

The heuristic controller [450, 333] also represents an early control application. The control

scheme identifies some patient characteristics during an initial uptake phase. [333] argues that

it would not be possible to derive these characteristics from patient data. Still they use the

model of Zwart et al. [524] to validate their controller. After the identification phase a modified

proportional control law is used. And after 90 breathing cycles it is switched to a Pl-like control

law. The controllers are validated in several clinical trials.

In [489] a PI controller is designed for the control of endtidal Halothane concentration. It is

validated on the model by Zwart et ai. [524] and on eight dogs [516].

Finally, [477] proposes a predictive controller with a horizon of one step. The formulation leads

to a simple linear control law. The model used for prediction is of second order and captures
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respiratory circuit and lung dynamics. The parameters of the model are estimated online and the

model is updated continuously. The algorithm was clinically validated in five dogs.

4.1.3 Control of inspiratory concentrations of volatile anesthetics

Some controllers for the inspiratory concentration of volatile anesthetics are also reported [397,
226, 104], The techniques used are PID [397], model based predictive [226], and Fuzzy Logic

[104] control.

The PID controller [397] was validated on five dogs and the Fuzzy controller [104] was validated

on 30 patients.

For the predictive control algorithm [226] a cost function based on the output prediction A:-steps
in the future is used. A formulation which leads to a simple linear feedback law. As validation

the authors provide simulation experiments.

4.1.4 Derighetti's contribution

Summarizing these publications one observes that initially Halothane or Enflurane was used and

as Isoflurane was introduced in the clinic it also came in use for automatic control applications.
It further becomes apparent that as the availability of digital computers increased more sophistic¬
ated algorithms were Introduced. But throughout the whole development process variability and

nonlinearity arguments are used to motivate control algorithms that, do not. rely on mathematical

models.

For his thesis [111] Derighetti initially also started with successful applications of fuzzy logic
control [110, 104]. However, he reports difficulties in the tuning of the controllers for performance
and their adaptation to new conditions (e.g. change from high flow to low flow anesthesia). These

difficulties motivated the use of a mathematical model with parameter that have a clear physical
or physiological interpretation. He utilizes this model to derive model predictive (MPC) and

observer based state feedback (OBSF) controllers. His contribution is thus to show in pilot
studies that controllers derived from a tailored model perform well in a clinical environment.

4.2 Control algorithms

4.2.1 Observer based state feedback controllers

The generic structure for an OBSF controller as it is used here is shown in figure 4.1. Several

augmentations to the classical state feedback with observer [235, 9] were made. First, a feed

forward term (F) is added for better setpoint tracking. Second, integral action (k,) is added
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to compensate for disturbances and modeling errors. And finally, an anti windup compensation

(k,Aw) is added to cope with the severe input constraints.
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Figure 4.1: Structure of the OBSF controller used in [111].

The tuning parameters of this controller are therefore the state feedback (K, A;,), the output

injection (L), the feed forward (F), and the anti windup compensation {kAw)- The parameters

K, k,, and L result as the solution of a linear quadratic regulator (LQR) problem. The generic
LQR problem is formulated as follows

X' \t)Qx(t)A xiT(t)Ku(t)}dt
mm /

u(/) ,/o
st. x(f)^Ax(t)A-Bu(t). (4.1)

It is well known [65] that for this problem a solution in the form of a constant state feedback

exists, i.e.

u{t) = -ATx(r) (4.2)

where K, results from solving a Riccati equation To obtain the parameters K, klt and L the two

LQR problems specified through A,B,Q, and F are suitably set up

The problem formulation for the state feedback parameters (K, /,-,) is as follows:

A--=
0 -Ci
0 A

B~=

- T

Q = C QC n - R (4.3)
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Where

C^I-Cr(cC2)~ C (4.4)

with

C-[- C,j (4.5)

and where the matrices A, B, and C refer to the standard description for LTI systems. Note

that Ci denotes the row of C which generates the controlled output ij](t). This formulation

results from requiring trajectory tracking and integral action [111, 9]. The tuning parameters for

the state feedback are thus Q, R, and 7' The integrator feedback coefficient k\ is given by

kt = /C(i) (4 6)

and the state feedback vector K is given by

K = K(2 : n -+- 1) (4.7)

The problem formulation for the output injection matrix L is as follows

A = AT B = C1

Q^pBB1 n--R. (4.8)

This formulation results form a loop transfer recovery (LTR) design [405] The output injection
matrix L is given by

L = KT (4.9)

and the tuning parameter for L are p and R

Finally, the feed forward term F is given by

F - \C(BK-A) ^p1 (4.10)

and the anti windup parameter was set

km =1 (4.11)

by Derighetti

4.2.2 Observer based state feedback control of endtidal anesthetic concentra¬

tion

In the setup for the endtidal controller the measurement vector y(/) contains the inspired and

endtidal anesthetic concentration measurement The controlled output 74(f) is of course the

endtidal concentration.
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Figure 4 2 Override control structure for MAP control

Tuning parameters chosen for the feedback design are

Q = i, R = 0 05. and 7 - 3.

The tuning parameters chosen for the observer design are

R =

i 0

0 0.1
and p - 100.

(4.12)

(4.13)

4.2.3 Observer based state feedback control of MAP with endtidal override

The structure of the MAP control algorithm is somewhat more complex than the one for the

endtidal concentration. Schematically it is shown in figure 4.2. The main MAP controller Cmap
is an OBSF controller as described in section 4 2 1 The measurement vector y[t) contains the

inspired and endtidal anesthetic concentration measurement and the mean arterial pressure. The

controlled output y\(t) is of course mean arterial pressure Tuning parameters chosen for the

feedback design are

Q = 1. R - 0 005. and y = 0.3.

And the tuning parameters chosen for the observer design are

(4.14)

R-

10 0 0

0 0 5 0

0 0 100

and p -- 100. (4.15)

For MAP control constraints have not just to be imposed on the control signal cvap(t) but also

on the endtidal concentration An upper limit c'nidl has to be imposed because a high Isoflurane
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concentration may lead to a hypotonic crisis, cardiac arrhythmias, or even cardiac arrest. To

comply with this upper limit Derighetti introduced an override controller C\n(lv This override

controller is in itself a complete OBSF controller. The minimum selector applied to the control

signals of MAP controller (Cmap) and endtidal controller (Clndt) ensures that the upper limit

clndt 's complied with. The analysis of override structures may done according to [179, 178, 248].

At least equally important, however, is that a minimum endtidal concentration clndt is guaranteed
since a low endtidal concentration may lead to light anesthesia and awareness. For the clinical

evaluation of the MAP controller we therefore also introduced an override controller (CÀendl) to

ensure a minimum endtidal concentration.

Note that in this structure each of the three controllers is a complete OBSF controller with an

observer of its own. This makes sense, since each of the observers is obtained form a system

linearization valid at a different operating point.

4.2.4 Closed loop bandwidth

An important characterization of feedback controllers is the achieved closed loop bandwidth. It

determines how fast the closed loop system is able to react to changes in the reference signal.

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 shown the frequency response plots for the closed loops of endtidal and MAP

control, respectively. The 3 dB bands are shown for reference with dashed-dotted lines.

It can be seen that the bandwidth for endtidal control is about 1 rad/min. This is only somewhat

lower than the postulated model bandwidth of about 3 rad/'min and must therefore be viewed

as an upper limit of achievable bandwidth. For MAP control two frequency responses are shown.

The dashed response corresponds to a controller obtained by utilizing the pharmacodynamic

parameters published by Derighetti. The plot shows the effect of the non-minimum phase property
which Derighetti did not model. It leads to a resonance like gain increase at about 0.3 rad/min
which leads to poor loop performance. This poor performance is documented in figure 3.25. If

the controller is designed for the non-minimum phase plant instead, the closed loop bandwidth

is reduced considerably. This case Is shown with solid lines. Note that the bandwidth of about

0.2 rad/min lies in the range of the real part of the zero location

%s{]) = 0.0996 (4.16)

as postulated in section 3.9.

4.2.5 Controller parameterization

Derighetti automated the controller design in such a way that given the relevant model parameters
the tailored controller can be computed in a couple of minutes. The procedure is implemented
in Matlab. The different steps of the design process are illustrated in figure 4.5. Sequentially
this involves the linearization of the model equations, an order reduction using the balanced
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Figure 4.4: Closed loop frequency response of the MAP controller.

truncation by Moore [330], the controller design using the LQR-LTR procedure [405], and finally
the discretization of the controller. The result is stored directly as Oberon source code files.

During the pilot study phase controllers for a patient were computed as soon as the relevant

parameters were known. This happened normally on the evening before the planned operation.
For the clinical evaluation, however, it was rather desired to have the possibility to compute the

controller online. For this the implementation of the whole design process on the target computer

in Oberon would have been one option. Only since a number of non trivial numeric steps are

involved this would have been a major challenge. It was therefore preferred to perform an a

posteriori parameterization of the controllers. For the continuous parameters FF and m this is

done by means of polynomial approximation of every individual controller parameter. And for the

discrete parameter fR a set of controllers is provided from where the appropriate one is selected

at run time (see next section). The dependency of the controllers from the tidal volume was

removed by using the common rule of thumb

rr = 0.01-m[A,9] [/]. (4.17)

These modifications allow to compute the controller parameters online without going through
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Figure 4.5: The different steps involved in the design process of the OBSF controllers.

the whole design process of figure 4.5.

4.2.6 Switching controllers

For clinical practice it is not realistic to assume that control relevant parameters stay unchanged
during an operation. In particular for the adjustment of ventilation it is occasionally necessary

to adjust the respiratory frequency. Since the respiratory frequency determines the sampling rate

of the controller a change of the respiratory frequency requires an adjustment of the controller.

For our controllers this requires a change of the controller parameters. Derighetti reports a

nice example for the effects of a misadjusted respiratory frequency (figure 7.16 in [111]). If the

parameters of the OBSF controller are changed the question remains how to initialize the states

of the observer. Derighetti suggests to update the observer with past data. That this approach
must lead to suboptimal results is illustrated in figure 4,6.

t

x(t~

evolution under

condition 9a

x(t

time

evolution under

condition 9b

Figure 4.6: The values of the states variables are the consistent information describing the system
at the instance of switching.

Assume that up to time t a system evolves under environmental conditions 0A and that these

conditions change to 6B at time t. To comply with the new environment 6B the controller

parameters are changed at time b. However, updating the observer which has been designed for

environment 8B with data collected under conditions 0± only under special circumstances (like
steady state operation) yields correct results. If we assume that the state of the system x(t) is

not able to change abruptly (which is the case for our system) then the states before (x(£~)) and

after (x(t+)) the parameter change are equal i.e. (x(f~) = x(lA)). The consistent initialization
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of the controller states is thus to transfer the values of the states of the old controller to the new

states.. A successful switching of controllers is shown in figure 4.7. Note that a switch during a

transient phase occurs without noticeable effects on the controlled output.
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Figure 4 7 Example of controller switching due to change in respiratory frequency. Up to time

tA the controller runs with a cycle time of 6 s Between / t and tB it runs with a cycle time of

5 s And after tB it again runs with a cycle time of 6 s At times 11 and tB the switching of the

controller occurs
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4.3 Supervisory logic control (SLC)

For a control engineer the pre-conditions for activating the different controllers are self-evident.

But it. is not surprising that for the anesthetist conducting the pilot studies this was not the case.

For example, while for the control engineer it is clear what parameters have to be set before

controller parameters can properly be initialized this is not necessarily the case for an anesthetist.

To ensure that all actions are only executed if the preconditions are satisfied a supervisory control

logic was implemented in the form of a finite state automaton (FSA). The diagram of this

automaton is shown in figure 4.8. According to this the system has four main states. These are

"PASSIVE", "DOSING", "ENDTCTRL", and "MAPCTRL". The characterization of these states

is as follows:

PASSIVE All the software objects are initialized and running. The monitor is

sampled every 6 seconds. The MMI is updated regularly. No com¬

mands except those required for synchronization are sent to the actu¬

ator devices. Gas flow and vaporizer are controlled manually, i.e. the

anesthetist conducts anesthesia manually and the control system only

records the data.

DOSING The electronic branch of the gas delivery is active (compare figure

2.18). That is 02- and A40-flow as well as vaporizer position are

set via the user interface panel. The control and FDI algorithms are

updated with the actual values. This allows the observer to converge

while the anesthesia is performed manually electronically by the anes¬

thetist.

ENDTCTRL The endtidal controller is active. The vaporizer is set by the controller

and no possibility to act on the vaporizer via the control panel is given.
FDI findings are checked regularly. The MAP control algorithm is

updated with the actual values. This ensures that it is possible to

switch to MAP control at any time.

MAPCTRL The MAP controller is active. The vaporizer is set by the controller

and no possibility to act on the vaporizer via the control panel is given.
FDI findings are checked regularly. The endtidal control algorithm is

updated with the actual values. This ensures that it is possible to

switch to endtidal control at any time.

Note that the states "PASSIVE" and "DOSING" could alternatively be named "READY" and

"MANUAL". To avoid confusion with the manual control mode where the anesthetist is not using
the research platform we prefer this terminology.

Orthogonal to these states are the two states "SAVING" and "NOSAVING". In the "SAVING"

mode the software runs through all the model objects (see figure 2.10 for reference) and sends

any available datum to the host computer where it is written to a file. It may be activated in
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controller application.
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any of the four main states.

The "BOOTED" state is special. It can only be entered from the outside so to speak and it is a

transient state that is entered exactly once. The system is in this state as the target computer

has booted. In this state all the software modules have been loaded but only the FSA process is

running. This state also implies that the host computer has successfully booted since the target

is requesting its bootfile from the host computer

The transitions between the different modes are triggered by events. Typically these are external

events resulting from commands issued via the control panel. In combination with fault tolerant

control (see chapter 7) these events may alternatively be triggered by fault events. Certain

transitions are only possible if the corresponding preconditions are satisfied. Some transitions

also execute an action. E.g. during the transition from "PASSIVE" to "DOSING" the magnetic
valve (see figure 2.18 for reference) is switched from the manual dosing to the electronic dosing
branch. Using the notation from [404] such a transition is formally written as

event[cond?.twn] : action. (4.18)

The meaning of the command events and the transition actions of the FSA in figure 4.8 are clear

from their naming. The transitions conditions, however, require some discussion. They will be

given here in mathematical form in one to one correspondence to how they are implemented in

Oberon.

FlowsSet^ FatalFlowSct A 02FhwSet A AgasConcSet (4.19)

The interpretation of this equation is also clear from the naming of the variables. The condition

EndtCtrlReady is given by

EndtCtrl Ready = Cont rollerInitialized A Obsei verReadi/ A EndtBeferenceSet.

(4.20)

where ObserverReady denotes the condition that the observer error has to have converged

sufficiently before the controller may be switched on. The ControllerInitial/zed condition is

"TRUE" after the execution of the initialization command

lnit[FaramSct] FutControllcrs. (4.21)

Here Param Set denotes the condition that the parameters m, FF, and fp have to be specified
before the controller parameters can be computed using the polynomial approximations. Finally.

MAPCtrlReady = Controllerlnitmhzcd A ObierocrReady A MAPRefSet

AUpEndtRcfSet A LoicEndtRcfSet A FallbackEndtSet

A FpEndlCtrlReady A LowEndtCtrlReady. (4.22)

This condition means that all three controllers in the override structure have to be ready before

MAP control may be started. Note that UpEndtCtrlReady and LowEndtCtrlReady are

conditions analogously to condition (4 20). Of course all necessary reference values have to be

specified. The fallback endtidal reference is not used yet. It will play a role for fault tolerant

control (see section 7.7.2).
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Group A

(manual control first)
Group B

(automatic control first)
Sex

# Male 7 5 NS

# Female 4 6 NS

Age (yr) 40.18 ± 17.41 53.64 ± 14.21 NS

Weight (kg) 75.64 ± 17.33 70.36 ± 14.35 NS

Duration of Surgery (min) 233.64 ± 121.94 204.09 ± 63.95 NS

Table 4.1: Patient characteristics and average durations of surgery. NS denotes a statistically
not significant difference between the two groups. Age, body weight and duration of surgery

were compared by using Student's t-test [423, 395] after data were tested for normal distribution.

Normality of distribution was tested by using the Kolmogorov- Smirnov test [423, 395]. Sex was

compared by using the Fisher Exact Test [423, 395].

4.4 Clinical evaluation of the endtidal controller performance

4.4.1 Patients

After approval by the institutional ethical committee, and after having obtained written, informed

consent from each, 22 ASA physical status I to 111 patients (see e.g. [332] for a definition of ASA

classes) undergoing elective surgical procedures (neurosurgery, ear-nose-throat (ENT) surgery,

abdominal and orthopedic surgery) were studied. Exclusion criteria were: history of coronary

artery disease, poorly controlled arterial hypertension. The patients were premedicated with

lorazepam 1-2 mg orally 30 minutes prior to induction of anesthesia. Anesthesia was induced

with fentanyl (2 pg/kg) and thiopental (3-5 mg/kg). The trachea was intubated after muscle

relaxation with vecuronium (0.1 mg/kg). Additional doses of vecuronium were given to maintain

0-2 responses of TOF stimulation at the ulnar nerve. After tracheal intubation, controlled

ventilation was adjusted to maintain the endtidal carbon dioxide at 4.5%
,
and anesthesia was

maintained with 70% N20 in oxygen, Isoflurane and boluses of fentanyl (1-2 pg/kg) as necessary.

After tracheal Intubation the fresh gas flow was set to 6 l/min. Ten minutes later the flow was

reduced to 1 l/min and at the end of the surgery reset to 6 l/min in both groups, The

control system was started after the beginning of the operation. An equilibration period of 5

min was allowed for convergence of the observer before step changes of the endtidal Isoflurane

concentration were performed. Anesthesia was conducted by experienced anesthestists (more
than two years of special training) only. These anesthetists were responsible for all aspects of

anesthesia including the tracking of the endtidal reference changes in the manual phase.

The patients were randomly (by lot) assigned to one of the two following treatment groups for

the first phase of anesthesia. Group A patients were anesthetized using manual adjustment of

the concentration of Isoflurane. Group B patients were anesthetized using an automatic feedback

control system to adjust the endtidal Isoflurane concentration. In both groups, the anesthetist

was asked to perform four step changes of the target endtidal Isoflurane concentration, either

manually or by setting the target value for the feedback controller. Before the first step change
and after each following step, an equilibration period of approximately 10 min was allowed for
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maintaining a constant endtidal concentration. The endtidal target concentration was increased

in two steps (plus 0.3 and 0.6 % vol) and decreased in two steps (minus 0.3 and 0.6 % vol) in

each patient. The sequence of the four step changes was chosen by the anesthetist, according
to the need of the intraoperative situation, but the chosen step change had to be kept, for a

minimal equilibration period of 10 min. If the mean arterial blood pressure decreased more

than 20% after an increasing step-change, a single dose of ephedrine (5 mg iv) was allowed

or an equivalent decreasing step-change of the endtidal Isoflurane concentration was sought. If

the mean arterial pressure increased more than 20% after a decreasing step-change, additional

amounts of fentanyl (1-2 pg/kg) were allowed. After this first phase of four step changes, the

method of adjusting the endtidal Isoflurane concentration was switched in a crossover manner

in the second phase, i.e. patients randomized to Group A (manual control) were now assigned
to the automatic feedback control system for the following four step changes, and vice versa for

Group B patients.

4.4.2 Performance evaluation

There is no common agreement on what measure should be used to evaluate the performance
of automatic controllers in anesthesia. A list of possible criteria is given in [182]. In view of this

control performance of manual and automatic control was compared based on the ability to track

step changes in the target endtidal Isoflurane concentration in terms of the following criteria:

PC-1 rise time: For increasing step changes: time required from 10% to 90% of the step height
(e.g. for an increasing step change of 0.6%, from 0.5% to 1.1%, the rise time would be

defined as the time to reach 1.04% from 0.56%) For decreasing step changes: time required
from 10%o to 90% of the step height (e.g. for a decreasing step change of 0.3%). from 0.8%

to 0.5%), the rise time would be defined as the time to reach 0.53% from 0.77%)

PC-2 maximum overshoot: Maximum amount the system output overshoots or undershoots

its target value, expressed as a percentage of the step height. Observation starts after the

target value has been reached for the first time.

PC-3 regulation performance: Deviation of the measured endtidal Isoflurane concentration

from the target value, expressed as percentage frequency distributions of the deviation

measured - desired of the endtidal Isoflurane concentration. Observation starts after the

target value has been reached for the first time.

PC-4 number of changes of the vaporizer setting: Only changes > 0.05 vol% were recorded.

In the manual phase this criterion gives a measure for how much attention the anesthetist

must pay to the control task. Comparing the number for manual control to the number

for automatic control gives an indication on how much additional wear of the actuator

is introduced by automatic control. Note that for automatic control this value will be

influenced by two factors, the measurement noise and the actual control movements.
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4.4.3 Results

There were no significant differences between the two groups with respect to sex, age, weight
and duration of surgery (table 4.1). In both groups, two patients had only one series of step

changes studied because the operation was finished early. The remaining 18 patients were studied

following the protocol, i.e. they all had 4 step changes performed in the manual as well as the

automatic mode. Thus a total of 80 step changes were analyzed in each group.

The statistical evaluation of the experiments are summarized in tables 4.2 and 4.3. Representative

recordings of experiments are shown in figures 4,9 to 4.12,

From tables 4.2 and 4.3 we see that the performance of the feedback control was superior to

the manual control in terms of overshoot and regulation performance, with increasing as well as

decreasing step changes. The response time for the increasing step changes was shorter in the

automatic mode for the larger steps only, but for the smaller steps it was shorter in the manual

mode. The response time for the decreasing step changes was not statistically different between

the two groups. The automatic control of the endtidal Isoflurane concentration resulted in higher
numbers of changes of the vaporizer setting, for increasing as well as decreasing step changes

(only with decreasing steps of 0.6 vol% the difference was not statistically significant).

From visual inspection of the results presented in figures 4.9 to 4.12 it is not reasonable to assume

that the larger number of vapor changes for automatic control is only due to noise. It is rather

conjectured that the superior control performance is achieved at the expense of more control

moves.

From a control engineering point of view it is interesting to notice the asymmetry in the response

to positive and negative steps. It is a consequence of the asymmetry in the available control input.

Symmetric responses are only obtained when negative steps start at relatively high concentrations

like in figure 4.12.

A final comment shall be made concerning the handling of the input constraints. In section 4.2

it was mentioned that the control algorithms needed special anti-windup measures to cope with

the severe input constraints. Note now that the anesthetists seem to have problems with these

input constraints also. This appears very clearly towards the end of both negative steps shown

in figure 4.9 but is also present in figures 4.10 and 4.12.
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4 0.3 vol % step change 4 0.6 vol % step change
automatic

control

manual

control

automatic

control

manual

control

rise time (sec) 116 ± 20*
1 X 1 \J T" 149 ± 32* 205 ± 57*

maximum overshoot (%) 19.8 ± 3.7* 30.7 ± 13.2* 14.7 ± 3.7 18 ± 8.1

regulation performance
<-0.25 % 0 0 0 0

>-0.25% - < -0.15 % 0 0 0 0.51 ± 1.34

>-0.15% - 4-0.05 % 0.12 ± 0,37* 10.53 ± 16.20* 1.4 4 2.31* 12.93 az 11.11*

>-0.05% - <+0.05 % 95.53 ± 4.93* 81.61 ± 18 04* 87 89 ± 6.85* 79.49 ± 14,50*

>+0.05% - 440.15 % 4.35 ± 4.97 7.44 ± 7.32 10.7 ± 6.11 7.02 4 9.30

>+0.15% - < 40.25 % 0 0.41 ± 1.31 0 0.06 ± 0.25

++0.25 % 0 0 0 0

number of changes
of vaporizer setting

49.9 ± 7.4* 14.7 ± 13.9* 66.3 ± 11.9* 14.4 ± 7.7*

Table 4.2: Increasing step changes. The numerical variables in the two groups were compared
by paired t-test when data were normally distributed, otherwise the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test

[395] was used. A P value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Differences that have

been found statistically significant are marked with *.

- 0.3 vol % step change - 0.6 vol % step change
automatic

control

manual automatic
, i .

control | control

manual

control

rise time (sec) 248 ± 169 320 ± 260 485 4- 230 492 ± 190

maximum overshoot (%) 9.5 4 3.3* 14.2 + 6.3* 4.8 4 1.7* 72 4 4.1*

regulation performance
< - 0.25 % 0 0 0 0

>-0.25% - < -0.15 % 0 0 0

>-0.15% - 4-0,05 % 0.14 + 0 60 2 92 + 665 0 h0.43 ± 1.43

>-0.05% - 4+0.05 % 99.86 ± 0.60* ! 92.98 ± 9.40* 99.89 i 0.49 97.03 ± 7.39

>+0.05% - 4+0.15 % 0 4.1 ± 7.56 0.11 4 0.49 2.54 + 6.79

>+0.15% - 4+0.25 % 0 0 0 0

4+0.25 % 0 0 0 0

number of changes
of vaporizer setting

20.2 ± 14.3* 8.7 ± 6.2* 12.7 ± 7.7 9.6 ± 4.1

Table 4.3: Decreasing step changes. The numerical variables in the two groups were compared
by paired t-test when data were normally distributed, otherwise the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test

[395] was used. A P value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Differences that have
been found statistically significant are marked with *.
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Figure 4 9 Comparison of manual/automatic control of the endtidal Isoflurane concentration

(experiment Jan 01 1999) Automatic control starts at minute 95 This example shows a very

poor and "nervous" human control performance. The recording also illustrates the difficulties

of the anesthetist to handle the severe input constraints This is indicated by the bumps in the

endtidal concentration towards the end of the negative steps during manual control.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of automatic/manual control of the endtidal Isoflurane concentration

(experiment Sep 22 1998). Manual control starts at minute 85. This example shows nicely a

certain training effect of the anesthetist In performing the first step change the anesthetist does

not open the vaporizer long enough resulting in slow response. For the second step the anesthetist

opens the vaporizer longer. Resulting in a comparably fast response.
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Figure 4 11 Comparison of automatic/manual control of the endtidal Isoflurane concentration

(experiment Oct 21 1998) Automatic control ends at minute 67 This example shows one of
the best manual control examples
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Figure 4 12 Comparison of manual/automatic control of the endtidal Isoflurane concentration

(experiment Jan 12 1999) Automatic control starts at minute 88 This example also demon¬

strates a training effect of the anesthetist Namely during the first step the vaporizer concentration

is reduced too early The same 'mistake is not made during the second step It further shows

automatic control performance for a different sequence of steps than the previous examples
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4.5 Clinical evaluation of the MAP controller performance

4.5.1 Study protocol

For the evaluation of the performance of the MAP controller a similar study is in progress. That

is forty ASA-class I to III patients aged 20 to 65 (see e.g. [332] for a definition of ASA classes),
scheduled for elective abdominal, orthopedic, thoracic or neuro-surgery, are enrolled in the study
after written informed consent. Exclusion criteria are a history of coronary artery disease or

uncontrolled arterial hypertension (diastolic blood pressure > 100 mmHg). Patients receive

1 — 2.5 mg lorazepam one hour before induction of anesthesia. After arrival in the OR patients
are monitored with ECG, arterial blood pressure using an intravenous catheter inserted in the

radial artery (usually of the non-dominant arm), and pulse oxymetry. After intubation endtidal

CO2 and volatile anesthetics are measured at the Y-piece using a Datex Capnomac monitor.

Anesthesia is induced with propofol with a dosage according to the desire of the anesthetist in

charge. A continuous infusion of the short acting opioid alfentanil is initiated using the Stanpump

program to obtain a plasma target concentration of 100 ng/ml supplemented with a bolus of

400pig for the intubation. After intubation, the feedback control system is started but just for

data acquisition in order to start convergence process of the observers. Anesthesia is maintained

with alfentanil 100ng/ml target concentration, vecuronium according to clinical requirements, and

feedback controlled Isoflurane in oxygen at 1 l/mm fresh-gas flow. Two ml/kg/h of Ringer's
lactate are infused as a basis infusion, supplemented with additional Ringer's lactate, colloids

and/or blood according to clinical needs. If total blood loss exceeds 1.5 f (or approximately 30%
of blood volume), the study is stopped. The patients are initially ventilated at a frequency of

10 mm~y and tidal volumes of 10 ml /kg, the frequency being adjusted to obtain normoventilation

(endtidal PCO2 of approximately 35 mmHg). The blood pressure measured at the arrival of

the patient in the OR is used as target blood pressure value. The patients are randomly (by
drawing a lot) assigned to an initial phase with either feedback - controlled blood pressure or with

manually controlled blood pressure. After ten minutes allowed for convergence of the observers,
feedback control or manual control is started When an endtidal Isoflurane concentration of

less than 0.4 vol% is required, the alfentanil continuous infusion is decreased so that the target
concentration drops by 25 ng/ml and five minutes are allowed for adaptation before the next

adjustment of the alfentanil target concentration is made. If endtidal Isoflurane is again higher
than 0.5 vol%, the alfentanil target concentration is again set to L00 ng/ml. The same is done

reciprocally when an Isoflurane concentration of higher than 1.5 vol% would be needed, then

the alfentanil target concentration is increased by 25 ng/ml After 60 minutes of observation,
the control mode is switched from feedback control to manual control and vice versa. The

performance will be evaluated based on the following criteria.

- Duration of periods with mean arterial blood pressure within a bandwidth of target control

blood pressure 10%).

- Duration of periods with blood pressure measurements that are higher or lower than 20 %
of the desired target blood pressure.

- Number of changes of infusion rate of alfentanil infusion and mean of alfentanil infusion
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rate.

- Artifact handling: artifacts in the measurement of blood pressure (e.g. blood sampling,

calibration) and gas measurement (disconnection of the sampling line, calibration) are

observed and the ability of the supervisor system to detect and eliminate them is determined.

- Number and type of critical incidents in both groups. These are periods with MAP <

65 mmHg or systolic BP > 160 mmHg or 77/4 > 110 bpm,.

Besides the evaluation of controller performance the benefit of automatic control in the daily
routine will be evaluated. To analyze the structure and characteristics of the anesthesiologist's

job, human factor techniques such as task analysis and workload assessment will be used and

the results will be compared between the two modes of MAP control, manual and automatic.

Methodology used could consist of the following: time-motion analysis (to generate quantitative
measures such as task duration and task density), secondary task probing and subjective workload

assessment.

4.5.2 Results

Since the study is still in progress no statistical evaluation can be provided and only example
trials are shown in figures 4.13 to 4.15.

For all the figures the upper most plot shows the reference and actual MAP signals. The second

plot shows the vaporizer signal. The third plot shows the endtidal concentration along whit the

corresponding upper and lower limit. The lowest plot shows the active controller. A value of —1

denotes the lower endtidal controller, a value of +1 denotes the upper endtidal controller and 0

denotes the MAP controller being active.

Figure 4.13 is the recording of an automatic control application during a liver surgery. Between

periods of good regulation performance an episode with a heavy surgical stimulation occurs. To

compensate for this disturbance an endtidal concentration larger than cPndt would be required.
Which activates the upper endtidal override controller. During the period of good regulation the

MAP controller is dominating. The controller successfully compensates for disturbances occurring
at minute 38, 89, and 94.
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Figure 4.13: Recording of an automatic MAP regulation application during a liver surgery, (ex¬
periment Aug 20 1999). No manual control phase was included in this pilot study. Note the

successful compensation of "light" disturbances occurring at minutes 38, 89, and 94.
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The experiment shown in figure 4.14 was conducted during an ENT surgery. Here a manual

and an automatic regulation period are compared. Up to minute 192 anesthesia was conducted

manually (in the "PASSIVE" mode). The reason for not conducting the manual control in the

"DOSING" mode was that for the workload study no artificial element was desired. From minute

192 to minute 210 manual control was conducted in the "DOSING" mode to allow fro the

convergence of the observer. At minute 210 automatic control starts. This manual control phase
is dominated by a heavy disturbance and an episode of good regulation. Due to the potentially
different disturbance profiles it is not possible to compare the regulation performance based on

a single trial. Note that from the plot showing the endtidal concentrations it seems that the

controller tends to make more use of the bandwidth of allowed endtidal concentrations.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of manual and automatic regulation of MAP during ENT surgery (ex¬
periment Jan 20 2000). Automatic control starts at minute 210.
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Figure 4.15 shows a comparison of manual and automatic control during an ENT surgery also. The

operation began with a phase of heavily stimulating preparations inside the mouth. Then there

was a 20 minutes pause until skin was opened at minute 138. It can be seen that the controller

is doing a fairly good job in compensating for the blood pressure increase after beginning of the

operation. It makes thereby use of the total allowed span of endtidal concentrations. During the

pause a very nice example of an active lower endtidal controller is shown. After skin incision it is

switched to manual control at minute 138.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of automatic and manual control during ENT surgery (experiment Jan

26 2000). Manual control starts at minute 137.
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4.6 Conclusions

The extensive clinical validation of the endtidal controller lets us conclude that model base control

of endtidal Isoflurane concentration is feasible and superior to manual control in a clinical envir¬

onment. The procedure for artifact suppression which will be discussed in chapter 6 successfully
handled all artifacts that occurred during the study. A limiting factor in the application turned

out to be the observer. That is several minutes are required for the observer to converge before

automatic control may be started.

For the model based MAP controller less definite statements are possible. From the several

successful experiments we draw the following conclusions. The controller is successfully able to

compensate for "light" disturbances as shown in figure 4.13. The limited control action and

the fast disturbance dynamics seriously limit the ability to compensate "heavy" disturbances.

These limitations also apply for manual control. Therefore we expect that the difference between

manual and automatic control is less pronounced than for endtidal control. An intuitive way for

improving blood pressure regulation is to provide the controller with advance information about

major future disturbances like skin incision. A case study exploring this potential is provided in

appendix B.



Chapter 5

Supervisor Structure

This short chapter serves two purposes. First, it outlines what supervision in the context of this

thesis means. And second it will outline the content and scope of the next chapters.

5.1 Structure outline

The classical notion of supervisory control theory was introduce by Ramadge and Wohnham

[384, 385]. It is meant as a formal framework for analyzing discrete event, systems at a logic
level. Although continuous extensions to the theory are added [250, 253] it still hasn't found its

way to broad application. Some reasons for this are discussed in [14]. Often control of discrete

event systems (DES) and hybrid systems are generally referred to as supervisory control. Analysis
and control thereby is addressed by different, methods like petri nets [252], graphchart [11], or

lattice theory [94].

A special class of hybrid systems are fault tolerant control systems (see chapter 7). In this context

supervisor logic refers to a function that receives fault detection and isolation information and

which determines and executes corrective remedial actions [224]. The definition of supervision in

[45] is somewhat narrower in the sense that the supervisor problem addresses the redefinition of

control objectives in case of faults. Supervisors for FTC systems are normally designed without

the rigorous mathematical framework of supervisory control theory. Rather engineering common
sense is used.

Our understanding of a supervisor very much aligns with the interpretation common in fault

tolerant control [224]. It includes some additional aspects, however. These different aspects are

illustrated in figure 5.1 and will be discussed next.

According to the figure the supervisor functionality may be understood as the sum of all the

necessary functions that have to be "wrapped" around the basic feedback control algorithms
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Figure 5.1: The different ingredients of the supervisor for automatic control applications in

anesthesia.

to make the controllers routinely applicable in the OR. Martin [303] also uses the term "safety
shell". Four main layers can be identified.

D Input and output conditioning: This layer is the most process oriented layer and it

is therefore drawn as the lowest layer. Entering the anesthesia system the measurements

pass an input conditioning stage. This task includes any preprocessing of the signals,
such as filtering, selection of the most trusted one out of a set of multiple measurements,

and in particular the rejection of measurement artifacts. Leaving the system the control

signals pass through a comparable output conditioning stage. Typical tasks of this post

processing stage are. shaping of test inputs for FDI, the min-max selection of an override

controller or the manual/automatic selection, etc. The strict separation of input/output

conditioning and control algorithms is not always unique. This is for example the case for

the artifact tolerant controllers or the override selection. Consider for example the artifact

rejection problem. In chapter 6 different approaches to the problem will be discussed. In

particular signal based and model based approaches will be distinguished. For the signal
based approaches artifact rejection represents a (nonlinear) filtering block clearly separated
from the controllers. For the model based approach presented in section 6.4 this is not the

case since the output injection represents an integral part of the OBSF controller. Only
its nonlinear modification is introduced because of the artifacts. Similar reasoning may be

deployed concerning the min-max selection of the control signals.

C Process information: This represents the sum of all data available about the state of the

process including for example controller states. Typically this information is stored in data

bank. From there it Is accessed for storage or to be displayed. In our architecture (recall
chapter 2) this function is provided by the model objects.
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B Algorithmic layer: This incorporates feedback controllers, supervisor logic control (SLC),
fault detection and isolation (FDI) algorithms, as well as decision support functions. The

separation into a layer Bl and B2 separates dynamic and logic control. The SLC (see also

section 4.3) may be viewed as the core of the supervisor. It fuses the available information

from the surrounding blocks into a discrete state (also mode) of the system with well

defined activities and transition conditions. FDI functions are responsible for detecting-
faults in the system. This may include equipment faults like disconnected sensors or leaks.

But also the detection of critical physiological patient states like excessive blood loss is

handled here. If the FDI results directly lead to events that cause mode transitions of the

SLC the classical fault tolerant control setup is implemented. Alternatively the FDI results

may only be communicated to the anesthetist along with suggestions for mode transitions.

The FTC feedback loop may be viewed as being closed manually in this case. This strategy

will be explored during the test phase of FTC. Only after successful completion of tests

in this assistance mode the FTC feedback loop will be closed automatically. FTC aspects

are discussed in chapter 7. The FDI results are communicated via the HMI anyway. In

contrast to FDI decision support (DC) does not interact with the state automaton but it

rather makes suggestions to the anesthetist on how to optimize the anesthetic procedure. It

provides information that can not directly be read off from monitors. Typical examples are

the estimated time required for the patient to wake up after termination of drug application,
the estimated concentration of anesthetics in the brain or awareness monitoring [12].

A Human machine interface (HMI): This is the most, user oriented layer and is therefore

drawn as the top layer of the supervisor structure. Every information from the system to

the operator (anesthetist) and vice versa has to pass through the HMI. The HMI is typically

implemented by a graphical user interface (GUI) but any acoustic alarm is also part of the

HMI. Details about the HMI are discussed in chapter 8.

Note that all these functions are found in similar form in similar structure in any process control

system.

Of these ingredients artifact tolerant control aspects are discussed in chapter 6. Fault tolerant

control will be discussed in chapter 7. Decision support functions will briefly be discussed in

section 5.4. Finally, details on the HMI will be described in chapter 8.

5.2 Supervisor applications in anesthesia

Supervisor aspects in anesthesia are not only discussed in connection with control applications.
It is also an independent area of interest for monitoring in anesthesia.

An important reason is that the current alarm situation of general anesthesia workplaces is

unsatisfactory [415, 482, 51, 352]. In an extensive recent study [51] it was found that many

clinicians turn off alarms to avoid the annoyance of frequent false alarms. [383, 353] also reports
a high rate of nuisance and false alarms. The problem is attributed to the fact that every

physiologically relevant signal (e.g. heart rate or blood pressure) is treated isolated in terms of
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alarm limit setting and alarm generation [447]. Often not even sufficient artifact detection is

implemented [447, 33]. As a consequence several authors postulate a systems approach to the

monitoring problem [33, 34, 360, 488, 164, 338, 447, 352]. This means instead of processing

and monitoring individual signals the correlation among the different physiological variables and

in particular drug application should be taken into account. [447] sums this up by: "From signal
to patient-state monitoring". Different techniques to tackle this problem are suggested. [415]

proposes a knowledge based system, [359], [488], [338] and [448] use an artificial neural network,

[467] uses Fuzzy learning of expert rules, [451] and [352] propose expert systems. The use of

mathematical models, however, has not been explored in this context so far.

The need for supervisor functionality for automatic control application in anesthesia has clearly
been recognized by a number of researchers. However, the maturity to which the supervisors have

been developed differ greatly. Some authors declare it as subjects of future research [159, 254]
while others have implemented supervisor functionality [307, 304, 305]. The overview articles

[355, 220, 497] also address supervisor aspects. But they only briefly outline what the authors

think were necessary supervisor functions. [156], [303] and [304] also provide a collection of

requirements. The list of tasks includes

ST-1 rejection of measurement artifacts

ST-2 generation of probing signals

ST-3 limit the control signals

ST-4 adapt controllers

ST-5 supervise adaptation

ST-6 detect critical patient conditions

These tasks may all be allocated to one of the supervisor function blocks in figure 5.1. So

while the cited publications list the requirements in a unstructured list figure 5.1 puts them in a

consistent order.

5.3 Artifacts and faults

In the next two chapters procedures for handling artifacts and faults will be discussed. It is

therefore necessary to distinguish faults and artifacts with the following definitions.

Definition 5.3.1 Artifacts are normally occurring situations which temporarily make the nominal

system description appear to be invalid.

Definition 5.3.2 Faults are abnormal situations which permanently invalidate the nominal sys¬

tem description.
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Examples for both will be given in chapters 6 and 7, respectively. Note the following about these

definitions.

Definition 5.3.1 is narrower than what is broadly encountered In literature. In particular aliasing
effects [428], respiration artifacts in the blood pressure signal [270, 13, 85], power line interference

[218], or "ringing" artifacts In catheter manometers [64] are not covered by this definition. They

all represent signals contaminated by another (periodic) signal and are easily treated with linear

notch or anti aliasing filters.

Since artifacts represent normal operating conditions and since the system description is only

temporarily invalid the control system - in contrast to faults or disturbances - must not react to

artifacts. Except perhaps by giving an artifact indication signal.

According to definition 5.3.2 (see also [223]) failures must be viewed as a subset of faults. While

in case of a failure a device fails to operate completely [223] it might only fail to operate according

to the specifications in case of a fault.

It has not yet been specified what "temporary" means in the context of definition 5.3.1. In

chapter 6 typical artifacts will be shown. There normal duration is on the order of 10 to 30

seconds. In extreme cases blood sampling artifacts and calibration artifacts can last up to two

minutes (see figures 6.3 and 6.17, respectively). In view of this anything of duration less than

two minutes is considered temporary. And any "artifact" of duration of more than two minutes

will be treated as a fault by the SLC.

5.4 Comments on decision support

We have mentioned the estimation of the time required to wake up and the estimation of the

brain concentration of anesthetics as typical decision support functions. No separate chapter will

be devoted to this subject only some comments are made here.

The estimation of the "wake-up-time'' requires PK models for the drugs that have an influence

on the wake-up-time. That is, using the PK models it is possible to predict the decay of drug
concentrations after termination of drug application. Wake up is then predicted when the drug
combination transgresses a "wake-up-limit". With Isoflurane as a single agent our PK model

would allow to estimate the wake-up-time. However, generally a combination of agents is used.

And in particular in combination with opioids the wake-up-time depends to a great extent on the

concentration of the opioids. This aspect of decision support is therefore not further explored in

this thesis.

In section 3.7.1 we have shown that a good prediction of brain partial pressure with our model

may be obtained. The estimate for the "brain concentration" may thus for example be taken

form the observer used for FDI (see section 7.8.6).
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Chapter 6

Artifact Folerant Control

This chapter first discusses effects of artifacts on the controlled system. Then sources of artifacts

that are important in the Isoflurane-MAP control context are studied. And then the different

means of treating the artifact problem are provided. Finally, several examples of successfully

suppressed artifacts are documented.

6.1 Motivational Example

The need for artifact treatment in automatic control applications during anesthesia has been

recognized by several authors [403, 391, 156], It is best illustrated with an example like the one

shown in figure 6.1. Here a model based endtidal controller is supposed to lower endtidal Iso¬

flurane concentrations from 1.3% to 0.7% as indicated by the dashed line. During this maneuver

an automatic calibration of the monitor occurs during which a zero value is provided for the

concentration measurement. This sudden change in the controlled output causes the controller

to fully open the vaporizer. Although the artifact terminates after 20 s still enough Isoflurane

has been supplied to the system to considerably overshoot and prolong the maneuver. Very nice

examples of untreated artifacts are also shown in Derighetti's thesis [111] (page 177).

The situation illustrated In figure 6.1 represents a deterioration of the controller performance but

a situation is not critical for the patient here. However, artifacts in blood pressure controllers

might lead to a critical decrease of blood pressure. A very nice example of such critical transients

is documented by Fukui and Musuzawa in [156]. Luckily we are not able to document such a

situation.

Note also that the artifact is not just of interest with respect to automatic control applications.
The problem also needs to be addressed for monitoring [482, 470] or record keeping purposes

[319, 373].
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Figure 6.1: Example of an untreated artifact occurring during automatic control of endtidal

anesthetic concentration.

6.2 Sources of artifacts

Recalling the MIMO system description figure 3 1, artifacts in gas concentration and blood

pressure measurements must be distinguished. The different sources of artifacts in either of the

measurements are discussed next.

6.2.1 Artifacts in invasive blood pressure measurements

Before listing and discussing the different artifacts in the blood pressure signal the measurement

set up for invasive blood pressure monitoring should briefly be described. It will help to understand

the effects of certain routine manipulations on the measured blood pressure signal. A more

detailed introduction to invasive blood pressure monitoring may be found in [163, 468, 174].
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Figure 6.2 shows a schematic drawing of the system. During normal operation the positions of

valves number Valve 1 and Valve 2 are such that the arterial blood pressure is measured by the

transducer. Valve 4 is closed and the position of Valve 3 is such that the whole system is flushed

with a constant rate of about 3ml/h with a physiological /VaC7-solution (0.9% NaCl). The

purpose of this flushing is to prevent the catheter from clogging. This steady flow is supplied

by a container that contains physiological A^aCV-solution which is maintained at a pressure of

300'mmHg through a cuff similar to the one used for non-invasive blood pressure measurements.

A nozzle is mounted to control the flow. Switching from this normal operation mode to an

exceptional operation mode typically leads to an artifact in the blood pressure signal. The most

important ones will be discussed next. Note that due to the control cycle the signals are sampled

at ten seconds intervals.

Faking arterial blood samples

The arterial catheter inserted for invasive blood pressure measurement is usually also used to

sample arterial blood if such samples are desired. To do so the position of Valve 1 is changed
such that arterial blood can be sampled from the catheter. Since the steady flow for flushing is

interrupted pressure builds up in the upper part of the system. The pressure build up approximately
follows an exponential with final value equal to the reservoir pressure. Such a blood sampling
artifact is shown in figure 6.3. Taking a blood sample normally takes about 30 seconds. This

example has an unusually long duration which might be due to a distraction of the anesthetist.

It is difficult to provide a rate of occurance for this type of artifact because it heavily depends
on the surgery. For some types of surgeries there might no samples to be taken while for others

(e.g. for research purposes) blood samples are to be taken periodically.

Flushing the catheter system

The continuous flushing of the system with about 3ml/h is usually sufficient to prevent the

catheter from clogging, however there might be occasions where is not. For such cases Valve

4 provides a possibility to flush the system with a high flow rate of about 1500ml/h. In that

case the transducer will of course measure the container pressure minus the pressure drop across

the nozzle. The duration of such a flush procedure can vary. It depends on the anesthetist's

judgment on what is needed to clean the catheter. Some characteristics are however common

for these kind of artifacts. The signal typically rises rapidly to about 200mmHg and at the end

of the flush procedure the signal undershoots which is due to the fact, that the system behaves

like a weakly damped oscillator. Figure 6.3 shows a possible artifact pattern where a flushing of

the catheter is performed prior to blood sampling.

Calibration

Calibration of the measuring system can be done during normal operation. This might be neces¬

sary if the measurements are not trusted for some reason. To do this Valve 3 is changed such
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Figure 6.6: Typical artifact occurring during
calibration.

that the normal environmental air pressure is measured by the transducer. In that case the blood

pressure signal drops to zero. Calibration takes about 30 seconds like the one shown in figure
6.6.

Switch to central venous pressure (CVP) monitoring

The pressure transducers are disposable devices. They therefore represent a non negligible cost

factor. To reduce the number of pressure transducers required blood pressure monitoring systems

are set up such that a single transducer may be used to measure arterial as well as central venous

pressure. This is done by changing the position of Valve 2
. During CVP measurement the

pressure signal drops to about 3 — V2mmHg. A typical episode is shown in figure 6.4.
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Bumps

If during normal operation someone bumps against the transducer system strong oscillations on

the blood pressure signal can be observed. Sampling such a "bumpy" episode every ten seconds

might produce a signal like the one given in figure 6.5.

6.2.2 Other complications and faults in invasive monitoring systems

Clogging of the catheter

Clogging of the catheter happens rather slowly and is therefore difficult to detect. Typical signs for

clogging are slowly drifting measurements or a smoothened blood pressure signal [259]. Clogging
does not fall into the category of artifacts according to our definition 5.3.1 since it represents a

permanent phenomenon. More precisely we consider it a fault. It will thus be dealt with in the

next section.

Changing the level of the transducer mounting

The transducer may not be mounted at the correct level and might have to be adjusted during
anesthesia. This will result in a sudden and permanent change of the mean arterial blood pressure.

For these events no action is required since it is after the occurance of this manipulation that the

correct MAP values are obtained.

Air bubble trapped in the catheter system

Air bubbles are usually introduced by inadequate handling of the system. Due to the compress¬

ibility of the air they lead to a weakly damped transmission of the pulse waves [163, 174]. Note

that air bubbles which do not yet represent a threat to the patient still affect the transmission

properties. Since they also represent permanent changes they also fall into the class of faults

rather than artifacts.

6.2.3 Artifacts in concentration measurements

For the measurement signal of the anesthetic inspired and exspired concentration three main

artifacts are of concern: the calibration artifact, and disconnections of the sampling line or Y~

piece.
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Calibration of the gas sensor

A very frequent artifact occurs during calibration. While calibration of the pressure transducer

is initiated by an anesthetist the calibration of the gas sensor is initiated automatically. During
calibration zero value is provided by the monitor as shown in figure 6.7.

Disconnection of the sampling line

If it is necessary to relocate the patient, often tubes and wires also have to be relocated. In these

situations it is possible that the line sampling gas mixture from the Y-piece (see figure 3.18 for

reference) is temporarily disconnected. Such a disconnection typically lasts less than one minute.

During this time environmental air Is aspired and analyzed. This causes the concentration to

drop to nearly 0 as shown in the example 6.8. The reason why the endtidal measurement signal
does not drop to zero in this example is most likely due to disconnecting in the exspiratory phase.

Disconnection of the Y-piece

Similarly the disconnection of the Y-piece may occur after or during patient relocation. The

resulting artifacts are very similar to those occurring in case of a sampling line disconnect. The

duration is also typically less than one minute.
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Figure 6.9: For control applications the problem of artifact handling represents a detection and

a prediction problem.

6.2.4 Artifacts caused by actuators

In principle artifacts must also be expected to occur in actuators. However, neither for the

vaporizer nor for the ventilator artifacts were encountered in the past.

6.3 Solutions to the artifact problem

For control applications the artifact suppression problem might be decomposed into an artifact

detection and a signal prediction problem as illustrated in figure 6.9. An explicit detection of

artifacts is necessary since the strongest artifacts have considerable contents in the frequency
range where good controller performance is desired. This excludes solutions based on linear

filtering approaches. The prediction problem results from the fact that a meaningful output must

be provided by the controller while the artifact is occurring. According to figure 6.9 the actual

measurement is then replaced with a prediction whenever an artifact occurs, in the simplest case

the prediction keeps the controller output unchanged during an artifact.

For the signals considered here the detection and prediction problem might be attacked at different

levels of processing the signal: The quasi analog signals (sampled at a high rate), the processed
signals (e.g. period to period mean), or model based (combination of several signals). Meaningful
detector/predictor combinations in this context are marked in figure 6.10. An x denotes a practical
detector/predictor combination and (x) denotes a possible combination. The reasoning is as

follows. A prediction over dozens of periods based on a period to period quasi analog signal does

not make much sense. Better predictions may be obtained by utilizing trends of means etc. or

by means of a model. Intuitively it is clear that using less information for detection than for

prediction or vice versa is always suboptimal which explains the (x) markings.

Before presenting our approach to the detection and prediction problem a brief summary of the

published literature shall be provided. All the published approaches found to the detection problem
are signal based solutions. One publication [391] solves the detection problem of artifacts in blood

pressure measurements from the quasi analog signal. The characteristics of the blood pressure

waveform are used to separate artifacts and valid blood pressure periods. Since the publication
deals with closed loop control a prediction problem must also have been solved. However, no
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details are provided.

Several publications may be found which solve the problem for processed signals like R-R intervals

of the ECG signal or MAP. Two publications [319, 373] deal with the artifact problem for record

keeping purpose. The detection is performed off line. The null hypothesis (valid signal) is

characterized by a mean x and standard deviation a. An artifact is detected if a measurement

deviates more than 3a from the mean. No prediction problem is solved in these applications. The

publications [156, 433. 304, 472, 308] all soive detection and prediction problems. [156, 304, 308]
apply it in a closed loop control frame work.

[156] takes a knowledge based approach to the detection problem. Details on how the prediction
for closed loop purpose is solved are not provided. [433] applies a multi stage Kaiman filter

to detect physiological trends and artifacts. [304] uses a signal based detection and a model

based prediction scheme without providing details, however. [472] adaptively identifies an auto

regressive (AR) signal representation which is used for prediction and detection. [308] uses a three

sample length median filter to detect the artifact. By "pausing" the controller during artifacts

the prediction problem is implicitly solved by keeping the plant input constant. Finally, [115]
introduces a decision signal composed of a linear combination of the deviations from a reference

value and the signal trend. The authors refer to this scheme as a modified proportional derivative

(PD) algorithm. Although applied for alarm generation under normal operating conditions it

would work also for artifact detection with slight modifications.

The fact that little use has been made of dynamic models for solving the artifact problem is our

main motivation to attack the problem from this perspective.
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6.4 Artifact tolerant observer based state feedback controllers

This section describes our approach to artifact tolerant control for observer based control schemes

in more detail Although we are treating observer based state feedback controllers with augmented
integral action the ideas are also applicable to other observer based control algorithms like MPC

Before presenting the solution to the artifact problem it is studied how artifacts deteriorate

controller performace Figure 6 11 serves for illustration In developing the strategy we will work

with a linear time invariant approximation of the system to be controlled as given by equations
3 106

x(t) ^ Ax(r) -t- Bu(t) . v(i)

y(t) - CxU) + Du(f) t-w(f) 4(5(/) (6 1)

where x(/j 4 K' denotes the state vector of the system, u G Rm is a vector of system inputs,
y(t) e W is the vector of system outputs, v(t) and w(t) are process and measurement noise

vectors respectively, and A. B. C and D are matrices of appropriate dimension and where finally
6{t) represents the artifacts
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The observer equations are

±(t) = Ak(t) + Bu{t) A L(y--y)

y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(/). (6.2)

They serve to estimate the states (x R") of the system (6.1). The state estimate is then used

in the control law

u(t) = Fr(t) 4 kjxr - Kx(£) (6.3)

to compute the input signal to the plant, where r(t) denotes the reference trajectory, and %j

denotes the state of the integrator part of the controller The dynamic equation describing the

integral action is

.i'r(t) = r(/)-V.(t) (6-4)

The output injection matrix L is computed considering process and measurement noise charac¬

teristics (e.g. Kaiman filter design) as done in [111]. Artifacts S(t), unlike white measurement

or process noise, heavily affect the controller in two ways. First, through the output injection
matrix L artifacts lead to a mismatch between observer states and system states. Second, they
lead to an offset of the integral part of the controller. This mismatch between controller states

and reality could according to [247] be viewed as a "controller wind up". However, if the artifacts

S(t) were true delta-functions observer states and integrator were set to new values at the in¬

stance where the artifact occurs. We will therefore rather use the term "offsetting" to denote this

phenomenon. These effects are drawn with dashed lines in figure 6.12. The controller offsetting
leads to the observed performance degradation. And a remedy for this problem has to make sure

that the artifacts ö(l) do not enter the observer equation (6.2).

If the observer is designed in a stochastic framework i.e. as a Kaiman filter the error signal

ev(t) — y(f) ~ y(f) represents a vector valued zero mean and white stochastic process [16]
assuming that v(i) and w{f) are zero mean white noise processes. If now an artifact occurs ey(i)
is not zero mean but has a mean of (5(f). The detection of an artifact based on the innovations

signal ey(t) is thus equivalent to detecting a sudden shift in the mean of ey{t). Since ey[t) is

a stochastic signal the test for hypothesis "zero mean" versus the hypothesis "non zero mean"

may be formulated as a statistical decision based on the actual value of ey(t). For more details

se e.g. [490], Assuming that 6{t) affects the different components of y(t) independently the

decision may be performed separately tor every component of ev(t). In case of an artifact the

corresponding output injection vector is set to L, — 0 which prevents the artifact to enter the

observer equation (6.2). Such a component wise statistical decision may be represented by a

diagonal nonlinear block f(ey{t)) multiplying the innovations ey(t) that is

ftp ItA.r (A-l ev-^ • e'*(f) < threshold
, .

j,Mt))-cVl(t)-^ 0 elh(l)-> threshold
.

{6^

With a more general nonlinearity

^(ey(t))^diag(i;h(ein(t)).--- .ipp(ellp(t))) (6.6)
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with (typically) unimodal functions ^,(eyi(t)) for which ijjt(0) = 1 and ip,(-oo)
the observer dynamics then become

x(i) = Ax(0 + Bn(/) + Li/>(ey(())ey(().

Va(oo)

(6 7)

The integrator offsetting may be prevented in a analogous way by feeding back

yi(t)^il'i(An(tï)An(t) (6 8)

instead of y-\(i) as shown in figure 6 12 Note that

i/iW-+ h{em(t)}eyi(t) = iA(t)i-i'iMt) - Vi(t)} A\Ui(l) - UM (6 9)

which leads to feeding back yi(l) if [y\(t) - yi(t)} is large and feeding back y^(t) if [yt(t) - y\(t)]
is small.

The total system equations then become

x(t) = Ax(f) + Bii(t) -v v(f)

y(t) =- Cx(i) -t- Du(f) 4 w(f) t- S(t)

x(t) - Ax(t) + Bii(O^L0(ey(f))ey(^

y(L) = Cx(t)4Du(!)

a,7(f) = 7{t) -7s 4 i ,(rVl(t))pv,(/)

u(/) _ Fr(t) tktJi- Kx(r) (6.10)

With this nonlinear modification the stability of the feedback system must be checked anew. To

analyze the stability of the overall system defined by equations (6 10) it is useful to bring the

system into the following form (see also Figure 6 13)

ey — (7(ç)ë4 zi

V4 ——- ^__i I V-"T 4- Z ; (6 11)

where G(s) incorporates the linear time invariant parts of the closed loop system and A contains

the nonlinear weighting functions Different approaches can be taken to prove the stability of

the interconnection (6 11) A very powerful tool is the analysis in terms of integral quadratic
constraints (IQC)[315]. In this frame work the A-block might also contain time varying or

uncertain system parts which makes up the power of this method

The different elements in (6 11) are related to (6 10) as follows G(s) - C(sl - A)" lB + V is

given in state space notation by

A =

A -BK Bki 0

0 A-BK BÄ7 ; B = L

MC 0 0 o

e=\c c o] : v = roi (6.12)
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Figure 6.13: Feedback interconnection for the nonlinear stability analysis.

where M = [1 0 • • • 0], ey = y
-

y, ë = ip(ey(t))ey, z2 — 0, and

Zl = G(s) = C(sl^A)"]£d

with

£ =

(6.13)

(6.14)

The matrix M is introduced for technical purposes It servers to extract the first row of C which

generates yi(t).

For the analysis it is first necessary to find a matrix function Tl(juj) which characterizes A in

terms of an inequality (an IQC) of the form

BF 0 I r

BF L 0
,
and d = V

I 0 0 w

e(joj)

ë(ju)
n(.4

ë(jiL')
du > 0 (6.15)

where e(jui) and ë(jcu) denote the Fourier transform of e and è respectively and * denotes the

conjugate transpose. Suitable functions 11(7^') are known for most common nonlinearities. The

memory less nonlinearity restricted to a sector, for example, satisfies an IQC with

Tl(juj) -
—2(y3 a + ß
o 4- ß -2 (6.16)

where a denotes the lower and ß denotes the upper sector bound. Then under some not very
restrictive conditions the feedback interconnection of G(s) and A is stable if there exist an e > 0

such that

G{juj)
I

H Ou;)
rG(jio)

I
<el, \fu) 4 (6.17)

The problem of solving (6.17) can be formulated in terms of linear matrix inequalities (LMIs)
which can very efficiently be solved numerically [160].

Deriving the LMI for our set up is straight forward. It is easy to see that if equation (6.16) for

the single nonlinear diagonal element then

no<j) =

-2aßl (a 4 ß)t
{a A ß)l - 21 (6.18)
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holds for the whole nonlinear block in equation 6.11. Note that equation (6.5) implies cv = 0 and

ß = 1. With this equation 6.17 becomes

G(JLu)* 4 G(juj) - 21 < cï, Vw g R. (6.19)

which is equivalent to requiring

I — G(juj) s p r. (strictly positive real) (6.20)

Which is exactly the stability condition obtained by the circle criterion [242, 132]. The condition

(6.20) may be written in terms of LMIs as [196, 58, 179]

P>0
,

Tf'P + PTl Pß-Cr

ßT~p _ c _2i
0. (6 21)

Equations (6.20) and (6.21) are only valid for minimal realizations i,ß,C,D and A Hurwitz

[58, 242]. To treat system (6.12) the pure integrator has to be substituted for a lag i.e.

- _> __L. (6.22)

s s 4 e
v '

For cases where G(s) in equation (6.11) is a SISO system the circle criterion (equation (6.21))
has a nice graphical representation [242], The application of the artifact suppression scheme to

the endtidal controller leads to a G(s) of dimension 3x3. The application to the MAP controller

leads to a G(s) of dimension 4x4. Instead of a graphical test a numerical verification of equation

(6.21) must thus be performed. This test was performed for endtidal and MAP controller with

positive result.

6.4.1 Determining the \ß1

The nonlinear modifications ipi(eVl) of the output injection have to be chosen such that the

performance of the observer does not suffer in the artifact free case. More precisely they must

be chosen such that the normal noise on the signal (cVi) does not lead to an inactivation of the

observer corrections. Therefore a look at the distribution of the amplitude of eVj is necessary.

Estimates obtained from recordings during clinical trials of these distributions for the different

signals (errors for the predictions of inspired and endtidal concentrations, as well as MAP) are

shown in figures 6.14 to 6.16 in the form of histograms. Into the same figures the functions

ipi{elh) are plotted. The are all of the form

\IA7(AAW+^ - evA.A A -!)

A(eVl)= < 1
.
-b< c„ßt) Ab (6.23)

(V„, (n-bV~rc ' t" (t) ^ b

with different choices of a and b for the different innovation signals. The values are summarized

in table 6.1.
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a b

inspiratory controller 0.005 0.1

endtidal controller 0.0005 0.02

MAP controller 10.0 10.0

Table 6.1: Parameters for the nonlinear weighting functions.
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Figure 6.14: Histogram and tpl(-) for the observer error of the inspiratory anesthetic concentration.
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6.4.2 Application of the artifact tolerant control scheme to endtidal control

The artifact suppression scheme was extensively tested during the clinical validation of the model

based endtidal controller described in 4 4 The series of plots in figure 6 17 shows typical cases

Note that artifacts of different duration occurring during various control maneuvers were success¬

fully suppressed
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Figure 6 17 Series of plots demonstrating the successful suppression of artifacts during various

control maneuvers during control of endtidal anesthetic concentration
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6.4.3 Application of the artifact tolerant control scheme to blood pressure con¬

trol

Since the clinical validation of the MAP controller with endtidal override had just started when

this thesis was completed fewer examples of successful artifact suppressions are available. Nev¬

ertheless, suppression results for the most severe artifacts could be recorded. They are shown in

figure 6.18. The last plot In the series documents the reaction to physiological stimulations. It

can be seen that the observer is following these blood pressure variations.
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Figure 6.18: Series of plots demonstrating the successful suppression of various blood pressure
artifacts during control of MAP. The upper left plot shows a flush, the upper right plot shows

a central venous pressure measurement, the lower left plot shows a blood sample, and the lower

right plot shows physiological blood pressure variations caused by stimulations.

6.5 Conclusions

With a nonlinear modification to the classical linear state observer a novel and elegant means

is obtained to solve the detection and prediction problem underlying the artifact suppression
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problem. The method was extensively tested during a clinical evaluation of the endtidal controller

and during pilot studies for the MAP controllers. All artifacts that occurred were successfully

suppressed.

An important question concerns the ability to resume normal operation after termination of an

artifact. In view of the modeling errors it is possible that the observer output diverges enough
so that the output injection remains inactive also after termination to the artifact. Consider for

example the case shown the last plot of figure 6.17 where the observer error at the end of the

artifact is larger than at the beginning. Such cases would be treated like sensor faults (see chapter

7). However, during all studies such a case never occurred.

Although we have been dealing with asymptotically stable linear systems here the method is in

principle also applicable to unstable linear systems. There the condition '0,;(4:oo) = 0 will have to

be changed to ip{(±oo) = kL0 for some stabilizing kt^. Note, however, that with ?/>j(±oo) = Â70
a considerable portion of the suppression capability might be lost. That is in case of an unstable

system one might re-consider signal based approaches. A promising method is described in [322].



Chapter 7

Fault tolerant control

7.1 Introduction

In this chapter the main contribution of this work is presented. Since fault tolerant control (FTC)
is a relatively new research area first an introduction to FTC will be given first in section 7.2. The

definitions given are taken from [45]. Although not an international standard the publication gives
consistent definitions for the different terms usually used in FTC. Their relation to international

standards will be pointed out where applicable Then the design procedure for FTC systems as

proposed by Blanke et al. [46, 56, 45] is introduce in section 7.3. In sections 7.4 to 7.10 the

individual design steps are carried out for the Isoflurane-MAP control problem. Finally, some

concluding remarks will be given in section 7.11. This section will include some comments on the

experiences made with applying the formalized design procedure. Last but not least a theoretical

contribution to FTC is provided in appendix C. For definitions distinguishing faults and artifacts

see chapter 5.

7.2 Introduction to FTC

Automated systems are vulnerable to faults. Defects in sensors, actuators, in the process itself, or

within the controller, can be amplified by the closed-loop control systems, and faults can develop
into malfunction of the loop. The closed-loop may alternatively hide a fault from being observed

until a situation is reached in which a failure is inevitable. A control-loop failure will easily cause

production to stop or system malfunction at a plant level and thus cause costs or even casualties

[455].

For safety critical systems different requirements may be imposed. [45] distinguishes fail-operational
or fail-safe systems which are defined as follows:
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Definition 7.2.1 fail-operational: A system is able to operate with no change in objectives or

performance despite of any single failure [187, 45]. Note that [219] refers to this property as

"fehlertolerant".

Definition 7.2.2 fail-safe: In case of faults the system fails to a state that is considered safe

in the particular context [219, 45]. Note that protection systems are of this type. If protection

systems shut down a system part it must of course be assumed that this results m a safe system

state. A typical example is the occurrence of a "SCRAM" in a nuclear reactor.

Traditionally these requirements are fulfilled by means of redundant hardware. For example to

detect a sensor fault a "2 out of 3" decision of equivalent sensors is made. But hardware

redundancy increases cost and on the other hand fail safety is not a mandatory requirement for

all systems. In fact there are applications where it is acceptable to run the system with reduced

performance or functionality in case of a fault as long as minimal performance requirements (such
as stability) are met. The idea of renouncing redundant hardware and of designing the control

system for nominal operation and to alter the control law and possibly the control objectives

if faults occur is an essential ingredient of FTC By renouncing hardware redundancy FTC is a

cost-effective way to obtain increased dependability in automated systems. In fact [455] shows

that FTC has economic benefits. It has gained considerable attention in recent years [134, 55,

42. 46, 367, 442. 455, 45, 43, 291]. Areas of application include flight control [217, 475, 228],
satellite control [55], ship engines [44, 240], as well as laboratory experimental systems [300]. It

might be defined as follows

Definition 7.2.3 fault-tolerant-control (FTC): The ability of a controlled system to maintain

(some) control objectives, despite the occurrence of faults. A degradation of control performance

may be accepted. [45]. Note that [219] calls this "abgestufte Fehlertoleranz".

A abstract representation of a fault tolerant control system is shown in figure 7.1 A fault is a

discrete event (07) that acts on a system and by that changes some of the properties of the system

(qp). The goal of fault tolerant control is in turn to detect the occurrence of the fault and respond
to it such that the faulty system still is well behaved [46], This is achieved by reconfiguration (with
a control event crft) of the system (e.g. shut down of a part of the system) and/or by changing
the control law (qc). The new control law can either be pre-determined for each type of critical

fault or obtained from real-time analysis and optimization. Due to these discrete events of fault

occurrence and reconfiguration FTC systems are hybrid in nature. A related area is thus control

of discrete-event (DEDS) [384, 385, 250] and hybrid dynamical systems [135, 8, 340, 266, 458].

One possible strategy of handling faults is to design the controller such that it is stable for a set

of possible fault scenarios. In this passive case FTC is a robust control problem. However, since

robust controllers tend to be conservative FTC approaches the problem actively.
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supervisor logic
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v = hc{r, .qr.y)

control law
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P
— hp(Tp.qp.i,)

controlled system

Figure 7.1: Fault tolerant control systems are hybrid in nature.

7.2.1 Accommodation, reconfiguration, supervision, and recoverability

Two ways have been mentioned how faults are handled in FTC that is by either accommodation

or by reconfiguration. In [45] very formal definitions for these different approaches are given.

Less formal definitions shall be used here Let Sf denote the system after occurance of a fault

event and E0 denote the system after occurance of a control event. A faulty system altered by

an FTC control event is then denoted by LM.

Definition 7.2.4 Fault accommodation solves the problem of finding an admissible control law

for the faulty system S/- to achieve the original control objective.

Consider for example a case where the characteristics of a sensor change due to pollution. Ac¬

commodation alms at altering the controller such that it operates "optimally" under the new

conditions.

Definition 7.2.5 Reconfiguration solves the problem of finding an admissible control law and

an admissible control event (a„) to achieve the original control objective for the system E^0.

Consider for this case a plane with four engines where one engine catches fire. Reconfiguration
means to shut do the engine and fly with three of them. Note that this also implies an change
of the "control law"
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The case where the original control objective can neither be achieved by accommodation nor by

reconfiguration is treated by supervision which is defined as [45]

Definition 7.2.6 Supervision solves the problem of finding an admissible control law, an admiss¬

ible control event aa and an admissible control objective for the system £/,„. Often this involves

human operators. In this case the operator might for example be given a selection of possible

procedures to chose from.

Such a case will be encountered later in this chapter for blood pressure control. It will be shown

that in case of an MAP sensor fault it must be switched to endtidal control which represents a

change of the control objective.

Definition 7.2.7 A system is recoverable from a fault Of if either the accommodation or the

reconfiguration problem can be solved.

Definition 7.2.8 A system is called weakly recoverable if only the supervision problem can be

solved.

Since recoverability and weak recoverability only depend on the existence of a solution to the

control problem and not on the control law it becomes obvious that, both are system properties
as suggested in [154].

7.3 Design Procedure for FTC Systems

Up to now we have described features of FTC systems. In this section a systematic 7-step

procedure to build FTC systems is presented. The procedure was suggested by Blanke et al.

[46, 56, 45].

S-l Fault listing and fault propagation: The fault listing scans all the lowest level components

like sensor and actuators of the system and identifies the different faults that may occur

in each component. The subsequent fault propagation analysis (FPA) aggregates the fault

effects at the top level of the system. If necessary this step can also include multiple
fault scenarios. There are different means to perform the FPA. A fairly old method is the

failure mode effect analysis (FMEA) [233, 42, 56, 43, 45] originating from reliability theory

[18, 263, 208]. The FMEA method, however, has some limitations [42, 56]. One limitation

is the inability to analyze closed loops consistently [42, 56]. And another limitation concerns

the treatment of "XOR" conditions. To overcome the later difficulty [42, 56] suggest to use

BEOLOGIC which is able to analyze logic networks. The treatment of feedback systems
still leads to problems [56]. For small scale feedback control systems like our application
the end effects of faults at system ievel are readily deduced without these formal methods.

This first step in the design of an FTC systems represents a special form of risk analysis

[42].
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S-2 Severity assessment: The top level end-effects are judged for severity. The ones with

significant influence on control performance, safety or availability are selected for treatment.

A reverse deduction of the fault propagation is performed to locate the faults that cause

severe end-effects. This gives a short-list of faults that should be detected.

S-3 Assessing possibilities for FTC: For each fault (or multiple faults) hardware and analytical

redundancy are evaluated to determine possible means of fault detection, isolation, and

identification (FDI) as well as the remedial actions (fault accommodation or system recon¬

figuration) possibilities. Typically this step is first performed qualitatively as described in

e.g. [442, 441]. To rank different FTC strategies, however, quantitative measures of recov¬

erability as suggested in [154] might be utilized. During this step as much understanding
about the system as possible should be gained. Since different applications generally provide

very different combinations of hardware and analytical redundancy this step is usually very

application specific. In fact Patton [367] points out that this is true for FTC systems in

general.

S-4 Select remedial actions: Among the different remedial actions identified during the previous

step those are selected which agree best with the overall control objectives. The selected

remedial actions determine the requirements for FDI and are the basis for the supervisor

logic design.

S-5 Fault detectors and isolators design: While step 3 checked whether the different faults are

detectable and isolable this step actually designs the detectors. For this design there is

a large number of FDI design strategies under various conditions. Overview papers are

[491, 221, 27, 147, 366, 148, 222, 7], textbooks covering the topic in more detail are

[168, 79].

S-6 Supervisor logic control design: The supervisor logic maps FDI results into configuration
events for controller and plant (recall also figure 7.1). In the logic design also ambiguous
situations (e.g. due to multiple faults) have to be considered. Supervisor logic control

encompasses more than "supervision" according to definition 7.2.6. It rather handles ac¬

commodation, reconfiguration, and supervision.

S-7 Testing: Testing should be as complete as possible. Three main problems have to be dealt

with

(a) limitations in the number of fault scenarios that can be tested

(b) restrictions on the introduction of faults into running systems for test purposes

(c) the complexity of the resulting hybrid system consisting of controller and plant. Tran¬

sient conditions should be carefully tested.

For our application testing includes two stages first off-line simulation testing and after

successful completion of the first stage the in-vlvo testing.

In the following sections the different steps of FTC design are applied to the combined Isoflurane-

MAP control problem.
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7.4 Fault listing and fault propagation

In scanning the anesthesia environment for possible faults we apply one major restriction. That

is only faults affecting the safety of either blood pressure or endtidal control loop directly are

considered. This is particularly true with respect to "faults" in the patient which would provide

in itself an enormous field for research [30, 469, 232, 12, 352]. Here hypotensive situations

e.g. due to the mesenteric traction syndrome [73] are considered. However, hypercapnia due to

inadequate ventilation is not considered. Similarly a failure of the electrically driven vaporizer

must be considered while a loose pulse-oximeter is not. Note also that according to [2] only single
fault scenarios must be considered.

The set of devices representing potential fault sources are shown in figure 7.2 with their intercon¬

nections. The anesthetic gas is added to the carrier gas by the electrically driven vaporizer. It is

controlled via an analog output of the target computer system. The gas stream then enters the

ventilator which pumps the gas into and out of the patient's lung. This gas stream to and from

the patient is continuously analyzed by the patient monitor. For this purpose a small portion of

the gas stream is continuously sampled via a sampling line. Blood pressure is invasively measured

with a catheter system as described in section 6.2.1. The data from the monitor is read period¬

ically by the target computer. The faults in the different elements and their effect with respect

to the patient in a control loop will be discussed next. A summary of faults and their effects is

provided in table 7.1.

7.4.1 Faults of the vaporizer

We consider three potential fault scenarios for the modified electrically driven vaporizer. These

are:

• empty vaporizer

• no electric power at the driving motor

• error (e.g. wire disconnected) in the local positioning loop

• no connection to the target computer.

In case of an empty vaporizer no anesthetics are mixed to the fresh gas stream. The effect is

that the anesthetic concentrations decay asymptotically to zero as if the vaporizer was closed.

For the patient this will lead to light anesthesia.

In case of a power loss the the vaporizer remains at the latest position before the loss. This

scenario thus also includes situations where the vaporizer is stuck for mechanical reasons. We

will refer to this scenario as "stuck". The concentrations of anesthetics asymptotically reach the

value at which the vaporizer position has been "frozen". Depending on the actual value at which

this happens the patient might get too light, still adequate, or too deep anesthesia.
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If the connection to the target computer is lost the local positioning loop receives a zero reference

value. It will close the vaporizer which has the same consequences as an empty vaporizer.

An error in the local position control loop (e.g. due to a disconnected wire in the feedback path)
leads - in the worst case - to a fully opened or a closed vaporizer. Which potentially leads to

light or too deep anesthesia.

7.4.2 Faults in the flexible tubes connecting vaporizer and ventilator

The hose connecting vaporizer and ventilator is mounted rigidly. Nevertheless, it might partially

disconnected, or leak e.g. due to the vibrations caused by the regular dislocation of the research

platform between the lab and the OR. In case of a leak only part of the fresh gas flow enters the

ventilator. Considering the respirator system equation (3.35) it may be seen that a reduced value

for FF leads to larger time constants and therefore a slower response of the system. In case of

an aggressively tuned controller this in turn might lead to badly damped or even unstable closed

loop behavior. This effect is more pronounced the larger the leak is.

7.4.3 Faults in the ventilator

The ventilator is a mechanically very sophisticated device which may fail in a number of ways.

However, the manufacturer has built in a number of diagnostic and self test functions which

indicate such faults. We will therefore not deal with problems like detecting the malfunction of a

valve or other faults in the ventilator. They are assumed to have been adequately addressed by
the equipment manufacturer already.

7.4.4 Faults in the flexible tubes connecting ventilator and patient

The tubes connecting ventilator and patient are even more likely to disconnect partially or com¬

pletely. In case of a complete disconnection the respirator partial pressure pR is measured during

inspiration and the anesthetic partial pressure of the environmental air i.e. zero is measured

during exspiration. This sudden drop in the endtidal measurement signal will be handled like

artifacts by the artifact tolerant control algorithm. That is the control starts to run as if in open

loop. After two minutes the situation will not be treated as an artifact anymore but as a fault

(see section 5.3). In addition the patient monitor detects the missing (702 signal and will issue

an apnea alarm to the anesthetist. If the tubes are disconnected only partially the same problems
as in section 7.4.2 are encountered.
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7.4.5 Faults in the gas sampling line

Several faults may be envisioned that are basically of the same type. That is instead of sampling
from the gas supplied to the patient environmental air is sampled and analyzed. Causes for this

can be a mispositioned valve at the Y-piece, a not properly connected line (after a temporary

removal for example), a leak, or a disrupted line (e.g. after entangling a wheel of the research

platform). In all cases the inspiratory and the exspiratory concentration measurement drop to

zero. Due to the artifact suppression mechanisms developed in chapter 6 the control algorithm
starts to run open loop. This guarantees that the patient still receives adequate anesthesia for at

least two minutes (see section 6.4.2). However, since the control algorithms were not designed
for open loop control it is necessary to detect the situation. Since these fault affect the gas

measurement only it will be treated as a sensor fault subsequently.

7.4.6 Faults in the catheter system

The detailed setup of the invasive blood pressure monitoring system was discussed in section

6.2.1. There air bubbles and the clogging of the catheter were mentioned as possible faults.

In addition the transducer might break or the electric wire connecting the to monitor might be

disconnected. Air bubbles lead to changed transfer characteristics of the catheter system. More

precisely both the bandwidth and the damping are reduced [163, 174]. This mainly affects the

transmission of the pressure waveform and leads to over estimation of the systolic pressure, under

estimation of the diastolic pressure and an amplification of artifacts [163]. The mean which varies

slowly compared to the pulse wave is almost not affected. A clogging of the catheter affects the

transmission of the waveform as well as the mean. Since clogging leads to increased damping
the waveform is smoothed [174, 259]. Due to the increased flow resistance of the catheter and

the constant flush at low rate the pressure drop increases (see figure 6.2 for reference). Thus,

as the catheter starts to clog the MAP signal starts to drift. The control algorithm attempts

to compensate for this MAP drift which eventually leads to too deep anesthesia and low blood

pressure. If the transducer breaks the MAP signal abruptly changes. Assuming that the change
is small so that the artifact suppression does not become active then the controller will treat

this change as if it was a physiological MAP change. Depending on the value provided and the

reference set the controller will either open or close the vaporizer. Which leads to too deep or

light anesthesia. If the abrupt change is large enough to activate artifact suppression the control

system starts to run open loop.

7.4.7 Faults in the connection form the target computer to the monitor

If the connection from the monitor to the target computer is broken no new values are received by
the monitor software I/O driver objects (see figure 2.10 for reference). The software object keeps

providing the latest value. Both concentration and blood pressure measurements are affected by
this fault. Depending on that value and the reference the control algorithm will eventually fully
open or closed the vaporizer with the earlier described consequences. This situation is already
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detectable in the software since every measurement values has a time tag attached to it which

indicates when the value was received from the monitor.

7.4.8 Faults in the monitor

The critical part of the monitor with respect to measurements of anesthetics is the measuring
cell for anesthetics. But also faults in the electronics or the software for processing the signal

may be envisioned. In any case the controller will attempt to compensate for these errors. It may

eventually lead to too deep or to light anesthesia depending on the actual evolution of the fault.

7.4.9 Faults in the target computer

On the target computer the software is structured in different processes as discussed in section

2.7.2. Each of these processes might trap due to run time errors like timing violations or floating

point overflows. Now if for example the task of the I/O object for the patient monitor traps

then the main application is still able to read data from the object but no new data is read from

serial connection. The application will get the last valid values whenever data from the object
is requested. A trapping of the monitor I/O object leads to the same problems like an abrupt

sensor fault with the same effects for the patient. Similarly if the IfAGADOS object traps no

further adjustment of the vaporizer occurs. This has the same consequences as a loss of power in

the motor driving the vaporizer. Although exhibiting similar effects like sensor or actuator faults

trapped I/O processes are easier to detect. It is done by the XOberon operating system and

treated by means of exception handling routines.

During pilot studies situations occurred where controllers were switched on before they were

properly initialized or before the observer errors had converged sufficiently. In some cases this

resulted in heavy transients. Since the introduction of the supervisor logic control as described

in section 4.3 such situations have successfully been avoided.

7.4.10 Faults in the connection for the target computer to the host computer

If the connection between target and host is lost the measurements on the display are not updated

anymore and it is not possible to change the setpoints of the controllers. It does not. affect the

functioning of the control loops directly. They will continue to work with their latest setpoint.

Assuming that these setpoints are set correctly there is no immediate threat to the patient. The

fault must nevertheless be treated. This is done in the model control object. The regular update

request from the host elements (see section 2.7.4) are registered on the target computer. If no

regular host request occurs the system falls back to manual control.
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actuator faults vaporizer "stuck", "empty"

component faults leaks and disconnections of tubes

sensor faults faulty gas measurements

faulty blood pressure measurements

Table 7.2: Critical faults to be handled in the FTC procedure.

7.4.11 Special patient situations

There are special patient conditions that need to be addressed also in this analysis. Of concern

are hypotensive and hypertensive situations. Hypotensive situations might arise as a result of

e.g. the mesenteric traction syndrome or blood loss. In this case the patient's blood pressure

potentially falls far below the setpoint. In attempting to rise blood pressure the controller will

stop the application of anesthetics which leads to light anesthesia. Hypertensive situations might

occur e.g. due to pheochromocytoma [98], This potentially leads to an excessive high endtidal

concentrations and to a hypotonic crisis, cardiac arrhythmias, or even cardiac arrest. Remedy
for these situations was provided by introducing upper and lower endtidal override controllers as

described in section 4,2.3. No such patient conditions were encountered affecting the endtidal

control loop.

7.5 Severity assessment

The faults listed in table 7.1 are readily assigned to severity classes. This represents step 2 of

the design procedure. Any fault representing a potential threat to the patient is critical and must

be handled. These are the cases of potentially light or too deep anesthesia as well as unstable

controllers. Light anesthesia may lead to awareness. That is the patient is conscious but due

to relaxation is not able to communicate his/her awareness. This situation is experience as very

unpleasant. Too deep anesthesia may lead to a hypotonic crisis, cardiac arrhythmias, or even

cardiac arrest. Both are critical situations. The cases where faults lead to open loop control are

non-critical only in the first couple of minutes. Due to modeling errors open loop control might
in the long run also lead to light or too deep anesthesia and must therefore also be viewed as

critical. Faults already taken care of during controller or software design are labeled "treated"

and will not be considered further.

Faults are often classified according to actuator faults, component faults, and sensor faults [147,
78, 148, 79]. Table 7.2 lists the critical faults for further treatment according to this classification.
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7.6 Assessing the possibilities for FTC

This represents step 3 of the design procedure. Before discussing the FTC possibilities for the

different faults some general comments shall be made.

Note that there is no direct hardware redundancy built into the system. It would of course be

simpler to use a redundant gas sensor or blood pressure monitoring system to detect malfunctions

[136]. However, it has been designated a deliberate goal of the work to explore the FTC possibilit¬

ies without additional hardware. In other words analytical redundancy must be utilized. Analytical

redundancy is provided by models. We will distinguish two levels of redundancy according to the

description fidelity of the underlying model.

Definition 7.6.1 High and low fidelity analytical redundancy are distinguished. High fidelity

redundancy is provided in terms of differential equations and system parameters. Low fidelity

analytical redundancy is provided by qualitative relations.

FFÖ2

FFN,g

-vap

cL 2

high fidelity

Cir\ sv, 0-2

CenA.CO-2

Cin spJSO

CendtJSO

invasiveMAP

non invasive BP

HR

others
-Ag*>-

low fidelity

Figure 7.3: Analytical redundancy is generally available at different fidelity levels.

A typical example for low fidelity redundancy is a mental model of a human operator. Note also

that for high fidelity redundancy no specification about the accuracy of the model is made. This

is not necessary at this point since fidelity refers to the representation of the redundancy and not

to the accuracy of the underlying model.

A similar discussion along this line is found in [149] where model requirements for FDI are

discussed. It is pointed out that FDI does not always require high fidelity redundancy. For
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our situation the separation of high and low fidelity redundancy is illustrated by figure 7 3.

That is the mathematical model derived in chapter 3 provides the high fidelity redundancy.
This high fidelity redundancy is a direct yield of a large modeling effort and it allows to detect

even small inconsistencies among the input and output signals. But a standard patient monitor

provides much more information than is captured by the high fidelity model. Often such additional

measurements might support FDI in qualitative manner. For example consider a case where FDI

finds inconsistencies in the anesthetics gas concentration measurements. Based on the model

it is not possible to determine whether the fault is due to a problem in the cell measuring the

anesthetic gas concentration or a disconnected sampling line. If a check reveals a valid C02

signal then the disconnected sampling line may be ruled out as possible fault source.

7.6.1 Component faults and actuator faults

To address the FDI problem the standard FDI literature [79, 168] considers LTI systems of the

form

x(f) ^ Ax(t)4Bu(f) 4Ef(4)

y(t) = Cx(f) ^ Du(f) + Ff(t) (7.1)

where x(/) 4 W denotes the state vector of the system, u 4 IR"1 is a vector of system inputs
which might be known or unknown, y(/) e Rp is the vector of system outputs, f(t) denotes the

additive fault vector, and A,B,C, D, E, and F are matrices of appropriate dimensions. In this

formulation f(t) only contains actuator and sensor faults. To comply with this formulation the

component faults therefore have to be recast m terms of additive sensor or actuator faults (see

e.g. [79]). For our application this must be done for the leaks in the respiratory circuit (any of

the flexible tubes). For the leak in the respiratory circuit consider the respiratory equation 3.35.

Replacing FF -4 FF — FF\ where FF\ represents the leak flow the equation may be written

PR vi -Pvap

fn(Vr - I'd - } ad)

Vn

(FF~Q^.

[Pi
~ Pr\

\d

It -1

where

/c(*) =
AD

V Y

LT

?>7? -M 3 -

PR

\D

T -

T T

W

Vr-V
:) PL Pnop

PL

FFA

Tf

FF
+ ~- Mi) (7.2)

(7.3)

now represents the additive component fault signal that enters the system dynamics like an

actuator fault In our case thus f(f) has three components, i.e.

f(t) =
Jadinitoi leak (')

/ qa iyntasijrcmeni 4 ;

l\[ iPmcasuiementA)

(7.4)

That is one component combining the vaporizer faults and the component faults into one ac¬

tuator fault, one component corresponding to faults in the concentration measurement and one
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component corresponding to faults in the MAP measurement system. This implies

E = [B 0 Ol
,
and F -

"0 1 0"

0 1 0

0 0 [

Expressed in words this means that component and actuator faults affect the system like an

additive input and have no direct effect on the system outputs. Faults in the gas sensor affect

both the inspiratory and the endtidal concentration measurement. And faults in the blood pressure

measuring system only affect the MAP output (see also figure 7 9)

As a consequence of combining component and actuator faults it will not be possible to dis¬

tinguish between the two unless additional (low fidelity) redundancy is utilized. Nevertheless,

the formulation given by equations (7 1) is in appropriate form for the discussion of general FDI

aspects in the next section

7.6.2 Fault detectability

The first ingredient in FTC is FDI It encompasses the detection, isolation and in some case

identification of faults [167]. If the identification problem is also addressed the abbreviation FDII

or FDI2 could be used instead. Whether these problems are solvable may be determined without

actually designing the detectors [78, 79]

The detectability condition follows directly from the structure of the general residua! generator

[78, 168, 79] shown in figure 7 4. The blocks Gu(s) and Gf(s) are given by

G„(s) = C(sI-A)_iB + D

Gf(s) - C(sI-A)-1Ei F.

The second equation yields a fault transfer matrix Gf(s) for our problem of the form

Gf(,A-

Equation wise figure 7.4 is

rcy i o'

G
f

0 ij

Ä(.s) = HlAS)r(s)+H,,(<OV(s).

For FDI we require that the residuals are non-zero iff a fault has occurred, i.e.

r(f) A 0 7=4 f{t) 4- 0

to achieve this we have to impose

Hu(<0 + Hv(s)G„(<0 = 0

(7.5)

(7.6)

(7.7)

(7.8)
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residual generator

Figure 7.4: Obviously a residual generator must rely on system signals that are known. These

are either control signals, measured disturbances or measured outputs. The most general (linear)
residual generator thus consists of (linear) operators acting on input and output signals [168] as

shown in the figure.

which results in the desired fault response given by

R{s)=UyA)Gt{s)F[s). (7.9)

The ?/'' fault of the fault vector f (t) is detectable iff there is at least one residual / that responds
to the fault. That is at least one component of the ï"' row of H,^s)Gf(<?) has to be non-zero,

i.e.

[Hv(9)G,(=0]t^O (7.10)

which is trivially achieved for any 1 in view of equation (7 5).

Detecting faults is the first step. Then for remedial action selection it must also be determined

what fault had occurred. This problem is addressed by fault isolation. A sufficient condition for

isolability in the deterministic case is [167] that the incidence matrix form of Gj(s) given by

Gf(s)

1 1 0

1 i 0

1 0 1

(7.11)

has full column rank. This is clearly satisfied for our FDI problem. The analysis provides the

assurance that the FDI problem may be solved. Note that at this point still no distinction between

vaporizer faults and leaks is possible.
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1

0.8

CO

0.2

0
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

leak [l/min]

Figure 7.5: Recoveratility measure pc for different leak flows and a fresh gas flow of ii/min.

7.6.3 FTC possibilities for the actuator (vaporizer) faults

Appendix D shows that eventually all partial pressure values in the system asymptotically approach
the partial pressure at which the vaporizer is "stuck" or they asymptotically decay to zero if

the vaporizer is "empty". There is no other remedial action than to switch to manual dosing
and put the human anesthetist back in charge. In other words the system does not provide

any redundancy that would allow to accommodate or reconfigure without the help of a human

operator. An alternative dosing design providing more FTC possibilities is also discussed in

appendix D. Since the function of the control system can not be recovered after this actuator

fault it is not recoverable from the fault.

7.6.4 FTC possibilities for the component faults

In case of a leak the system does not lose the controllability property as long as the leak flow

FFa < FF — QA. I.e. it is recoverable from the leak With decreasing net fresh gas flow

(FF - Qa -• FFa), however, it will become more difficult to achieve the control objective. This

is clearly indicated by figure 7.5 where the recoverability measure pc elaborated in appendix C is

computed as a function of the leak.

For remedial actions the redundancy relation provided by the respirator circuit equation allows to

estimate the actual total fresh gas flow entering the respiratory circuit. It may then be switched

to a predefined controller parameter set that was designed for a fresh gas flow closest to the one

estimated. The controller implementation as described in section 4.2.6 already allows for this run

time switching of controller parameter sets.
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fault Po

blood pressure measurement 0.0

inspiratory measurement 0.3397

endtidal measurement 0.3929

both concentration measurements 0.0074

Table 7 3: Recoverability measures for the different sensor fault scenarios.

7.6.5 FTC possibilities for the sensor faults

Sensor faults provide an even more interesting object to study with respect to FTC possibilities.
As a first step the recoverability measures according to appendix C for the different sensor fault

scenarios will be computed to get an impression on how much of the observability is lost in each

case. To obtain meaningful values the system states and outputs have to be put into a per unit

representation such that the dynamic range of the states all lie in the same range. [177] suggests

to set

1x4/) j

| -r Rcf
>

Urol

J '/Ret 1

To achieve this we set

f 1.5 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2
= diag

^ [%, [%] [%] [%j ^

_

1.5 1.2 20
Fj - diag [[C7/J [%] [mmHg]

To obtain the reference values for the concentration of anesthetics we were relying on experience

gained during the endtidal study From there reference values for inspired and endtidal concentra¬

tions of 1.5% and 1.2% appear meaningful For the fast body compartments the same reference

value as for the endtidal measurement is used. The medium fast compartments (muscles, poorly

perfused organs) reach partial pressures of about 0.5% during the experiments. And the slowest

compartment (fat) reaches only about 0.01%

The system matrices in the new coordinates are

Ä = T_1AT B = T lB C = TV1CT.

With this coordinate transformation the recoverability measures listed in table 7.3 are. obtained.

The values indicate the following. First, there is only weak recoverability from a failure of the

< L

< 1

3 5 1.2 0.5 0.01 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2

%] r%l
74 [%) [%] [%1 [%] [%j [%}

20 0.5 25 2.5

[ynmflq] H j PJL]
Lffll

\£1]
I ml J
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fault possible remedial actions

vaporizer fault - fallback to manual dosing

leaks - switch to predefined controller for lower freh gas flow

- fallback to manual dosing
blood pressure measurement - switch to a non invasive blood pressure measurement

- switch to endtidal concentration controller

concentration measurements - switch to blood pressure control

- switch to open loop electronic dosing

Table 7.4: Remedial action possibilities for the different fault scenarios.

MAP measurement. This is a result of the missing coupling of disturbance related states to the

anesthetic related states (see equation 3.110), Further, if either the endtidal or the inspiratory
measurement failed the recoverability measure indicates that state estimation and a possible
reconstruction of the faulty output is possible, However, as was discussed it must be assumed

that inspiratory and endtidal measurement are equally affected by faults. Therefore, although,
the structural representation (3.110) and a check of the observability matrix suggest that the

system is still observable the recoverability measure indicates that most of the observability is

lost. This means that an observer using the MAP measurement only would basically result in an

"open loop" observer for the states for the partial pressures of volatile anesthetics.

7.7 Selecting the remedial actions

Since the control system is not recoverable from a blood pressure measurement failure the blood

pressure control objective can not be achieved as originally desired. There are predominantly two

remedial action possibilities. One possibility is to use a non-invasive blood pressure measurement

instead of the invasive one. The second remedial action would be to switch back to endtidal

control. This requires that a meaningful fallback endtidal reference value has been specified by
the anesthetist.

In case of a failure of the concentration measurement also mainly two remedial actions are

possible. One action would be to change to MAP control the other action would be to switch

to open loop electronic dosing. Note that, switching back from endtidal control to inspiratory
control is not a valid alternative since both concentration measurements are affected by the fault.

The different remedial action possibilities are listed in table 7.4. From these a final selection

for the implementation must be made. The reasons for selection are discussed in the following
sections.
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7.7.1 Faults in concentration measurements

The recoverability measure for the concentration measurement faults (see table 7.3) reveal that

endtidal control can not be continued with the MAP measurement only. The value of p0
— 0.0074

indicates that the control would be almost open loop.

In principle one could switch to an MAP controller. However, in section 4.2.3 we have stated that

blood pressure control requires constraints on the endtidal concentration to be satisfied. Thus,

without concentrations measurements safe MAP control is not guaranteed. This leaves switching
to manual electronic dosing as the only acceptable remedial action.

7.7.2 Faults in the blood pressure measurement

Using a non invasive blood pressure measurement at first glance seems to lead to a total recovery

of functionality. However, the invasive monitoring system provides a low pass filtered MAP value

every 2 s. The non invasive cuff measurement values are provided at most every 2 mm.

To judge whether this low sampling rate causes problems two aspects need to be considered:

The closed loop bandwidth of the controller and the frequency content in the disturbance signal.
The closed loop bandwidth of the MAP control loop is about O.'IfA. (see figure 4.4). A rule

of thumb states that the sampling frequency should be a factor of ten larger. The sampling

frequency of non-invasive MAP measurements is 3.1—, Thus, from the bandwidth point of

view there is no problem. The problem lies with the frequency content of the disturbances. The

fact is illustrated in figure 7.6. From the parameter estimation in section 3.6 the bandwidth of

the neural reaction of approximately 37-^ was obtained. With 3.1 -^ the sampling frequency of

non invasive blood pressure measurements lies a decade below this bandwidth. This represents a

violation of the sampling theorem and leads to aliasing of high frequencies into the low frequency
band where good disturbance rejection is required. Loosely speaking it will become impossible for

the control algorithm to distinguish between fast transient disturbances and slow or permanent

disturbances. Note that the problem can not just be resolved by low pass pre-filtering because

of the cuff measurement. MAP control can therefore not simply be continued by replacing the

invasive measurement with a non-invasive measurement We therefore view switching back to

endtidal control as the appropriate remedial action. The anesthetist will then change the endtidal

reference based on occasional non-invasive MAP measurements. He/she takes care for the "low

pass pre-filtering" in that case.

7.7.3 Leaks

Switching to predefined controller parameters for lower fresh gas flows in case of a leak is a "safe"

remedial action. However, this will no longer work if the leak flow (F^Fa) is close to (FAT ~QA).
To avoid these problems leaks up to 0.5 ~— are treated by changing the controller. For larger
leaks a fall back to manual dosing is performed.
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\GAs)
non invasive bandwidth beat to beat

sampling rate neural reaction mean

open loop disturbance

transfer function

Figure 7.6: The non invasive sampling rate (« 3.1) violates the sampling theorem which leads

to problems when attempting to use the non invasive measurement for control purpose.

7.7.4 Fault of the vaporizer

The only alternative is to fall back to manual dosing.

7.8 Fault detection and isolation (FDI)

The amount of literature published on the FDI problem which is step 5 in the design process is

very large and to get a good overview is not easy. The main reason for this is that the FDI design

very much depends on the conditions under which the problem is to be solved. The next section

and figure 7.7 give a brief overview on different FDI designs. Rather than providing details these

design methods will be classified according to their "problem domain". It will enable to select

the appropriate approach for our problem.

7.8.1 Short overview on FDI designs

Classifications of different FDI schemes can be found in most survey papers [491, 221, 27, 147,

366, 148, 222]. Depending on where the focus of the survey lies this classification is slightly
different. Our classification shown in figure 7.7 is a fusion of these and tailored to our case.

Similarly to the different levels for artifact treatment a first classification may be made based

on the type of information used. We distinguish between knowledge based, signal based, and

model based approaches. Knowledge based approaches subsume all methods utilizing only low

fidelity redundancy. Signal based are all approaches that rely on a single signal to generate a

residual. Approaches working with auto regressive (AR) signal models still fall into the category
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of signal based methods. We only speak of model based FDI if the information of more than

one signal is utilized. Among the model based FDI methods nonlinear model based FDI has

only recently got considerable attention while linear FDI methods are already well established.

The linear methods may further be divided into data based, parameter estimation, parity space,

observer based, and geometric methods. Parity space and observer based methods are structurally

equivalent [368, 168]. Parity space design can be done in the time domain or the frequency
domain. Depending on further problem constraints and system properties additional special

design procedures may be distinguished.

For our purpose we are interested in the methods that allow to use the state space linear model

derived in chapter 3. This model is not explicitly time varying nor unstable. The robustness

question in FDI does not only address the problem of model uncertainty but also of unknown

disturbance inputs. In fact for unknown input observer (UIO) and eigenstructure (eigenvectors
4 eigenvalues) assignment [439], plant uncertainties have to be cast into unknown inputs for

treatment [80, 79]. The ability of either approach to decouple the state estimation error from

unknown inputs makes both methods also suitable for actuator fault detection. While the UIO

and the eigenstructure design solve an open loop FDI problem, the problem of uncertainties may

also be addressed for closed loop. This is done by jointly designing controller and detector in the

"four degree of freedom" framework [341]. A short discussion on FDI in closed loop systems will

be given next.

7.8.2 FDI in closed loop systems

FDI usually is discussed in a open loop setup. This section explains how the open loop formulation

transfers to the closed loop case and what problems are encountered. The issues shall be analyzed
for a general SISO control loop with a residual generated with the parity space approach as shown

in figure 7.8. If there are no model/plan uncertainties, i.e. AG = 0 the residual response is given
by

E(AG = 0) = F,j a- GFU. (7.12)

This is equivalent to the residual response for the open loop formulation. In "real life" AG will

always be non-zero. This lead to a residual response of the form

E'4 + T47w-4))F' + (Ao+ff)(lTT;wÄs)F-
+ rTc^TA^1'^' (713)

The response sill contains contributions from the fault signals /„(f) and fy(t). They are just
modified dynamically. But it also contains a contribution from the reference signal yref(t>)- This

contribution is multiplied by AG. That is the contribution of the reference signal is directly
proportional to the modeling errors. If disturbances were considered in this analysis they would

contribute similarly.

This has consequences for FDI. First, since for any practical scenario AG 4 0 the problem requires
treatment. Second, it indicates the high model quality requirements for model based FDI. There
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Figure 7.8: FDI in closed loop systems.

are predominantly two ways to address the problem. Either controller and detector are designed

simultaneously [461] or the effects of reference changes and possibly disturbances on the residuals

are taken into account in the decision process. This is done through adaptation of the detection

thresholds (see e.g. [148]).

The controller/detector co-design approach [341, 461] is cogent mainly for its consistent math¬

ematical formulation as an H^ problem. But it has also disadvantages. First, controller and

detector always build a pair that have to be modified simultaneously. Second, the controller and

detector are always obtained in form of linear transfer functions. For our experimental environ¬

ment, however, it might very well be desired to only change the controller. For example it was

desired to use the fuzzy controller of Derighetti [111] or new concepts such as high gain adaptive
control [67] without redesigning the FDI modules. We will therefore prefer to design the detector

independently of the controller by a high quality model (i.e. AG as small as possible) and by

compensating for the remaining modeling errors through adaptation of the threshold.

7.8.3 Existence conditions for robust FDI

Recalling the MIMO representation of the Isoflurane-MAP control system given in figure 3.1 it is

seen that the FDI problem is indeed a robust FDI problem. And this mainly due to the unknown

disturbances introduced by surgical stimulations, [79] provides necessary and sufficient conditions

for the existence of robust observer designs. Neither for the UIO nor for the eigenstructure
assignment, however, the design conditions are satisfied in our case. This fact may also be shown
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using an input- output representation of the system given by

o-i(s)Ctnip(s) -= bn(«)Cvap(s)

a2(s)Cendt(s) = b2\(y)Cvap(s)

az(s)MAP{s) = hi^)Cvap(s)Ab32(s)Di(s).

There is now way to combine above equations to derive a redundancy relation containing MAP

and which is independent of ds. For this an additional output affected by ds would be needed.

Assume for example that the beat-to-beat heart rate was given by

a,(s)i?i?(.s) = bn(s)Cinr(s) 4 bi2(i)D6(s). (7.14)

In this case

642(s)a3(s)MylP(s)-&32(s)fli(s)^/2(s) = (öi2(s)bu(s)-032(s)&4,(60)ct,op(s) (7.15)

would provide such a redundancy relation.

The non existence of a robust observer design may also be understood from the structural rep¬

resentation of the system equations (3.110) given as a block diagram in figure 7 9 Since the

disturbance has no effect on the volatile anesthetics part of the system (respiratory circuit 4 pa¬

tient) the corresponding states may be estimated independent of the disturbance influence. The

problem lies with the estimation of the disturbance related states. Since MAP is the only output

affected by the disturbance no redundancy is available that allows to remove the disturbance

influence in the MAP measurement.

7.8.4 Structural equivalence of parity space and observer based residual gener¬

ators

For detector design this equivalence will be utilized and it will therefore briefly be re-established

in this section Consider a full order state observer

x(f) =- Ax(^B«(f)tL(o(t)) (7.16)

o(t) = y{t)-Cx(t)-T>n(t) (7.17)

where K is the output injection matrix and o(t) = y(f) - y(t). After a few manipulations one

obtains

0(s)-= [l + C(sI^A}A1L]~{\Y(A - {C(5l-A)-JB + D}r/(s)] (7.18)

or

0(*)^Hu(s)lY(s)-Gv(s)U(s)] (7.19)

which is now in parity space form with

#„(s)= [I + C(sl- A) lL]~'. (7.20)

This residual filter Hy(s) allows to favor certain frequencies in the residual r(i). Often it is a low

pass filter like a "cum sum" algorithm.
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Figure 7.9: Block structure representation of the linearized system given by equation 3.110

7.8.5 FDI design

As the couplings in the system are not rich enough for robust detector design and since the

particular structure is composed of three MISO subsystems, we propose an engineering approach
to the FDI problem. That is the redundancy relations provided by the different subblocks will be

utilized individually rather than in a MIMO setup

7.8.6 FDI for concentration measurement faults

To detect and isolate faults in the concentration measurements the redundancy provided by the

pharmacokinetics of the anesthetic is used From equation (3.110) we get

p
~\

— Ggos(s) — Cendt,Gos(& — AGas) AGö, K t CcmlUR. (7.21)

Since for this system input (emsp) and output (cendt) are equally affected by faults it is not obvious

that this relation provides useful redundancy. But consider the general residual generator for this

subsystem in parity space formulation as shown in figure 7 10 The response of the residual is

given by

i?(s) = CeMs)-(\ndi(s)^HG(^s)lGGos(s)- i)F\1So(A)
— Haas{s) [Cenc/f.r7rt,(sT - Aa„A" AGa<; it I Ce,K/i,/-> -1 ^^(^ (7-22)
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Figure 7.10: Residua! generation for concentration measurement faults. It is given in parity space

form. The residual filter Haas is obtained through proper selection an output injection matrix

(see equation (7.20)). The detection itself is done by comparing the residual to a threshold.

Obviously the fault appears in the residual but the term [GGos — 1} causes the response to decay

quite rapidly. The residual filter HGas(s) has to make sure that r{t) persists long enough for a

unique detection. The observer-parity-space-equivalence property allows a straight forward design
for HGas(s). Set

K
1

1-C
-A

eii.at.fi

Gas,11-

Note that since the respirator model of reduced order has dimension one Cencit^
some manipulations we get

(7.23)

is a scalar. After

/
B(s) = (1 - CtmlLR)Fs /so%) = ( 1 - ^~) F., so {(s (7.24)

That is with this choice of observer the residual is equal to the actual fault signal reduced by the

alveolar dead space fraction. In fact, the alveolar dead space is a fundamentally limiting factor

for the detectability of concentration measurement faults. To get an intuitive understanding for

this phenomenon perform a thought experiment. Assume that GGas = 1 Le. the alveolar dead

space is equal to the total alveolar space. In this case no uptake of anesthetics occur and the

endtidal concentration equals the inspired concentration. Clearly, in this limiting case it can not

be distinguished between abrupt changes due to faults and changes in the input signal. Since

both affect Cjnsp and cendt in exactly the same manner.

A typical fault free residual response for this detector is shown in figure 7.11. The data is taken

from a clinical evaluation of an endtidal controller. Two observations can be made:

• the residual is noisy

# large deviations are occurring whenever the set point for endtidal control changes.
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Figure 7.11: Fault free residual response for the detector of concentration measurement faults.
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Figure 7.12: Time varying fault detection thresholds for a recording of an endtidal controller
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Figure 7.13: Time varying fault detection thresholds for a recording of an endtidal controller

applications.

The noise stems from the normal sources, it is process and measurement noise. The large
deviations are a result of the model uncertainty as discussed in section 7.8.2. If FDI would be

based on a fixed detection threshold (6n) either the detection quality is poor if a large threshold

is selected or a high false alarm rate would result for a small threshold. The observation from

figure 7.11 that deviations excursions of the residual correlate with setpoint changes, however,

allows to select a narrow threshold which is widened whenever the set point for control changes.
This procedure is also referred to as adaptive threshold selection or threshold adaptation [148].

The upper and lower threshold are computed according to

er = max{0(r(i))(eo}
e, -.-= min{e(>-co).-e0}

(7.25)

(7.26)
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equation (7.28).
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-0.35s

(7^2)i^T0.15)
r/?(.s) [%VOl]

(7.27)

(7.28)

In this equation R(s) denotes the transform of a signal r(f) where every step in r{f) has been

changed to a unit step. For small steps the threshold could as well be adapted proportionally
to the step height. But for large steps this "normalization" of the step height accounts for the

saturation of the control signal. The linear filter in equation (7.28) is implemented in discrete

time using a Tustin approximation for s [150]. The filter constants were found empirically in off¬

line simulations. This experimental approach is necessary since the modeling uncertainties were

not a priori known. In a "reverse engineering" approach the adaptation law provides information

about the modeling uncertainties. For this consider figure 7.14 which shows an approximation of

the bode diagram for the threshold adaptation filter. From this it is concluded that the dominant

modeling uncertainties are between 0.15 and 2 rod_
mm

'

These time varying threshold values are shown for residuals generated for two different recordings
of endtidal control applications in figure 7.12 and 7.13. It can be seen that during phases of

automatic control the adaptation of the thresholds well envelopes the residual excursions. Only
isolated crossings of the threshold occur that lead to potential false alarms. During phases
of manual control several cases of potential false alarms are encountered. This is due to the

nonlinear non-predictable character of manual control. If the FDI is supposed to work properly
during manual control also the adaptation policy has to be altered. Alternatively the adaptation
of the threshold could be done based on the vaporizer control signal rather than the reference

signal. This strategy will be shown to work equally well in the next section.

To reduce the number of false alarms a minimum duration for the threshold violation of two

minutes is introduced before an alarm is generated. Note that this also necessary since artifacts

of up to two minutes are not to be treated as faults.
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7.8.7 FDI for actuator faults

According to figure 7.9 the respiratory circuit equation (3.35) provides a redundancy relation

which allows to detect the vaporizer faults /0 and component faults fr. Note, however, that

since both have been combined into actuator faults they can not be isolated with this relation.

From the detector for concentration measurement faults described in the previous section it is

known whether the signals c,„,p and cencit are correct. This allows to isolate the actuator faults

via this relation. A detector in the parity space set up according to figure 7 15 is used.

12122—

cendt

+

fa

+
-6-

GBes

GRes

- ;n sp

-)>lsp

HRes $e(t

Figure 7 15: Residual generation for actuator faults.

A typical fault free residual signal is shown in figure 7.16. This residual also shows noise contam¬

ination and systematic large excursions which are correlated with reference signal changes and

the vaporizer control signal. Compared to the residual of the concentration measurement fault

detector the systematic excursions are much larger This is due to larger model uncertainties

for the respiratory circuit model. To optimize the power of detection and the false alarm rate

an adaptation of the detection threshold is also required in this case. Since the previous section

showed that the adaptation based on the reference signal only provides satisfactory results for

automatic control but not for manual control an alternative approach will be used here. Since for

manual control the residual is stronger correlated with the vapor signal than with the reference

signal the vapor signal will be used as basis for the adaptation. The adaptation law becomes

8r - max{0(c4aj4/)).eo}

0^ = min{6(c,ap(t)).-eo}

(7.29)

(7.30)

where

Go

eis)

0.1 1% uol]

-0.69(s + 9)

(40s^T)(7TT)
;Clop(s) [% vol).

(7.31)

(7.32)

The bode diagram for this threshold adaptation filter is shown in figure 7.17. It clearly shows the

lower quality of the respirator model compared to the patient model. The dominant modeling
uncertainties lie between 0.025 and 1 jf-. Again the filter constants in equation (7.32) were

found empirically off-line from experimental recordings
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Figure 7.16: Fault free residual response for the detector of actuator faults. The data originates
form an application of the endtidal controller where automatic control was active in the first part.
Manual control starts at minute 116.
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Figure 7.17: Approximation of the bode diagram for the threshold adaptation filter given by
equation (7.32).

Two typical trajectories of residuals and thresholds are shown in figures 7.18 and 7.19. The upper

plot was generated from data recorded during an endtidal controller study. The data for the lower

plot originates from an MAP controller pilot study. Note that there are only single outliers that
violate the threshold.
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Figure 7.18: Time varying fault detection threshold for a recording of an endtidal controller

application. There is a potential false alarm occurring at minute 166. Since the duration is less

than 2 minutes it will be suppressed.
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Figure 7.19: Time varying fault detection threshold for a recording of an MAP controller applic¬
ation.

7.8.8 Isolating component and vaporizer faults

For the design of the supervisor logic it is desirable to isolate component faults (leaks and

disconnects) and vaporizer faults. The reason is simply that while the vaporizer faults require the

fallback to manual dosing not all sizes of leaks require the same.

The detector design in section 7.8.7 is not able to isolate the two different type of faults. The

isolation requires additional (low fidelity) redundancy. This redundancy is provided by the fact

that not only volatile anesthetics follow the respiratory circuit dynamics. All components of the

carrier gas do. The way to isolate component and vaporizer faults is thus to build an identical

detector using the oxygen concentration measurements. Leaks will affect the residual of both

detectors while vaporizer faults only affect the residual of the anesthetic detector. Assuming that

no multiple faults occur, the 02 based residual can discriminate vaporizer and component faults.
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7.8.9 FDI for the blood pressure measurements

In section 7.8.3 it was shown that a classical residual generator can not be designed for validation

of the MAP measurement. A straight forward but nonetheless very efficient validation can be

obtained from the non-invasive cuff measurement. While less suited for closed loop control it

serves very well to check the invasive measurement.

Figure 7.20 shows a blood pressure episode recorded during a routine operation. The non-invasive

MAP values are marked with "o" in the upper plot. It is apparent that the slow sampling rate

resulting from the cuff measurements is not able to capture most of the fast MAP variations.

It is the consequence of the violation of the sampling theorem [522]. The plot shows that the

non-invasive measurement is not always reliable, here in particular towards the end of the record.

In addition the sampling time can occasionally differ from the nominal value (e.g. at minute 43).

In the lower plot of figure 7.20 the residuals are plotted versus time. The dashed line indicates

the mean of the residuals. It shows that the non-invasive measurement on the average lies below

the invasive measurement. Further, it seems that there is some correlation between residuals and

disturbances, although larger errors also occur during moderately disturbed phases.

Despite these short comings of the non-invasive MAP measurement the regular comparison at

the sampling instances should nevertheless allow to detect persistent measurement errors. Rather

than a signal the residual may be viewed as a sequence of random values. In this environment

the detector is preferably designed purely from statistical considerations.

Statistical detector design

A straight forward way to design such a detector is to compare each residual to a threshold. This

threshold has to be chosen such that a acceptable false alarm rate is obtained Figure 7.20 shows

that the threshold would have to be set fairly high (« WmmHg) to avoid frequent false alarms.

But this would also lead to poor detection quality. An intuitive solution is to base the test not

on a single value but on the average of m residuals That is new "observations" o, are generated
and compared to a new threshold Oo for detection. Formally this is may be written [490] as

o, = -y2e,-m+l>e0. (7.33)

where

C^lL-iP,(1,)-MAPm(t,) (7.34)

is the difference between the ?"' invasive and the iih non-invasive MAP measurement.

This intuitive detector can also be motivated by using detection theory [490] which also allows

to compute detection threshold. For a detector usually two characteristic values are of interest.

That is the probability of false alarms usually denoted by o and the probability of detection usually
denoted by ß [490], If no assumption for the a priori probability of faults and no meaningful cost
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Figure 7.20: Residuals of the noninvasive blood pressure measurement.
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assignment for false alarms and missed faults can be made, then detectors are often designed based

on the Neyman-Pearson criterion [490]. This criterion maximizes the probability of detection for

a given (specified) false alarm rate. The decision for this type of detector is performed based on

the likelihood ratio 0(ö) of an observation 5 under the fault hypothesis (pfavu) and the no-fault

hypothesis (piwfavit) A fault is declared if this ratio is larger than a fixed detection threshold 0O
which is computed to satisfy the false alarm requirement specification [490]. Formally we write

O(o) = J^l. > 0O (7 35)

In the case of the MAP residual sequence an observation ö may in consist of several residuals.

I.e.

Oj ~~ ^6, —77) > <4— 77) . 1 , >} (7.36)

Assume that the residuals e, are independent and normally distributed with

1
PAn,nr(e) =Ar(p.cr) = - r^=-A

\/2ttct

_

(7.37)

From clinical data a « 3.73 mmHg and /., ft; —2 9 mmHg may be estimated. Then the sufficient

statistic [490] for the decision (7.35) is the sample mean of the individual residuals e,_w to e%

[490]. So that the decision alternatively becomes

o, -

j m Z_# '

j
fj > oo- (7 38)

The new decision threshold 0O has to be chosen such that the false alarm specifications are

satisfied. This leaves two parameters which have to be determined The length of an observation

m and the threshold 0O To determine these parameters from false alarm specifications the

probability of a false alarm during a surgical operation of average length is computed Let N

denote the number of residuals for an average operation Normally a non-invasive measurement

is obtained every 2 m?n, From table 4 1 an average duration for surgical operations of 218 mvn

is estimated. Which corresponds to K ^ 109 Let e denote the vector of MAP residuals and

let o denote the vector of observations given by equation (7 38) c and o are related by

o Pe (7 39)

where V 4 pN~~m^lxN

p =

711

1 ... ] o 0 0 ••• 0

0 1- 1 0 0 - • 0

0 0 0 0 1 1

(7 40)

The probability density function for o under the no fault hypothesis is then

P1,oja„n(o)=^(0^2ZPT) (7.41)
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The probability of a false alarm during an operation is the probability that any Oj > 0o computed

as

a{m, Bo) = 1 - / Af(0, PAPT)do (7.42)

Li(.Y-m-r-l.eo)

where El (TV - m+ 1. 0o) denotes the N — m+ 1- dimensional hyper cube centered at the origin
and length 20o.

The false alarm probabilities for different observation lengths as a function of the detection

threshold are shown in figure 7.21. Selecting

m = 2 and G0 = 2.15<x. (7.43)

we obtain a probability of false alarm of 10%. This corresponds roughly to one false alarm every

10 operations.

Figure 7.22 shows the performance (probability of detection) of this detector. The probability of

detecting faults of different sizes is plotted versus the different fault sizes.
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Figure 7 22 Probability of detection ? for different constant faults in the MAP measurement
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7.8.10 Supervisor logic control design

With the design of the supervisor logic control we have reached step 6 of the design procedure.
There are basically two tasks to be performed in this step. First, for any possible residual

combination an appropriate remedial action must be assigned. And second, the SLC for mode

control from section 4.3 must be extended to incorporate the resulting transitions.

The assignment of residual responses and remedial actions are summarized in table 7.5. The table

assigns for every SLC state and residual combination a transition event 04. SLC states to which

a certain event applies are marked with "4" the others are marked with "-". For the residual

combinations a "1" denotes a residual indicating a fault, a "0" denotes a residual indicating no

fault, and "x" denotes a residual which is not relevant for the transition.

Translation of table 7.5 into the extended state automaton is shown in figure 7.23. The notation

for the transitions is the same as introduced in section 4.3. I.e.

fault event[conditton) .
action. (7.44)

State transitions that are already Implemented to occur autonomously are drawn with solid lines.

Dashed lines indicate state transitions which are up to now only suggested by means of a warning
and where the actual transition has to be invoked by the anesthetist.
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"ENDTCTRL" "MAPCTRL"
action

OA 0 0 0 1 -

\
4- j 4- give leak warning

oB X X 1 0 - _j_ -4- 4 fallback to manual control

ac X X 1 1 - + ~\~ ; ~4- adapt controller parameters for leak

<7D 0 1 0 0 - - ~t~ | ~i~ switch to electronic dosing

(Je 0 1 0 X 4 + disable controllers

oF 1 0 0 0 - - _i_ switch to endtidal control

CG 1 0 0 0 4 + + - disable MAP controller

<7H 1 0 0 1 - - '. -

1

T switch to endtidal control, give leak warning
Ol 1 0 0 1 4 + i 4 - disabel MAP controller, give leak warning

Table 7.5: State transitions for supervisor logic.
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(Tg[-] disable MAP controller

Figure 7 23 Extensions of the FAS to include FTC possibilities
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7.9 Off line testing

We have finally reached step 7 of the design procedure. The step will be divided in an off line

testing and an in vivo testing.

Before performing in vivo tests confidence about the proper detection of faults must be gained

through extensive off line simulations. The fact that in the nominal (uncertainty free) case open

loop and closed loop FDI are identical allows to test the FDI performance in an open loop frame

work (see also section 7.8.2 for reference). These open loop evaluations are documented in this

section.

To analyze FDI performance for any possible fault signal would be very tedious. Usually rep¬

resentative fault models are used for this purpose instead. [168] suggests three classes of fault

signals. That is

• drift faults

• jump faults

• intermittent faults.

They are representative in the sense that drift faults stand for slow varying and incipient faults,

jump faults stand for fast and abrupt faults, and intermittent faults stand for what we defined as

artifacts. As artifacts have already been dealt with in chapter 6 only drift or jump faults will be

analyzed in the sequel.

7.9.1 Simulation evaluation of sensor fault detection performance

For the concentration measurements slow and abrupt faults may be envisioned. The detection

of jump as well as drift faults has thus to be tested. Besides the fault types also their sizes have

to be specified. Since there is no clinical or manufacturer data available giving a realistic size for

these faults we decided to specify a rather hard detection problem. For the jump fault detection

test a fault size of 0.1 [% vol] is chosen. In our opinion this is reasonable since 0.1 [% vol] is

usually the displayed resolution of concentration measurements by monitors. For the drift fault

detection test a slope of 0.01 [% vol/mm] is chosen. A slope which is even difficult to detect

for an anesthetist.

Figure 7.24 shows representative detection scenarios. In the upper plot the detection of a jump
fault is shown and in the lower plot the detection of a drift fault is shown. It can be seen that

the jump fault of size 0.1 [9c vol] produces a residual response which is large enough and persists

long enough to be detected. In case of the drift fault it is important to note that after about

10mm the residual Is large enough to be uniquely detected. After this time the fault has only
reached the size of 0.1 [% vol].
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Figure 7.24: Detection performance of jump and drift faults in concentration measurements. The
height of the jump fault in the upper plot is 0.1 [%vol] occuring at tf ~ 89 min. The slope of
the drift fault in the lower plot is 0.01 {%vol/rnm] starting at tf = 89 min also.
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7.9.2 Testing vaporizer fault FDI

For testing the vaporizer fault detector it is not necessary to rely on hypothetic fault signals
like jumps of drifts. For simulation testing the fault signals for an empty or stuck vaporizer are

easily obtained from the recorded vaporizer control signal. Let the vaporizer signal be denoted

by cuap(t) then the fault signal for a "stuck vaporizer" is

fa.stvck ~ /o - Cvap(t) (7.45)

and the fault signal for an empty vaporizer is

fa,empty ~ ~~~Cmp{t). (7.46)

The typical detection results for these two faults are shown in figure 7.25.

It should be noted that the detection performance for these two faults types may depend on the

maneuver performed. Consider a maneuver for an endtidal controller where the endtidal setpoint

changes from 1 % to 0.5 %. To track this setpoint the controller will close the vaporizer for some

time. If the vaporizer becomes empty during this period the fault can not be detected, simply
because the fault signal vanishes according to equation (7 46). It is only after reputed reopening
of the vaporizer that the non zero fault signal may be detected. This delay in detection is not

critical, however, since the vaporizer delivers what is actually required. Similar reasoning can be

applied for the case where the vaporizer is stuck during steady state phases.

7.9.3 Testing MAP sensor FDI

For testing MAP sensor FDI again the hypothetical signals drift and jump are utilized. There is

again the problem of missing experimental data that would allow to chose the size of the fault

signals. We therefore also decided to specify a rather hard detection problem The size of the

jump fault was taken as 5 mmHg. This value represents MAP errors which are not yet critical

for the patient. For the drift fault a slope of 0.5 mmHg/min is chosen. That is the total error

after 10 mm will be 5 [mmHg].

Typical detection results are shown in figure 7.26, It can be seen that both faults are detected in

reasonable time.
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Figure 7.25: Detection results of the actuator fault detector. The upper plot shows a "vaporizer
stuck" scenario and the lower plot shows and "vaporizer empty" scenario.
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Figure 7.26: Example of detection performance for the detector based on non-invasive blood

pressure measurements. Each "o" corresponds to an observation o, given by equation (7.38).
The detection thresholds are shown with dashed lines.
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7.10 In vivo testing

This section presents three successful in vivo test of the FDI algorithms. The section may be

viewed as step 7b of the design procedure.

The test cases included a fault for every sensor and actuator. In the first example the detection

of a drift fault is demonstrated. In the second example an empty vaporizer is mimicked. And the

last example shows the detection of a jump fault in the invasive blood pressure measurement. All

experiments occurred under closed loop conditions.
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To mimic the drift fault a ramp signal has been added to the inspiratory and exspiratory con¬

centration measurements in the PM8060 device driver (see figure 2.10 for reference). The result

of this fault scenario is shown in figure 7.27. The fault starts at minute 246 and it ends im¬

mediately after the detector has registered a clear crossing of the threshold. The drift signal is

0.01 %vol/min. This corresponds to an error of 0.15% at the time of detection.

~Vyvyw?

240 245 250 255 260 265

time [min]

270 275 280

240 245 250 255 260 265

time [min]

270 275 280

Figure 7.27: Detection example for a drift fault on the gas sensor. The drift, is stopped after

successful detection. Note how easily an artifact is detected compared to the slow drift fault.
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The empty vaporizer was mimicked by switching off the power supply for the electro mechanic

vaporizer and then closing it manually. The result of this fault scenario is documented in figure

7.28. The vaporizer is closed at minute 125 and power is switched on again after the detector

had given clear indication for an actuator fault.

115 120 125

time fmin]

130 135

120 125

time [min]

130 135

Figure 7.28: Detection result of the actuator fault detector. The duration of the "empty" fault

is indicated by the vertical dashed lines.
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Finally, the blood pressure measurement fault was mimicked by shifting the level at which the

transducer was mounted. It is shifted by 25 c??7 at minute 238 and it is re-established after several

consistent positive detection results. The detection result is shown in figure 7.29.
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Figure 7.29: Detection example of a fault in the blood pressure measurement system. To mimic

the fault the transducer was shifted up 25 em.

7.11 Conclusions

In this chapter we have followed the design procedure by Blanke et al. for the design of FTC

systems. The procedure has shown to be very useful in ensuring that "nothing is forgotten".
However, we feel that there is a certain overlap among the different steps. For example some

aspects of step 1 (fault listing and propagation) are mentioned again in step 2 (severity assess¬

ment). The same is felt for step 3 (FTC possibilities) and step 4 (remedial action selection).
Similarly this is the case for step 3 and step 5 (FDI design). From this experience we suggest

to merge step 1 and step 2. Step 3 could be split into FTC possibilities for detection and FTC

possibilities for remedial actions and then could be integrated into step 5 and step 4, respectively.

The chapter shows that model based detection of faults in a clinical environment is possible. The

application reveals that there are still considerable unmodeled phenomena in these models. The

problems arising form these model uncertainties were solved by means of threshold adaptation.
The applicability finally was demonstrated in three pilot examples. To "prove" the general clinical

applicability an extensive clinical study will be required. A task that must be left to future projects.
There are still a number of open questions that will have to be addressed then. First, the 02-
based detector allowing the isolation of vaporizer faults and leaks could not be implemented due

to time limitations. Second, at the current stage the decision signal is "chattering" when crossing
a threshold due to the noise on the residual. A possible remedy for this will be to introduce a

decision hysteresis.



Chapter 8

Human Machine Interface

8.1 Introduction

In figure 5.1 the HMI was identified as the part of the supervisor which is responsible for the

communication with the operator. But we have not gone into the realization aspects for this

HMI. This is subject of this chapter. The aspects are particularly important for two reasons

HMI-1 The design of an HMI is a key factor in how well the system is accepted by the end user

[186, 206].

HMI-2 A well designed user interface increases operational safety [269]. That is if it allows the

anesthetist to grasp a critical situation faster then corrective actions will be more effective

[419].

However, to design the perfect HMI would go far beyond the scope of this work. What we will

present here Is a usable solution knowing that the development of a "perfect" solution would

require a thesis of its own. The general guidelines for designing user interfaces shall nonetheless

be followed.

For the further discussion it must often be referred to earlier versions of the user interface. For

convenience these versions will be labeled. Version A refers to the MS-DOS text oriented interface

shown in figure 8.1. Version B refers to the Oberon based graphical user interface shown in figure
8.2 which was used during the endtidal controller study. And Version C refers to the interface to

be described in this chapter.

Note at this point that graphical user interfaces (GUI) are a subset of human machine interfaces

(HMI) since HMI may also include e.g. acoustic or haptic elements. That is

GUI C HMI. (8.1)
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Figure 8.1: Screen for the Human Machine Interaction used to operate the first prototype system.
Number and arrow keys on the keyboard were used to browse through the menus and to input
data.
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In absence of other than graphical elements we will use the terms GUI and HMI interchangeably.

8.2 Ergonomie dialogue design criteria

The design of adequate user interfaces is one aspect of software ergonomy [462, 261, 15, 246,

358, 203]. These publications in particular discuss ergonomie dialogue design criteria. Such

criteria are also covered by the international standards [1, 3]. We will utilize the guidelines given
in [1] which are

DC-1 Suitability for task: Suitability for task essentially requires that the system should support

the user in performing his task and not hinder him. This includes [15, 358, 261]:

- that the different steps required to achieve a certain goal should be in a natural order

- the system must provide a clear set of services that have a corresponding meaning in

the user environment

- icons and keywords should be borrowed from the users environment

- no special computer knowledge should be required to operate the system

For our case this means that all Oberon specific features should be hidden from the user

by the interface. And only commands must be provided that are intuitively understood.

DC-2 Self-descriptiveness: Self-descriptiveness requires [1]: "A dialogue is said to be self-

descriptive if each dialogue step is either immediately comprehensible or may be explained
to the user on his/her requesting the relevant information. After any user action the system

should have the capability to provide feedback or explanations on request or initiate feedback

ifsevere consequences may result". In particular for the immediate understanding it is useful

to use consistent terminology drawn from the task environment [15, 358] and intuitively
understandable pictograms [261], For example, it is nonsense to inform the anesthetist

about pharmacokinetic parameters used in the infusion pump. What he is interested in are

the actual patient parameters for which the infusion has been computed like weight, age,

sex, etc.

The following test questions that can help to decide about self-descriptiveness are (adapted
from [15, 358])

- what state is my system in?

- what are the possible actions in this state ?

- how did the system get into this state ?

- into what other states can it be transfered ?

- how can it be transfered into these other states ?

DC-3 Controllability: The demand for "controllability" is based on the observation that the

more control one has over a system the less afraid one is to use it [261]. Please note, that
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controllability here refers to something different from what is normally used in control en¬

gineering. The fallback concept in our case for example gives the anesthetist the assurance

that whatever goes wrong he will always be able to inactivate the system completely.

Controllability includes that the user determines the speed at which things (e.g. mode trans¬

itions) happen [15, 358]. Restrictions to controllability of course apply if mis-manipulations

must be prevented.

DC-4 Conformity with user expectations: "In order to achieve conformity with user expecta¬

tions it is important that the dialogue system of the application incorporates as precisely as

possible a model of the task the application is required to perform under both procedural
and structural aspects. Hence, the user should have easy access to the task and simple

navigation mechanisms." This includes [261, 246]:

- similar commands should lead to similar reactions

- feedback must be given whether a command is being executed or whether additional

inputs are required

- the application should "employ the user's vocabulary which is used for the task and

commit to polite formulations" [1]

- any information given to the user should be limited to the absolute minimum

DC-5 Learnability: "Dialogue systems are said to support learnability if they guide the user

through the learning stages minimizing the learning time. Reducing complexity and main¬

taining consistency are the prerequisite goal for this principle. ....
All kinds of dialogue

elements supporting "getting used to" behavior should be applied (e.g. standard locations

for same type of messages, similar layout of screen elements for similar task objects)."

DC-6 Individualization:
"

Dialogue systems are said to support individualization if the system

is constructed to allow for adaptation to the user's individual needs and skills for a given
task. Parts of the dialogue which are developed with certain user characteristics in mind

(such as normal color vision) support individualization if they can be modified to support

users who differ in these characteristics (such as color-blindness),

Examples of individualization might include allowing the user to use different command

names incorporating his/her own vocabulary providing different techniques for condens¬

ing input and representing output, and providing the capability of adding individualized

functions within the semantics of the application or even expanding the semantics."

DC-7 Error tolerance: A dialogue is error tolerant if despite an erroneous input the system does

not end up in an undefined state. In some cases It might be appropriate to automatically
correct obvious input errors. In other cases it might be better to ignore the input and

inform the user. The user interface should indicate what the allowed inputs are [261].

The attentive reader has realized that there is a certain overlap between these criteria (see also

[246]). It is therefore not surprising that different sources give slightly different criteria [462, 3].
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Figure 8.2: Prototype HMI used during the clinical evaluation of the endtidal controller. It is on a

touch screen which is operated by means of a pen especially designed for touch screen interaction.
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8.3 Applying the design criteria

If we analyze Version A of the HMI it complies with many of the above guidelines DC-1 to

DC-7. But there are also points that violate these guidelines: The use of a keyboard in the OR

violates DC-1. The text-only mode violated DC-4. The user was expecting a "Windows-like"

GUI. A later - Oberon/touch-screen-based - prototype designed by Derighetti for evaluation of his

endtidal and MAP controllers was much better received. However, during the clinical evaluation

of the endtidal controller the interface proved to have a series of considerable drawbacks. For

example the interface suggests that the vaporizer concentration (line Agas% in HMI Version B)
can always be overwritten manually. But this was not the case during automatic control. This

violates DC-3. Parts of the HMI that can not be used must not be displayed. The display did

also not indicate whether the controller was initialized properly but it still allowed to switch the

controller on - a violation of DC-7. A new solution therefore had to be sought based on the

experience gained during the different studies conducted so far.

While the design criteria DC-1 to DC-7 serve well to separate good from bad designs they don't

provide a direct help in the sense of a design recipe. For more specific design suggestions others

sources were consulted. These are

• Publications discussing HMI design elements for industrial applications [107, 523, 229].
There it is common practice to use so called mimics ("Fliessbilder") [107] on which the

different control and display elements are positioned according to their location in reality

[523, 229]. It is also common to have trend data available on demand [229]. And there

exist rules concerning the use of colors [107]. Finally, there is an tendency towards the use

of touch screens [523].

• Existing medical devices with a similar purpose like patient monitors

• Publications presenting new prototype user interfaces for patient monitors [37, 245. 414,

389, 454].

• A series of publications presenting visionary ideas for future monitors and anesthesia work¬

places [19, 50, 83, 133, 137. 151, 188, 190. 231, 372, 375. 410, 411, 487].

• Interviews with users [446]. In these interviews the shortcomings of the HMI version A and

B were discussed. It was during these interviews that the poor "controllability" of version B

became apparent. The users also unisonously were in favor of the "single knob" concept of

the Draeger devices. This motivated our concept with the "common adjustment element.".

Numerous ideas from above sources were picked up to get to Version C for the HMI that will be

described in the next section.
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Figure 8.3: Partitioning of screen into different fixed and variable segments. The different panels
"dosing", "endtidal control", and "MAP control" are displayed based on the selected mode of

the control system (see figure 4.8). "Overview" and "Histories" screen are shown depending on

the corresponding user selection in the mode control panel (see figure 8.4).
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8.4 Description of HMI Version C

Figure 8.3 shows the partitioning of the HNI screen into different segments. It has fixed areas

and variable areas. The variable areas are filled according to user selections. They are drawn with

dashed lines. The fixed areas are drawn with solid lines.

The fixed areas are those required for navigation. They must be displayed always since from them

the state of the control system is inferred (DC-3). The mode control area is shown in figure 8.4.

The upper three buttons are for handling overview and trend screen. The lowest two buttons

are for controlling the storage. The rest of the buttons are for selecting the control modes. The

active mode is marked by a green status indicator "light".

The messages are handled by a designated gadget. It is able to handle a variable number of

messages (1 — 10) provided by the target application. The color of a displayed message depend
on the message type. Complying with [474] we use green, yellow, and red for no fault, warning,
and critical messages, respectively (see also [470]).

With the upper most buttons in the mode control section the user can choose between an overview

and an a trend screen (or several trend screens in the future). The overview screen (figure 8.5)
allows to get a rapid overview over the state of the control system. It displays the application
relevant parameters and measurements. For every value to be displayed a so called "Value Item"

is placed on the screen and connected with a datum of an object model on the target screen.

For details see section 2.7.4. Adding and removing Value Items can be done through "'drag and

drop" and does not require any programming. Up do date the Value Items are all off the same

shape and are only discriminated by their name. In principle these Value Items should be replaced

by pictograms. A suggestion made by several authors [414, 389, 372, 83, 133]. Each Value Item

is placed on the screen atop of a schematic drawing of the anesthesia environment. A technique

common for industrial applications [229, 107] but also suggested for medical applications by
several authors [188, 487].

The trend screen (figure 8.6) allows to view the time course of (control) relevant variables. The

selection of the variables to be displayed can be done through button clicks and may be altered

online.

Another variable area is the space where the control panels are displayed. The space is occupied

by a controller panel which corresponds with the selected mode. This principle allows to hide

system inputs that do not apply in certain modes.

The last variable screen area is the "common adjustment element" (figure 8.7). It allows to change
values of Value Items. Since potentially every Value Item needs occasionally to be changed every

Value Item needs an adjustment mechanism. In order not to waste screen area with numerous

scroll bars the idea was to have only one adjustable element that can be used with any Value

Item. Note that this concept is similar to the "One-Button-Handling" common in Dräger devices.

By clicking on the name button of a Value Item the common adjustment element panel pops up.

The scroll bar allows to adjust the item's value. And when clicking on the "OK" button the new

value is accepted and the common adjustment element disappears.
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Figure 8.4: Mode control segment of the HMI (fixed object). The upper two buttons allow to

switch between the "Overview" (mimic) and the "Histories" (trend) screen (figure 8.3). The

button "show actual settings" allows to display the currently set values of the Value Items. The

next seven buttons allow to navigate through the SLC (see section 4.3). And finally, the lower

buttons allow to switch storage on and off. The "LED" between the buttons indicates whether

storage is on or off.
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Figure 8 5 Overview screen (mimic) segment Value Items are placed on this screen by drag
and drop' For the different items name resolution color alarm limits etc can be specified

individually Note that the naming complies with the abbreviations commonly used in anesthesia
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The selected Item is : ffo (FK&) [5 of13]

Figure 8.6: Histories screen (trends) segment for the HMI. In this example the upper plot shows

concentration variables. That is vaporizer signal, inspiratory concentration, and exspiratory con¬

centration. The actual screen will show the different graphs with different colors. The lower plot
the MAP signal. At the bottom of each plot a legend is provided. Signals may be added or

removed from a graph at run time. To do so the upper right scroll bar allows to browse through
the available items. The selected item is indicated in the title bar of the panel (FF02 is Nr. 5

out of 13 items). Using the "add to" or "delete from" button the item may be added or removed

from the plot.
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Figure 8.7: The "common adjustment element" allows to adjust values of Value Items.
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Finally, a complete panel as it is used for the MAP controller study is shown in figure 8.8. Note

that the interaction with the touch screen also occurs with a pen typically used for this purpose.

8.5 Conclusions

At the beginning of the design of HMI Version C, design guidelines available in software ergonomy

literature were consulted. These guidelines were found to be very helpful in identifying short

comings of a certain HMI solution or to compare different solutions. But they were of little help
for finding "the design". For this purpose other sources had to be consulted.

The current solution (Version 3) removes a number of drawbacks of the earlier Versions A and

B. It is much better received due to the graphical components (DC-4) and because of the touch

screen (DC-1). It complies much better with DC-3 (controllability) since only elements are shown

that really can be manipulated. The interface now also allows to always see in what mode the

control system is (DC-2).

Some short comings have been detected already during the first pilot studies with the MAP

controller. First, the Value Items are still only distinguishable through their name. It. might
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be better to use intuitive pictograms in the future. Also the items are fairly large. This will

make it difficult to arrange them appropriately on the overview screen as more control loops
are integrated. Final conclusions must, however, be drawn after completion of the study. An

interesting question will be to evaluate how often the "Histories" screen is used compared to the

"Overview" screen.
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Conclusions

9.1 What has been achieved

The scope of the presented thesis is to solve a number of problems that arise when intending to

bring feedback controllers from a clinical study environment to clinical practice. The introductory

discussion in chapter 1 shows that this mainly requires the development of what we call supervisor
functions. In a first part of the thesis (chapters 2 to 3) the necessary foundations are elaborated

and in a second part (chapters 4 to 8) selected supervisor aspects are developed (see also figure

1.6).

The foundations are first a hard- and software platform which allows to implement and use con¬

trollers as well as supervisor functions in the clinical environment Second there is a mathematical

model that is required for controller development as well as supervisor function design

Considerable effort was dedicated to the development of the hard- and software research platform
The design specifications may be summarized with: "developing an extensible, easy to use ex¬

perimental platform that allows the "safe" application of feedback controllers in the OR". With

Oberon-2 an object oriented programming language has been used for software development.

However, not all concepts of object orientation were needed for the software design. In fact it

seems that for our type of problem it is sufficient to have a modular programming language at

disposition The evaluation of three different controllers (i.e. an observer based state feedback

controller, an override controller, and a high gain adaptive controller [67]) each having an ap¬

propriate graphical user interface confirm that these specifications have been met. The strictly
modular design and the skeleton mode control object (see section 2.7.3 for details) reduced the

implementation effort considerably. The same is true for the design of the graphical user inter¬

face. The system is now in a development state where it may routinely be used by an instructed

anesthetist without engineer's support

In chapter 3 we presented a model which describes the dynamic relationship between vaporizer
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concentrations and surgical stimulations on the input side and the inspiratory and endtidal Isoflur¬

ane concentration as well as MAP on the output side. The model is a refined version of a model

introduced by Derighetti [111]. The refinements concern the pharmacokinetic and pharmacody¬

namic parameters of the model for Isoflurane, the model structure and the model parameters for

the model of the surgical stimulations, and the model of the respiratory circuit. Some parameter

changes in the Isoflurane model are minor in the sense that they do not affect the design of

controllers much. They are necessary to improve the residual quality for FDI. One change of

parameters, however, has a great influence also on the controller design. It was found that the

pharmacodynamic parameters describing the dependence of the cardiac output form Isoflurane

are such that the model becomes non-minimum phase. A phenomenon which is not described by

Derighetti. For an early model for the influence of surgical stimulations [112] it was hypothesized

that there is a neural and a humoral component involved. This assumption has also been used

by Derighetti. In this thesis experiments are shown which for the first time clearly support this

hypothesis and which allow to separate the two components. The model has been modified to

comply with this observed response. Finally, for the respiratory circuit a physically motivated

order reduction of the model by Derighetti is presented.

In chapter 4 the observer based control algorithms for endtidal Isoflurane concentration and

MAP developed by Derighetti are brought to the point where they are applicable in a clinical

study. This means the following. The computation of the controller parameters is done online.

The MAP controller has been redesigned to account for the non-minimum phase characteristic

of the plant and it has been extended with an additional endtidal override controller which

guarantees a minimum endtidal Isoflurane concentration. For the endtidal controller the results

of an extensive clinical study comparing manual and automatic control performance are presented.
The evaluation reveals a statistically significant superior performance of automatic control. For

the MAP controller a similar study was still in progress when the thesis was completed. From

the few trials it must be expected that the difference between manual and automatic control will

be less significant. The reason for this lies in the limited range of available control signal which

applies to both manual as well as automatic control

In chapter 5 a possible structure for a supervisor is developed It is suggested to distinguish in¬

put/output conditioning, supervisor logic control, fault detection/isolation, decision support, and

man machine interface. The structure allows to allocate supervisor functions generally postulated

for automatic control applications during anesthesia

Chapter 6 develops a novel and elegant solution to the artifact problem. It is based on a nonlinear

modification of the generic observer based state feedback controller. The stability of this modified

controller is checked using standard methods. Several examples of successfully suppressed artifacts

in the concentration as well as in the MAP signals are presented.

In chapter 7 a design procedure for fault tolerant control (FTC) systems proposed by Blanke

et al. is applied to the Isoflurane-MAP control problem. A key step in this procedure is to

determine the FTC possibilities provided by a system. To support this analysis the concept of

recoverability is developed (appendix C). Recoverability is supposed to answer the question of

how well the function of a control system may be recovered after a fault (and possibly a system

reconfiguration). The concept proposes a measure for the degree of recoverability of linear

systems subject to faults. These measures are used in the design procedure to rank the different
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FTC possibilities. An important ingredient of FTC is fault detection and isolation (FDI). The

FDI problem is solved by using the models developed in chapter 3. The analysis of the different

detectors revealed that despite the large modeling effort still considerable unmodeled dynamics

are affecting the residuals. The problem is resolved by means of threshold adaptation. The final

FTC system is able to handle faults in measurements and actuators. Three clinical experiments

of successfully detected faults are shown. This lets us conclude that FTC based on analytical

redundancy provided by dynamic system models is possible in this clinical environment. The

general clinical validation, however, must be done in a future project. The supervisor logic is not

yet enabled to perform mode transitions autonomously. At the current state of development the

FDI findings are communicated to the anesthetist along with a suggestion for mode transition.

It is still him/her who is responsible for mode transitions. Autonomous transitions will only be

introduced once the clinical validation of this "assistance" mode has been completed.

Finally, in chapter 8 a prototype human machine interface (HMI) is presented. For the layout

of this prototype guidelines from software ergonomy, examples of HMIs existing in other medical

devices, and inputs form potential users were combined. The current prototype is generally

accepted in terms of its appearance. But the evaluation of the practical suitability must also be

left to future clinical studies

9.2 Where are still open points

Some potential for future research has been outlined in the introduction. The aim of this section

is not to elaborate those aspects further but to point out research directions that start from where

this thesis ends. There are mainly three areas where we think additional research is necessary.

This includes aspects of the model, the recoverability measure, and the user interface. More

precisely they are:

Unmodeled dynamics: The analysis of the fault detectors showed that there must be

still considerable unmodeled dynamics. To further improve the detector quality these un¬

modeled dynamics must be localized and included in the model. For the pharmacokinetics
of Isoflurane unmodeled dynamics are likely to be introduced by the simplification concern¬

ing the respiratory tract. For the respiratory circuit unmodeled dynamics may be associated

with the manual ventilation bag or the CCA absorber,

Non ideal gas exchange: To comply with experimental data we had to introduce a fairly

large alveolar dead space. Although there is evidence for this in the literature it is not clear

whether it is due to incomplete mixing of Isoflurane in the alveoli or to a limited ability of

Isoflurane to cross the alveolar membrane.

Inverse MAP response: The pharmacodynamic parameters for cardiac output have been

obtained from a single experiment. At this point is it not clear whether there are individuals

that do perhaps not show this behavior, whether it is truly due to the sympathomimetic
effect of the Isoflurane or rather due to auto regulation mechanisms, or whether it is a

nonlinear phenomenon.
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Pain Model: The model for the hemodynamic stress response was developed in absence

of analgesics. Analgesics change the response of MAP [105], the neural activity [105] and

the catecholamines [101] to stimuli. And since analgesics are generally used during normal

anesthesia the model should be modified to account for these effects. We think that this

could be done by introducing a modulation of the neural stimulation with the plasma level

of analgesics.

Catecholamines: Unfortunately we were not able to confirm the humoral component in

the stress response model through measurements.

Disturbance anticipation: The potential improvements in blood pressure regulation

through disturbance anticipation was studied in simulations with promising results. How¬

ever, the clinical applicability can only be demonstrated with a clinical experiment. Before

this will be possible, the handling of the output constraints on the endtidal concentration

must be solved.

Recoverability: The recoverability measure proposed in appendix C and [154] must not

be taken as a "gold standard". Perhaps there are more useful measures of recoverability.
Also the consequences for FTC should further be elaborated. And finally, it is not clear

how to define recoverability analogously for nonlinear systems.

FTC: For FTC we have only been able to present a few successful detection results and

the "FTC loop" is still closed manually. Here a broad clinical evaluation will be required
so that the FTC loop eventually can be closed automatically.

HMI: Most information is still displayed very text oriented. The cited visions of "the"

future anesthesia system [19, 50, 83, 133 137, 151, 188, 190, 231, 372, 375, 410, 411, 487]
unisonously postulate the use of pictograms, barplots. etc. It is therefore likely that the

clinical evaluation of the MMI will uncover shortcomings in exactly this direction.
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The linear model

This appendix provides the coefficents for the liearized model dynamics according to (3 106)
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Appendix B

Improving Regulation of Mean Arterial Blood

Pressure During Anesthesia Through Estimates

of Surgery Effects

The clinical evaluation of the MAP controller with endtidal override has shown limitations in the

ability to reject disturbances caused by surgical stimulations. One approach to further improve
MAP regulation is to utilize any available knowledge about the progress of surgery in the control

algorithm. In this appendix we propose to provide a model predictive controller (MPC) with rough
estimates of the effects of surgical events and to use it to improve blood pressure regulation during
anesthesia. Since it is merely a feasibility study without a clinical validation it is placed in this

appendix instead of chapter 4.

Predictive control schemes have already successfully been applied for drug application. Linkens

and Mahfouf [279] have applied Generalized Predictive Control (GPC) to control blood pressure

during anesthesia. However, the scheme was only used to obtain a linear controller, constraints

on the control variables were not taken into account and no use was made of any knowledge
about future surgical events. Rao et al. [388] applied MPC to control MAP, cardiac output (CO)
and mean pulmonary arterial pressure (MPAP). In this study input constraints were taken into

account but still no use was made of knowledge about future disturbances. Derighetti applied
MPC to blood pressure regulation with Isoflurane but he also did not include the possibility to use

knowledge about future disturbances. Wada and Ward [478] used open loop MPC for optimal

application of alfentanil. The potential of incorporating knowledge about future surgical events

is mentioned but not explored.
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Figure B.l: Structure of the generic MPC controller with the elements plant, observer, and

optimizer.

B.l Model Predictive Control (MPC)

MPC is a control scheme which has gained popularity in recent years. Originating in process

control, MPC has been successfully applied to numerous other areas. To discuss MPC in depth
is beyond the scope of this section, therefore we only provide minimal information about the

algorithm used for this study. A more detailed treatment can be found in [72] and [262]. The

key motivation for using MPC in our application is that knowledge about the future (e.g. future

reference values or future disturbances) can be used by the algorithm. There are other features

of MPC that we benefit from for blood pressure regulation with Isoflurane. First, the input
(actuator) constraints which must be imposed for physical and safety reasons can be handled

explicitly. Further, the strategy can be extended naturally to multiple input multiple output

(MIMO) systems and time delays caused by actuators or sensors can be handled easily. MPC

has one drawback which makes it impractical for some on line applications: it is computationally
complex. This is not a problem here since physiological processes are relatively slow, thus allowing
enough time for computations between sampling intervals as Derighetti has demonstrated in [111].

The generic structure of MPC is shown in figure B.l and Its functioning Is best understood

together with figure B.2. At every time k an optimization is performed to compute the sequence
of optimal control values U{k) over the. control horizon m such that a certain performance
criterion is optimized over the prediction horizon p. Of the computed control move sequence

U(k) only the first control move u(A-) is then implemented, measurements of the outputs y(k)
are taken, updates of the estimated system states x(fc) are computed and a next series of optimal
control values is determined based on the estimated state, the system dynamics, and the reference

signal r(k). In most applications a quadratic objective function of the form

p m-l

J = J2 e(k + i\k)TRe(k 4 i\k) A ]T Au(k + i\k)TSAu(k A i\k) (B.l)
;=i

is used, where e(k 4 l\k) denotes the predicted error between desired and future predicted
states x(k A i\k) of the system. Very often a linear plant model is used for MPC. This has
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Figure B.2: Illustration of the MPC scheme for a SISO system.

the advantage that if no constraints are imposed on x(A;) and tt(A-) the optimization problem
can be solved explicitly and leads to a linear dynamic output feedback control law. If, however,

constraints on x(k) and u(k) exist, a quadratic program (QP) has to be solved at every time

step. In this case (linear plant model) convergence to the global optimum is assured since the

resulting optimization problem is convex. If the plant model is nonlinear the problem is not

necessarily convex and finding the global optimum is not trivial. In that case it might become

difficult to meet timing specifications for real time applications. This is the reason why quadratic
cost functions and linear plant models are most commonly used.

The MPC algorithm has essentially four tuning parameters. These are the matrices R and S

in equation (B.l) and the prediction horizon p and the control horizon m indicated in figure
B.2. R and S determine how much errors in the states are weighted against control effort.

Putting the main weight on the state errors results in an aggressive controller whereas we get
conservative controllers by putting most weight on the control action. The. prediction horizon p

determines how far into the future predictions are made and future reference values (or disturbance

predictions) are taken into account. The control horizon m determines how many future control

moves are computed. For infinite p stability results for the closed loop system are available. For

computational reasons, however, the horizons p and m are often chosen to be finite.
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B.2 Anticipating Model Predictive Control

The detailed MPC setup with disturbance estimates for our scenario is shown in figure B.3. The

plant is now represented by the patient and the ventilator (see also figure 3.1 for reference) The

control input u(k) corresponds to the concentration of anesthetic gas in the fresh gas cvnp(k), the

output y(k) corresponds to the change in mean arterial blood pressure (MAP) caused by the drug
and disturbances. The major source of disturbance is assumed to be the surgical stimulation d,(k)
which is not measurable. The optimal control values U(k) are computed on the basis of estimates

of the future plant states represented by future outputs of the system Y(k\k) — MAP(ÄiÄ'),
estimates of future disturbances T>s(k) and the knowledge about future values of the reference

signal 'RMAp(k). Both IZÄiAP(k) and 'D^(k) are provided by the anesthetist.

Although the trajectory of future disturbances will never be known exactly an anesthetist is able to

roughly predict the instant of occurrence and the size of major surgical stimulations such as skin

incision. The extensive study of the hemodynamic reaction under Isoflurane/oxygen anesthesia

to different noxious stimuli by Zbinden et al. [519] gives an example of such knowledge. Their

results allow to estimate average blood pressure increase and corresponding confidence intervals

for different noxious stimuli at different levels of endtidal Isoflurane concentration. Table B.l

summarizes these results for an endtidal Isoflurane concentration of 1 MAC. The numbers reveal a

clear correlation between the kind of stimulation and the average blood pressure increase, though,
the variability is very broad. For the natural stimuli (laryngoscopy, skin incision, intubation) the

individual response can deviate up to 57% from the average value. Making this rough information

available to an MPC may still be advantageous compared to no information about future events,

even if size and the instant of occurrence of the stimuli are not predicted precisely.

For this study we have been working with a finite step response model representation of the control

input dynamics and the disturbance input dynamics, They were obtained from the linearized

model equations (3 106). Note that in this linear model the disturbance r/, may be measured in

mmHg after scaling the steady state gain of the linear disturbance transfer function to one. For

that case the state vector for the system is represented by the future output values of the system

Y(k) =

r y(k)

'/(*• +1)

y(k A /?)

(B.2)

where n and the sampling frequency are chosen such that the important dynamic effects resulting
form disturbance input and control input are captured. The advantage of using step response

models is that they can be obtained experimentally quite easily as was done by Furutani et al in

[159]. The state estimate is computed in two steps, i.e. one step ahead prediction and correction

after taking a measurement. Assuming an estimate of the state Y(k\k) available at time k, the

one step ahead prediction is

Y(k + l\k) = MY(k\k) 4 s"Av(k) (B.3)

where M is the matrix that maps the state vector at time k to the time H J. That is for our
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Figure B.3: Setup for MPC with disturbance estimates. The plant (patient -4 ventilator) is

"driven" by the input u(k) (anesthetics applied to the fresh gas stream c,lap) and the disturbance

ds(k) (surgical and other stimuli), the output y(k) is the change in blood pressure The reference

signal R^[.\p(k) (desired blood pressure), the actual output y(k) (measured blood pressure

MAP(k)), and an estimate of the disturbance trajectory VJk) (estimates of major stimuli) are

available to the controller, based on which the optimal trajectory for the control signal u(k) is

computed. To compute this optimal control signal the optimizer utilizes estimates of the system

states (in our case represented by future outputs of the system MAP(k\k)), they are obtained

via an observer. Note that the actual disturbance dßk) is not measurable
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Stimulus Average blood 95 % confidence in¬

pressure increase in terval in mmHg

mmHg

Trapezius squeeze 9 ± 8.2

Tetanic stimulation 15 ± 7.5

Laryngoscopy 23 ± 13

Skin incision 35 ± 20

Intubation 49 ± 23

Table B.l: Average blood pressure increase and confidence intervals for different noxious stimuli

at an endtidal Isoflurane level of 1 MAC deduced form [519]. Trapezius squeeze and tetanic

stimulation are well defined artificial stimuli, the other stimuli are naturally occurring during

surgery. A clear correlation between the kind of stimulation and the average blood pressure

increase can be observed. However, for the natural stimuli the individual response can deviate up

to 57% from the average value

non-integrating single output system:

M =

0 1 0 0 • 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 • 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 • 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 • • 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 • n 0 1

and (B.4)

is the vector of control input step response coefficients of the system. The correction is given by

Y(k + l|fc -t- I) = Y(k -r L\k) - KF{y(k a I) - y{k 4 1)} (B.5)

where Kp is a filter gain matrix computed according to [262] and y(k A 1) is the measurement

of the system output at time k 4- [.

The basis for the computation of the future control moves is the p-step ahead prediction

y(k A i\k) = MY(k\k) 4 SdAVßk) 4- SvAU(k) (B.6)

where A4 is a submatrix of M of dimension n x p i e

• 0

A4-

0 10 0- 0 0 o

0 0 1 0 •• • 0 0 0

0 0 0 0- -010 0

(B.7)

Sri and S" are the matrices with step response coefficients corresponding to the disturbance and

control input respectively
-

4
QS

'1

j A
°p öp-1

0

0

A

sv =

A'

L 4 V-4

0

0

~p~m+1

(B.8)
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The essential point in the algorithm is the AT>, term in equation (B.6). Here an estimate of

future disturbances can be provided to the algorithm which will be taken into account for the

computation of the optimal control values. This sequence of future control moves is obtained as

the result of the following constrained quadratic optimization problem

Ty [nMAp(k A I)- y(k A l|fc)J I + \\T"AU{k)\

s.L CuAU(k)>C(kAl\k).

(B.9)

F^ and Fv are weighting matrices related to S and R in equation (B.l) The matrices Cn and

C(k A i\k) result from the constraints on the manipulated variables, on their rate of change and

on the outputs. In our study constraints were imposed on the manipulated variables only. The

constraints have the form

h
AU[k) A

u(k — 1) — iif} igl>

U{k - 1) - Ulugh

'»low - u(k - 1)

u low -u(k - L)

m

m

where /p is a lower triangular matrix of appropriate dimension with the nonzero elements being

equal to 1.

B.3 Simulation Study

A simulation study was conducted to demonstrate the potential improvements in blood pressure

regulation during anesthesia that can be achieved by using rough estimates of disturbances. To

evaluate performance we applied a single disturbance step ds of 30 mmHg (figure B.4). This

stimulation is large enough to justify a change in drug application even for manual control. From

table B.l it can be seen that this disturbance hight is indeed realistic. This may also be confirmed

with the experimental results of section 4 5. And with figure 4.15 the step like disturbance input

d, can be justified.

It is reasonable to assume that an anesthetist is able to make predictions (or educated guesses)
of the major future disturbances based on the progress of surgery. Consider for example the

operation shown in figure 4.15. In this case the begin of the operation and skin incision after

the break could have easily been anticipated. It is however not very likely that these guesses are

correct especially if made over a large horizon. Assuming a step disturbance the estimates can

be off with respect to the instant of occurrence as well as the step size (figure B.4). We will

refer to a positive mismatch in time if the actual disturbance occurs later than estimated and we

will refer to a positive mismatch in height if the estimated disturbance is larger than the actual

disturbance. Anticipation horizons of 2 and 5 mm were tested. Both horizons reasonably reflect

the anesthetist's ability to make predictions.
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ds

[mmHg' disturbance estimate

actual disturbance

t |s]

Figure B.4: Disturbances inputs (ds) are assumed to be step like. There are two ways in which

a disturbance estimate can be inaccurate: There can be a mismatch in time of occurrence and

there can be a mismatch in the height of the disturbance.

Since a vaporizer equipped with a DC motor may be moved between its extreme positions in less

than a second no constraints on the rate of change for the control signal need to be introduced.

The main limitations are thus minimum (u/ow) and maximum (u)n/)h) of the vaporizer position. A

linearized model describes the system dynamics around an operating point {ii0l MAP{)). „0 may

be viewed as the mean value of u(k). Simulations with a linear model are therefore valid for the

differential signals u(k) — iiq and MAP(k) — MAPo and the input constraint have to be adjusted

accordingly to uiow — vq and ui„gh
— >h), respectively. No weight was put on the control signal

(i.e. Tu = 0) since this would further decrease the effectiveness of the already limited control

action.

The algorithm used a prediction horizon of 102 (17 mm) and a control horizon of 30 (5 rnui).

These values were found through some trial and error. Note that the prediction horizon has

nothing to do with the anticipation horizon. The prediction horizon determines how far into the

future the algorithm Is predicting based on the available information. The anticipation horizon

determines when the disturbance estimate is made available to the algorithm.

B.4 Results

The simulation results are shown in the figures B.5 to B.8. Figure B.5 shows an example traject¬

ory and figure B.6 shows the typical qualitative behavior of output trajectories for three typical
mismatches in the estimated time of disturbance occurrence. The summarized results for dif¬

ferent mismatches in the estimated instant of occurrence and different mismatches in estimated

disturbance height are shown in figure B.7 and B.8, respectively. Since the objective for the

control algorithm is formulated in terms of the integral squared error (ISE) or 2-norm the con¬

troller performance is first evaluated in terms of the ISE. The interpretation of the ISE results
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Figure B.5: A typical Trajectory that demonstrates how MPC handles disturbance estimates. The

sampling time is 10s. The upper plot shows how the deviation of MAP from a reference value

evolves with time and the lower plot shows the corresponding vaporizer concentration expressed
in deviations from their mean value u0. Note, the absolute constraints on the vaporizer Isoflurane

concentration are 0...5%, however, by using a linear model we implicitly assumed to work at

an operating point. This fact has to be taken into account, when running simulations with this

model, by adjusting the constraints accordingly

are, however, not very intuitive. We therefore also look at minimum and maximum deviations of

the output from the setpoint. They show a similar qualitative result and are easier to interpret.
In particular, they allow to asses how the algorithm trades post-stimulation high pressure for

pre-stimulation low pressure.

From the example trajectory shown in figure B.5 it can be understood how MPC uses the dis¬

turbance prediction information. In this example the disturbance occurs at 10 minutes whereas it

is estimated to occur at 9 minutes. With a anticipation horizon of 4 minutes the MPC algorithm
starts to react to the predicted disturbance in advance by increasing the fresh gas concentration.

Due to the non-minimum phase characteristic MAP first increases but after a while decreases

blow its reference value. By this the algorithm attempts to compensate post-stimulation high

pressure with pre-stimulation low pressure. Because of the mismatch in the estimated instant

of occurrence in this example, however, the disturbance does not occur as anticipated and the

controller immediately stops drug application at 9 minutes 10 seconds Drug application is re¬

sumed only after the disturbance has actually occurred. This phenomenon that drug application
is suspended when the disturbance occurs later than anticipated guarantees that pre-stimulation
MAP is not lowered arbitrarily. The graph demonstrates that it is not possible to compensate
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time

mismatch

Figure B.6: Qualitative picture of typical trajectories. The solid line corresponds to a case where

the instant of occurrence is estimated correctly, the dashed trajectory corresponds to a case where

the actual disturbance occurs late compared to the estimate (positive mismatch in time), and the

dotted trajectory denotes a case where the actual disturbance arrives early (negative mismatch

in time).

for the disturbance effects totally (due to the relatively fast disturbance dynamics and the input

constraints) and that the performance objective given by equation (B.l) is thus minimized by

lowering MAP prior to the occurrence of the disturbance. This also reduces the maximum posit¬
ive deviations from the desired reference MAP value. The graph further reveals that in order to

react to large blood pressure changes the actuator signal is saturated most of the time which in

particular limits pre-stimulation blood pressure reduction.

Figure B.6 shows the qualitative picture of typical trajectories for different mismatches in the

estimated instant of disturbance occurrence and no mismatch in the estimated size of the dis¬

turbance. It. will help to interpret the results shown in figure B.7. The solid line corresponds to a

case where instant of occurrence and disturbance height are estimated correctly. The dashed tra¬

jectory corresponds to a case where the actual disturbance occurs late compared to the estimate

(positive mismatch in time). The control algorithm already started to increase MAP after the

estimated time of occurrence by stopping the drug application. This results in a larger maximum

positive deviation of MAP from the desired value as well as a larger integral squared error. How¬

ever, the maximum negative deviation is almost the same which happens because drug application
is suspended. The dotted trajectory denotes a case where the actual disturbance arrives early.
The algorithm is not able to decrease MAP enough prior to the occurrence of the disturbance

which also results in a larger maximum positive deviation of MAP and integral squared error.

Note however, that the maximum negative deviation is significantly smaller. We will see that

even if the disturbance occurs while MAP could not be lowered below the reference value it is
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Figure B.7: Variation of integral squared error (ISE, left column of plots), maximum positive and

negative deviations of mean arterial blood pressure (MAP) from a desired reference value (right
column of plots) as a function of mismatch in the estimates of the instant of occurrence of a

stimulus. For reference the ISE and the maximum positive deviations resulting if no disturbance

prediction is available to the MPC algorithm are shown dashed lines. The disturbance height was

assumed to be exactly known and was equal to 30 mmHg for all cases

advantageous over the case with no anticipation

Figure B.7 summarizes the results for different mismatches in instant of occurrence. The left

column of plots evaluates performance in terms of the ISE while the right column of plots evaluates

the performance in terms of maximum positive and maximum negative deviations of the output
from the setpoint. For the results in the upper row of plots an anticipation horizon of 2 mm was

used and for the plots in the lower row a prediction horizon of 5 mm was used.

The ISE result reveal that a reduction of up to 80 % in ISE can be achieved over the situation
where no anticipation Information is used (taken as 100%) A larger reduction is obtained for

longer anticipation horizons The result of the algorithm further depends on the accuracy of the

anticipation of the instant of occurrence, however, there is a broad range of mismatch for which

anticipation information is advantageous. The problem with this ISE result is that it is not clear

what this means for the patient. This is much more clearer when looking at maximum positive
and negative deviations of MAP from the reference value
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Figure B.8: Variation of integral squared error (ISE), maximum positive and negative deviations

of mean arterial blood pressure (MAP) from a desired reference value as a function of mismatch

in estimates of the size of the disturbance (actual hight was 30 mmHg). For reference the ISE

and the maximum positive deviations resulting if no disturbance prediction is available to the

MPC algorithm are shown by dashed lines There is no mismatch in the estimate of the time of

occurrence of the disturbance.

The evaluation in terms of maximum positive deviations from the setpoint (basically post-

stimulation blood pressure increase) shows the qualitative similar behavior. A reduction of up

to 35 % over the un-anticipated case can be achieved. The achieved decrease is minor for an

anticipation horizon of 2 mm The reduction of the maximum positive deviation is partially
obtained at the cost of negative deviations.

Figure B 8 summarizes the results where the instant of occurrence is assumed to be correct but

a wrong disturbance height is assumed Again evaluations in terms of ISE (left column of plots)
as well as maximum positive and maximum negative deviation (right column of plots) are shown

for anticipation horizons of 2 m in (upper row) and 5 m in (lower row).

For the ISE evaluation the case with no disturbance anticipation is taken as 100 %. It can be

seen that the ISE decreases from a mismatch of —30 mmllq (estimated height - ()) to approach
a constant value for positive mismatches. Again the ISE does not allow to tell what this means

for the patient.
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The evaluation in terms of maximum positive deviations from the set point again is similar to the

ISE result. With anticipation horizons of 2 min and 5 min there is almost no pre-stimulation

lowering of blood pressure. This results in small maximum negative deviations. The results

show that 2 min anticipation is too short for improving blood pressure regulation significantly.

However, for an anticipation of 5 min significant improvements are possible even with very poor

"guesses".

B.5 Conclusions

From the different plots in figure B.7 we conclude that when information about the effect of

surgical events on MAP is utilized by the controller ISE and the maximum MAP deviations

can be reduced significantly even when this information is inaccurate. The anticipation time

must be on the order of 5 minutes to produce significant imporvements. This reduction is in

some cases achieved through lowering of pre-stimulation MAP resulting in negative deviations

from the desired reference MAP. As expected we find that the effectiveness of the disturbance

anticipations depends on the accuracy of the estimated instant of occurrence. However, there

is a broad range of even very poor time estimates for which an improvement can be achieved

over the situation where no predictions are used At worst (highly inaccurate information) no

improvement is obtained.

The plots in figure B.8 show that the improvement is less sensitive with respect to the accuracy

of estimates of the disturbance height. Obviously less improvement is obtained if the disturbance

height is underestimated. However, it is important to note that there is no degradation in case of

overestimation. The results of Zbinden et al [519] suggest that the height of the blood pressure

response to natural stimuli (laryngoscopy, skin incision, intubation) can deviate up to 60% from

the average value. From figure B.8 we conclude that this variation cannot lead to unacceptable

performance.

The disturbance step that has been applied for the simulations was positive but analogous results

would be obtained for a negative step. While positive disturbance steps denote the onset of a

stimulation negative steps denote the end of a stimulation. Obviously the presented algorithm
can also be used to prevent low blood pressure situations after the termination of a stimulation.

These results suggest that estimates of the effects of major surgical events during anesthesia

can be used to improve blood pressure regulation during anesthesia even if they are inaccurate.

It has been demonstrated that model predictive control (MPC) allows to use rough disturbance

estimates in a straight forward manner.

It was demonstrated that the reduction of post-stimulation blood pressure is in some cases

obtained through lowering of pre-stimulation pressure. This might not be acceptable for all

patients and there are two ways how low pressure can be limited. The most straight forward

treatment is to introduce constraint on the output for the optimization (equation (B.9)). We

have seen that pre-stimulation pressure is limited by the prediction horizon and the upper limit

of the control signal. Alternatively one could choose the prediction horizon based on the allowed
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pre-stimulation blood pressure. The final decision, however, of whether or not the algorithm
should be invoked has to be left to the anesthetist.

In chapter 4 it was discussed that for control of MAP limits on the endtidal Isoflurane concen¬

tration must be taken into account. This has not been done in this feasibility study but can be

introduced by imposing so called output constraints in the MPC optimization.

Finally, it should be pointed out that robustness (with respect to inter and intra patient variability)
issues have not been addressed in this study. Studying these robustness issues will of course be

a main focus for future research.



Appendix C

The Recoverability Concept

The goal of fault tolerant control is to recover as much system functionality as possible in case

of a fault. In definition 7.2.4 to 7.2.8 this functionality is represented by an objective. If this

objective is given as a functional the degree of recoverability may be measured based on the

maximum achievable value for the objective function [45]. Often, however, the control objective
is not given as a functional or the functional is not the ultimate objective and rather serves to

formalize the design procedure as in the LQR method.

Alternatively one might therefore ask how much control over the system is left and how much

information might be obtained about the system through measurements after a fault occurred.

This view leads to a definition of recoverability based on controllability and observability of the

faulty system compared to the fault free case. In [154] the hybrid formulation of FTC systems

was used to derive recoverability conditions based on the controllability of hybrid systems. This

analysis is not very useful in practice since no analytic solution to the problem can be derived.

In addition, the definitions 7.2.7 and 7,2.8 (and the more formal definitions in [45]) address the

problem only after successful detection and isolation of the fault. No attention is paid to the fact

that the time between fault occurrence and its detection and isolation might be crucial for the

decision whether the system is recoverable from a fault or not.

If, however, we agree to neglect the time between fault occurrence and remedial action it is

natural to derive recoverability conditions that are based on system properties of the faulty and

the non-faulty system. In this appendix we propose to base the recoverability conditions for LTI

systems on controllability and observability measures (see also [154])..

C.l Recoverability for parameterized LTI systems

Consider a set of systems S(qf, q(l) parameterized by the configurators qf and qn. That is S(0,0)
represents the nominal fault free system, S(qf,0) represents the system after occurrence of the
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fault event and S(qf,qa) denotes the faulty system after reconfiguration. That is for every

S(qf,qn) there is a linear time invariant system given by

x(£) = A{qf,qa)x(t) +B(qf,qa)u(t) f
,

y(t) ^ C(qf.q,Mf) AB(qf.qn)u(l)
{ ' >

where x(i) 4 E" denotes the state vector of the system, u 4 Rm is a vector of system inputs,

y(t) 4 Ep is the vector of system outputs, and A.B.C, and D are matrices of appropriate
dimensions.

The goal is now to derive measures for recoverability based on measures for controllability and

observability of the fault free system S(0.0) and the reconfigured faulty system S(qc,qf). For

sensor and actuator faults this problem is related to the problem of optimally selecting inputs and

outputs for control systems [331, 434, 238, 237]. While for the classical sensor/actuator selection

problem the goal is to identify the most effective sensor/actuator locations the recoverability

analysis uses this redundancy measures to asses what is left of the system after a fault. [335]
uses controllability and observability measures to optimize adjustable system parameters. Possible

measures are the observability gramian

Wt,(5)=/ eAfC2CeAtdt (C.2)
Jo

and similarly the controllability gramian

Wc(5)=/ B'LcATtcArfBdt (C.3)

A discussion of the concept of gramians lies outside the scope of this appendix for more details

the references [236, 440] should be consulted.

Gramians allow to identify directions in state space of different degree of controllability and

observability. For the observability gramian this means, for some state x0 ,
the quantity XqWox0

represents the observation "energy" obtained from this state x0. To verify this just multiply
equation (C.2) from both sides with Xq and x0. respectively. For any vector v, which is a

unit length eigenvector, the obtained observation energy is determined by the corresponding
eigenvalue. An unobservable direction provides zero observation energy.

Based on these gramians scalar measures p0(qf,qa) and Pc(ç/.9n) for recoverability shall be

derived. The following properties are desired for such a measure

p(W) — 0 ^> loss of observability or controllability (C.4)

p(W(0.0)) = 1 (C.5)

p(oW) = np(W) (C.6)

p(W,) > p(W1)4p(W2) for W-,=W1 + W2 (C.7)

These requirements are satisfied by the following measures

,
j!W0(57/M/o))|

Mf'Q°)=VWJs&*))7 (C8)
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For an intuitive understanding of the nth root recall that the determinant is equal to the product

of the eigenvalues. That is it depends on the dimension (number of eigenvalues) of the system.

The n1h root therefore serves to make the measure independent of the system dimension n.

The measure can be interpreted as follows. Since the determinant is equal to the product of the

eigenvalues, \/|W0| represents an "average" observation energy that can be obtained form the

system. Where the "average" is expressed in terms of the geometric mean of the observation

energies obtained from the different eigen-dlrections. The measure p0(Çf,q<i) therefore defines

the ratio of "average" observation energies obtained from the faulty system compared to the

fault free system.

For "real world" systems the state vector x might combine states with different units and different

ranges. For a meaningful interpretation of the measure the system's states, inputs, and outputs

have to be brought into a per unit representation.

For illustration, consider a system with two equivalent sensors, i.e.

yi(0 = ClX(t) = C,2x(t) - yAd). (C.9)

Assume that sensor two fails, and operation is continued with sensor one only. The measure

Po(qf,qa) is computed for

Ci

Co
(CIO)C(0.0) =

and

Cfaf.fo)- idl (C.ll)

which yields p0(qf,qa) = 5.
In this deterministic framework, there is no difference between the

two scenarios. But the value of \ indicates a harder state estimation problem in the stochastic

framework.

Note that p0(qj,qa) = 0 if the system is not recoverable from the sensor fault qr by the recon¬

figuration qa. The consequence of a zero measure C.8 is that an observer constructed from the

corresponding measurements results In an open loop estimation of certain modes. Nevertheless,

an open-loop estimate might still be used as a short-term replacement for a failed sensor [44].

Similar arguments lead to the definition

"'W-^- \IWTsWWi ( ]

as a quality indicator for control recovery after an actuator fault.

Both measures C.8 and C.12 only make sense if 5(0, 0) is controllable and observable. If this is

not the case, the measure should be applied to the observable or controllable subspaces, only.

The general condition for recoverability form an arbitrary fault can now be stated as:

system recoverable <4 pc(qf,qa) > 0 and p0{qf.qn) > 0. (C.13)
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C.2 Consequences for FTC

In this section we will show that this recoverability concept is indeed a system property with

immediate consequences for fault tolerant control.

C.2.1 Reconstruction of measurements

A strategy which is sometimes considered as a remedial action to a sensor fault is to reconstruct

the missing measurement, using this instead of the original measurement with the existing control

law [300] and [47]. However, this might not always be possible. First, it must be possible to

reconstruct the missing measurement from the remaining measurements. Otherwise, the strategy

leads to open loop control of certain modes, which could only be a short time remedial action.

A measurement of a faulty sensor can be reconstructed from the remaining measurements if and

only if the system is recoverable from that sensor fault. To show this, consider the generalized

eigenvector decomposition of the system and write:

n n

ip(t) = ax(t) = c, X/#H ="- J2sj(*)ciqj

where yi is the measurement to be reconstructed, q, are the eigenvector directions of the system,

£j(t) the time evolution along these directions and n the dimension of the state space of the

system.

To show that recoverability is sufficient note that all directions q7- for which c,;q7 ^ 0 contribute

to the measurement y,7 If the system is recoverable from the failure of sensor i these directions

remain observable and thus iji{t) can be reconstructed.

On the other hand: If the system is not recoverable it looses observability (sensor fault). The

direction(s) q? for which observability is lost was observable in combination with sensor i and

thus c,:q7 t^ 0. That is the unobservable direction q; would be needed to reconstruct the output

Vi-

This basically means that there are directions that are only observable in combination with the

output yi and therefore yt can not be reconstructed if ?y,; is missing.

C.2.2 Observer based state feedback

Consider the observer based state feedback controller shown in figure 6.11 where {A,B,C}
define a LTI system of the form (C.l). The dynamic equation for the state estimation error

e(t) — x(t) — x(£) is given by

(A - LC)e. (C.14)
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Assume that {A, C} is an observable pair. Then by properly choosing L the poles of the observer

can be assigned arbitrarily [235]. Now consider a sensor failure. If it Is assumed that a detection

algorithm has detected that failure and that control is to be continued without that sensor we

have E(0,r/^) = {A,B,C} where in C the row of C corresponding to the faulty sensor has

been removed. Clearly if {A, C} is no longer observable
,
not all eigenvalues of the observer can

be assigned, which means that the decay rate of some observer modes can not be specified. More

precisely if the unobservable modes are stable the observation error still converges, however, if the

unobservable modes are not stable the observer error will exponentially diverge. It is important

to note, that although the eigenvalues can still be assigned arbitrarily for recoverable systems

less freedom in assigning the eigen structure is available, which has consequences for FDI design

[369, 79] for the faulty system. In this concept of recoverability this loss in design freedom is

viewed as loss of detection performance.

C.2.3 Adaptive fault tolerant control

Another strategy in fault tolerant control is to use an adaptive control scheme (see e.g. [367, 54]).
The idea here is that the dynamics of the system usually change after the fault and that an

adaptive scheme is used to identify the new plant dynamics and change the control law accordingly.

It is straight forward to see that weak recoverability is a necessary condition for an adaptive
scheme to work.
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Appendix D

A fault tolerant dosing strategy

For the discussion of the fault tolerant dosing strategy the respirator equation (3.35) is further

abstracted. To do so the recirculation of exspired gas mixture is neglected and the respiratory

circuit is modeled by a ideal stir tank model as shown figure D That is a total gas stream of

FF enters the respiratory circuit. It carries anesthetic with concentration cmp corresponding to

the vaporizer position. Thereby it is a characteristic property of vaporizers that the they add the

desired concentration independently of the total flow FF This is achieved through the special
construction of the vaporizer [370]. In this simplified model the same amount of gas (F"F) leaves

the tank with concentration cm,p. The system has two independent input variables and it is thus

intuitive to ask whether this provides redundancy that could be explored for FTC. To answer the

question consider the dynamics of the system given by

FT Ff
Cinsp —

~

t- <4nsp 4~ AT'rvnp-
> ht 4

Assume that the vaporizer is "stuck' at c,ap - Cfa„u and let c — c,,!S?J
—

Cf0Un Then the time

evolution of c after occurance of the fault is given by

c(t)=r(0)e ^AA^, (D.l)

From equation (D.l) it is easily seen that c,„v, asymptotically approaches Cfav!t for any FF1 "> 0.

By manipulation of FF only the rate with which c;n„/t is approached can be influenced. And

clearly no redundancy for FTC is provided by this second input.

Alternatively consider a dosing strategy as shown in figure D where the flow rates for carrier gas

and anesthetic are the manipulated inputs The dynamic equations for this scenario is given by

retail >ei A tt \qaç Ft {gas
4n<;j) T- 4n«p 4 —

•

' R W?

To explore the FTC possibilities it is sufficient to consider the steady state of the system which
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Figure D.l: Simple model representing dosing

through specification of total carrier gas flow
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Figure D.2: Simple model representing dos¬

ing through specification of two independent
flows.

is given by

FF
igas

--mSp.SS F F + FF
x l carrier

^ ' -<-
.Agas

This shows that even if this actuator FF_{qas is "stuck" at a certain FP]\flas.fauit any steady state

concentration can still be achieved by manipulation of FFcarrjcr only. That is this system is still

controllable.

From this discussion we conclude first that whether multiple actuators indeed provide redundancy
for FTC heavily depends on the nature of these actuators. And second, while dosing by means

of a vaporizer is certainly appropriate for conducting anesthesia manually the example suggests

that this is not. true from FTC perspectives.
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